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PREFACE
This project is under the supervision of Professor Ivan I.
Mueller, Department of Geodetic Science, The Ohio Skate University.
The science adviF:.-:ir is Dr. David E. Smith, Code 92,1` and technical
officer, Mr. Edmo"d C. Holweek, Code 902.2, NASA, Goelard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771.
This report is a modified version of a thesis submitted to the
Graduate School. of 'rhe Ohio State University as partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the M.Se.. degree.
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ABSTRACT
An interactive computer program (in FORTRAN) for the
varitwoo-covariance analysis of VLBI experiments is prt-m--m.ted for use
In experiment planning, simulation studies and optImal, design problems.
The Interactive mode is especially suited to these types of analyses
providing case of operation as well ns savings in time and cost. The
geodvtir parameters Include baseltne vector paramoters and vArlationn
in poisr motion and earth rot ► t'lon.
it tliscussion, of the theory on which the program is based pro-
vides mi overview of the V1,B1 process evil4insIzing the areas of interest
to geodesy. Special emphasis is placed on the problem of determining
correlations between simultaneous observations from a network of
stations. A model sultnble fo ►• covnrlance analyses is presented. Sug-
gestlom, towards developing; optimal, observation schedules are included.
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"A marriage of convenience has been consummated between
the disparate fields of geodesy and radio astronomy. The
radio technique of very-long-baseline interforometry
(VLSI) promises to have a profouc:>: effect on studies of
the Earth. Whether such promises will be fulfilled
remains to be seen."
[Counselman and Shapiro, 1978b]
1.1 Background
The application of VLSI to geodesy, geodynamics, and geo-
physics is an outgrowth of developments in the fields of radio astron-
omy. In order to ,-'Lain fine angular resolution in the study of the
structure and sire of extragalactic radio sources, discovered by Jansky
in the early 1930's [Kraus, 19663, radio astronomers turned to inter-
ferometry. In conventional interferometry, two (or more) radio anten-
nas, acting as one impractically large single antenna (increasingly
finer angular resolution is roughly proportional to antenna diameter)
are connected by cables whereby signals received from a radio sourc4a are
compared instantaneously. The maximum separation in this mode is 10-20
km. With the development of very stable frequency standards and
wide-band tape recorders, the real-time link between the antennas could
be eliminated. Thus, the concept of very-long-baseline interferometry
where antenna separation of thousands of kilometers is possible. In




and cross-correlated later at a central processing facility to recover
the VLSI "observables" de Bribed in Chapter 2.
VLSI measurements, basides their radio-astronomy applications,
supply information about baseline components and distances, radio
source coordinates, polar motion, UTI, precession and nutation, and
solid earth tides. However, except fov baseline distances and
radio-source declinations, all the remaining geodetically relevant para-
meters are non--estimable unless defined as variations (in polar motion,
etc.) as will. be explained in Chapter 3. Anticipated observational accu-
racies, resulting from increasingly better instrumentation, and improved
mathematical models should make the monitoring of a global tectonic
plate motions, continental drift and crustal deformations feasible.
The astronomic applications of VL.BI include the possibility of
classifying a number of radio sources as fixed, in order to define an
absolute extra-galactic coordinate system. A list of such sources has
been proposed in [Elsmore and Ryle, 1976]. There are presently several
hundred known radio sources, With the Mark I recording system less
than 20 sources were of sufficient strength for geodetic applications.
With the state-of-the-art Mark IN recording and processing; system (see
[Ma, 1978; Clark, 1979x] for .. u.$scription), this number should be
increased considerably, thereby improving the distribution of sources
in the sky.
The first VLSI experiments were conducted in the late 1960's
[Broten et al., 1967; Bare et al., 1967; ilinteregger et al., 19721,.
Since then, many experiments have been performed by groups in the
United States (the "East coast" and "West coast"), Canada and Europe,
I
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too numerous for all to be described here. At present, baseline
lengths of up to several thousand kilometers have been measured with a
repeatability of under 5 cm [Shapiro, 1978]. A 1.24 km baseline vector
has been determined with approximately 5 nim repeatability from VLSI
observations [Rogers at al., 1978]. Measurements of the same baseline
by conventional geodetic techniques compared encouragingly well at the
few millimeter level [Carter, 1979). A 42-km baseline measured
with portable VLSI antennas and conventional methods compared to within
a decimeter in length [Nie11, 1979). Variations in polar motion and
UT1 have been estimated at the decimeter and millisecond levels respec-
tively. In a series of experiments, polar motion results agreed well
with IPMS and Doppler results, but a systematic difference was detected
with BIH valuers [Robertson at al., 1978]. From the same experiments,
VLBI and BIH UT1 results were found to differ by .. .aut 0!002 rms.
Fanselow at al. [1979] reported measurements of earth rotation para-
meters at the 0.101 accuracy level that compared well with lunar laser
ranging (LURE) results. Although the accuracy of VLBI parameter esti-
mation is not yet completely clear, the above results are good indica-
tions that "promises will be fulfilled." Recent VLBI-satellite laser
intercomparison experiments using the Mark III system will provide inde-
pendent checks on accuracy and hopefully point to unmodelled systematic
errors.. At present, the primary limiting factors on accuracy are clock
betavtor and the propagation medium, particularly the wet component of
the troposphere. other factors include uncalibrated instrumental
errors, ';ladequate modelling of geophysical and relativistic effects,
source structure and gravitational flexure of the larger telescopes.
3
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Besides its excellent angular resolution and impressive accu-
racy, VLBI provides several other advantages. VLBI measurements are
independent of the Earth's gravity field. In addition, since the
anten; as receive microwave radiation, VLBI has practically all weather
capabilities. On the other hand, the necessary equipment is expensive
and the availability of permanent antennas is limited. The latter
problem can be remedied by the use of portable antennas such as those of
the Astronomical Interferometric Earth Survey (ARIES) system (MacDoran
et al.., 1978]. An interesting list of radio interferometry "advantages
and disadvantages" as well as for Doppler, satellite laser ranging and
lunar laser ranging techniques is given in (Mulholland, 1978].
The next decade will see VLBI move into tho .+perational stage as
the following examples illustrate. The NASA Geodynamics Program will
concentrate on the detection of crustal movements by VLSI and satellite
laser techniques. A Crustal Dynamics Project has been established at
Goddard Space Flight Center for this purpose (NASA, 1979x]. The Polar
Motion Analysis by Radio Interferometric Surveying (Polaris) project is
planned for the early 1980's (Carter, 19781. Its goal is to establish
and operate a three-scatton VLBI network to monitor polar motion and
eari`.?'z rotation on a regular basis. It is anticipated that small port-
able interferometer terminals, receiving signals from Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites, will yield several millimeter accuracy for
baseline lengths up to several hundred kilometers. These systems, oper-
ating on the same basic principles of VLBI as described in this thesis,
are now being developed. They include Miniature Interferometer Terminals
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for Earth Surveying (MITES) [Coun,selman and Shapiro, 19:, a] and Satellite
Emission Radio Interferometric Earth Surveying (SERIES) [MacDoran, 1978].
For a detailed history of VLSI development as well as an exten-
sive bibliography, see [Benjauthrit, 1978a and b). A list of the various
agencies participating in VLSI development and a description of several
of their experiments are found in [Campbell, 1979]. Fanselow [19713]
gives a summary of completed as well as current VLBI programs. The
proceedings of the Radio Interferometry Techniques for Geodesy con-
ference contains the most up-to-date description of the present status
of VLBI [NASA, in preen]. Other valuable references, especially for
geodetic applications, include [Thomas, 1972a and b, 1973; Whitney,
1974; Robertson, 1975; Dermanis, 1977; Ma, 1978; Shapiro, 1978].
1.2 Purpose of the Report
A VLSI covariance analysis Interactive Program (VIP) is pr;,.,.
rented for use in simulating and planning VLBI experiments. An explana-
tion of the theory and mathematical models on which this program is
based is intended to provide an overview of VLSI for those interested in
applying the VLSI technique to geodetic activities.
VIP provides an upper limit on accuracy attainable for the VIP
parameter set given the planned station configuration and source
schedule of a particular experiment and the a priori noise estimates of
delay and delay rate measurements. only random errors are assumed and
there is no provision for systematic effects except for a simple
two-term polynomial to model errant clock behavior. 'Therefore, it is
not expected that this type of analysis will reflect the actual
5
performance of a particular experiment which may be several times worse
than the a priori numbers indicate. Nevertheless, a covariance analy-
sis is useful in comparing the relative effects of different station
locations and observation schedules. Ultimately, the geometrical
strength of a given experiment is of primary importance in optimal para-
meter estimation.
The choice of parameter set was influenced by studies of dif-
ferent observation schedules for the Polaris network mentioned above.
Therefore, the main emphasis is on esti.matlion of earth orientation para-
meters including variations in polar motion and earth rotation as well
as on baseline vector parameters.
At its early stages of development, VIP was run in the batch
made. It was decided to modify the various routines to run in the
interactive mode using the Time Sharing Option (TSO) and Tektronix ter-
urinals at the OSU Instruction and Research Computer Center (TRCC). In
this mode, the user is able to simulate an experiment, view the results
in real-time, and rerun through the program with the option of changing
any or all of the initial input parameters. This process may be
repeated as many times as desired with one loading of the program.
Thus, the interactive mode is found to be ideal for this type of analy-
sis, offering case and flexibility of operation as well as savings in
time and cost.
In all of the modern geodetic "space" systems, the geodesist has
moved further away from the actual measurement process. In VLBI we are
presented with a list of "observables," themselves estimated by a com-
plex procedure requiring sophisticated instrumentation developed by
6
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9electrical engineers and radio astronomers. It is important to obtain
familiarity with this measurement process (summarized in Chapter 2).
With this background, the geodesist can address such problems as opti-
mal experiment simulation and planning, development of improved mathe-
matical models, sound statistical analysis of data and correct
adjustment philosophy, and, fina?^'" can apply VLSI data to geodesy and
its related fields. These prob",„,,, eas will be discussed and topics
for future research presented.
1.3 Organization and Scope
Chapter 2 coverts the basic geometry of VLBI observations, the
necessary instrumentation, and explains the process by which the raw
observed data is transformed into the "observables” of the least
squares adjustment from which the geodetic parameters are estimated.
In Chapter 3 the mathematical models used in VIP are described as well
as possible model. refinements. A summary of VLBI estimable parameters
is included. A model, suitable for covariance analyses, is presented
for determining the correlations between simultaneous VLBI observations
at a given epoch. Singularity problems arising from coordinate system
definition, observability conditions and critical configurations are
enumerated. An approach to observation schedule optimization is
described in Chapter G. This last chapter also discusses the prob-
lems related to obtaining correlations between simultaneous VLSI
observations. Appendix A includes a documented listing of VIP r.lus
7
explanatory tables and figures. Appendix B contains the hard copy of a
sample run as viewed on the interactive screen.
8
2. THE MEASUREMENT PROCESS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the basic VLBI observables are described.
First, their purely geometric interpretations are presented followed by
a discussion of the quantities that are actually measured. A brief
description of the VLSI hardware is given, as well as the process by
which the observables are estimated. This will be of a general nature
only and the technical details may be found in the references. Expres-
sions for the precision of the observables are included. Finally, sys-
tematic errors that affect the measurement process and, thus, the
estimation of geodetic parameters are summarized. Figure 2.1 (from
[Fanselow, 1978]) illustrates the measurement process and, therefore,
the contents of this chapter. The parameter solution will be described
in the next chapter.
2.2 Observables
2.2.1 Basic Observables
A VLSI baseline consists of one antenna at each end, simul-
taneously observing the random radio signals emitted from a compact
extra-galactic source (e.g., a quasar). A particular segment of a wave-
front will arrive at one antenna later than at the other as a result of







































primarily a function of the location of the source in the extra-galactic
frame and the baseline vector fixed to the rotating deformable earth.
in Figure 2.2, fxom [Ma, 1978], we view the equatorial projection of a
VLSI baseline at two different epochs. The path length difference is
given by cT1 and cT2, respectively, T1 and T2 are the time delays at the
two epochs and c, the speed of light. As can be seen in the figure, the
time delay changes with time. Its rate of change is called the tithe
delay rate.
The time delay and time delay rate contain the geodetically
relevant information. Any phenomena that affects these quantities can
be theoretically parameterized in the mathematical model. The orienta-
tion of the baseline with respect to the "inertial" frame is affected by
polar motion and UT1 variations. Therefore, the observables are sensi-
tive to these changes although not to the absolute orientation of the
baseline, as will be explained in the next chapter. The baseline vector
is affected by solid earth tides and geodynamic phenomena such as crus-
tal motion. The source unit vector is affected by precession and nuta-
tion. The estimable parameters will be defined in the next chapter, but
it suffices to mention here that the observables are sensitive to these
and other phenomena as well as to baseline vector and source coordir:ite
parameters.
2.2.2 Geometric Observables
In this section, the geometric definition of the observables are
presented under the assumption of perfect instrumentation and of radio




























conditions are, of course, quite different making the measured observ-
ables vary considerably from their geometric counterparts. Some of
these effects may be modelled better than others but all serve to com-
plicate geodetic parameter estimation. They are described in section
2.4. The measured observables, as will be seen in the next two sections
are estimated by cross correlation of the tape recordings of the
received signals.





Figure 2.3. Geometry of a Time Delay Observation
A certain segment of a wavefront arrives at antenna 1 at time tt




: t2 - t j _ ... L
c
(2.2-2)
the station 2 vector at time t j o 11(t2). The station position vectors
are assumed for this discussion to be given in a Seocentric Cartesian
reference frame fixed with respect to the radio sources (assumed to be
an inertial frame). From Figure 2.3
Die ' -[X2 ( t2) - X1(t1)^ • B
	
(2.2-1)
where s is the unit vector in the direction of the source. The goo-
metric time delay is, therefore
In the interval of time, Tg , station 2 has rotated by a small amount due
to the earth ' s rotation. Since T  is small ( its maximum value is
approximately 0.02 see) we can write as a linear approximation




T	 2.2-4g	 c	 c
where
	
$12(11) • X2( t O - Xi( t O	 (2.2-5)
is the instantaneous baseline vector at epoch t 1 and
V2(t1)	
dX24 . 
SZ x X2 (1 1 )	 (2.2-6)dt
St, the earth rotation vector (at t 1 ). Notice that V2 ( t 1 )/c multiplied
by the frequency of the received signal is the Doppler frequency shift.
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In the remainder of the thesis, the speed of light will be set
to unity so that the time delay will be expressed in units of distance.
From (2.2-4) the time delay is seen to be composed of two parts. The
first term is the projection of the iastantaneous baseline vector (at
t i ) ire the direction of the source. The second term is the motion of
station 2 during the wave transit. It is of Pmall magnitude and can be
accurately calculated based on a priori information. Therefore, it can
be neglected in developing the mathematical models in the next chapter.
The time delay which is now in distance units will be expressed there as




where the subscript i refers Lo the ith baseline, k to the k th source
and j to the j th epoch of observat,k.oi:.
The time delay rate is then
dg (t )
di jk = - d_ t 1_ . 0 	 (2.2-8)
assuming that a  = 0.
2.2.3 Measured Observables
The velocity of electromagnetic radiation passing through the
atmosphere (a dispersive medium) can be divided into two categories,
the group velocity and the phase velocity. Therefore, measurement of
the difference in times of arrival may be of two types: the phase delay
difference (called simply the phase delay) or the group delay difference
(group delay) [Shapiro, 1978). Theoretically, the phase delay could be
calculated by dividing the phase difference of the recorded data streams
15
(called the fringe phase) at a particular epoch by the (angular) fre-
quancy of the incoming signal. However, the fringe phase is ambiguous
to some integer multiple of 2w, thereby inflicting closely spaced ambi-
guities on the phase delays which are difficult to resolve. The group
delay, the derivative of tho fringe phase with respect to angular fro-
quancy can be, theoretically, estimated unambiguously by measuring
fringe phase over a wide band of frequencies. A simple example, based
on a discussion by [Molinder, 1978), will illustrate then( points.
Suppose that ¢f, and Oft are the fringe phases at frequencies f, and
f2 . Then
Ofl(t) - 2nf,T + 2mn	 n
(^.2-9)
Of2 (t) . 21rf 2T + 27'n
where T is the time delay, 2m and 27rn the ambiguities, m and n inte-
gers. If the uncertainty in the slope of fringe phase versus frequency
is less than 2' U2-f i ) then the ambiguities may be rescived and the




Thus, f l and f 2 must be spaced close enough so that the ambiguities may
be resolved based on a priori information. A third frequency f 3 can
then be spaced at an interval larger than f 2 - f 3 because of the more
accurate slope .available from the previous determination. This proce-
dure can be extended over several frequency bands, thus, the bandwidth
synthesis technique [Rogers, 1970; Whitney et al., 19763. The wider the
bandwidth, the more accurate the measurement of group delay. In the
16
Mark III system, 28 narrow frequency bands, each 2 MHZ wide, are dis-
tributed over a total of up to 400 MHZ (Shapiro, 1978).
Thus, the group delay is the measured time delay. In practice,
the group delays do have ambiguities but these can be eliminated by
examination of their residuals from an initial least squares adjustment
(Robertson, 1975).
The fringe rate is the second, and less important, estimated
observable. It is the time derivative of the fringe phase. We will
deal with the phase delay rate which is the fringe rate divided by the
angular frequency. The phase delay rate is the measured time delay
rate. One advantage of the phase delay rate (or the fringe rate) is
that it can be determined unambiguously without resorti.g to bandwidth
synthesis, and therefore requires relatively simple equipment. How-
ever, it suffers from several geometric disadvantages described in
section 3.2.4 and is much less precise compared to the group delay.
From this point on, we shall use the terms delay and delay rate
for the measured observables.
2.3 Data Acquisition and Observable Estimation
The Mark III field system (soe Figure 2.4 taken from [Ma, 1978))
is the state of the art in VLBI data acquisition hardware. This system,
in conjunction with a radio antenna and environmental sensors, consists
of basically a receiver, a frequency standard, a recorder and a phase
calibrator. The entire system is run by the VLBI controller, an HP 1000
minicomputer. Using schedule input, the conttiller sets the receiver



















source, +Marts and stops the data drives, monitors the system's func-
tions and logs all necessary information N, 1978).
Local oscillator signals, derived from the frequency standard,
are mixed with the received radio-frequency signals. Several or all of
the 28 possible channels are selected at all stations and are sampled,
one channel per record of tape. The resulting intermediate-frequency
signals are converted to video signals which are recorded on
magnetic tape. For each tape record, the time epoch, derived from
the frequency standard, is recorded. See (Whitney at al., 1976) for
a detailed description of the system components.
The phase calibration system is used to reduce the dispersive
effects of the instrumentation and to measure the timing cable length
(Whitney at al., 1976; Thomas $ 1978; Rogers, 1979).
At each station environmental sensors record temperature,
humidity and pressure. A water vapor radiometer, if available, measures
water vapor path delay [Claflin at al., 1978; Reach at al., 1979; Moran,
1979).
The tapes from the participating stations are sent to a central
processing facility for cross correlation. This involves reconstructing
the radio-signal transmission process. A model delay T is computed to a
good approximation based on a priori information. The data streams from
two tapes are offset by T and the signals are multiplied together. The
theoretical cross correlation function is given by
W	 r
l x, (t)xx Ct + ( 1+rt) )dt	 (2.3-1)
_OD
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where X, and X2 are the signals received at station 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Over the integration period ( typically 3 minutes) the model





where T is a constant delay and T is the delay rate. Maximizing the
N
correlation function with respect to T and T results in the maximum
likelihood estimates of delay and delay rate [Whitney, 1974]. The
actual cross correlation process is described in [Thomas, 1972a,b;
Whitney et al., 1976 1. The statistical model for the estimation of the
observables is developed in [Whitney, 1974].
Precision estimates for the delay and the delay rate can be com-
puted as a function of the system characteristics. However, they do not
include error sources such as the propagation medJum, instrumental
effects and modelling errors call described in section 2.4. The pre-
cision for delay is given in [Counselman et al., 19791 as
CF (T) .	 1	 (2.3- 3)
Af sp N
indicating that it is inversely proportional to the spanned bandwidth
Af sp and the signal-to-noise ratio ( S/N) where
T 1`4/2N o(o) = 3.2 x 103 L-^' 	 J	 1/2 seconds (s) (2.3-4)
S	
Nt	 ^D1D2(EIE2)	 F
rDi the antenna diameter at the ith station (m)
Afsp spanned bandwidth (Hz)
N 
number of tape-recorded and cross correlated samples
Ts the system temperature at the ith site (°K)
i
C 
the antenna efficiency at site i
F the correlated flux density (Janskys)- (that fraction of
the total flux density from the source that "survives"
cross correlation)
a(¢) is the uncertainty in the estimation of the fringe phase, ^, from




C1	 a Ez a 0.5
	F 	 w 1 Jansky
	
T	 = T	 100°K
	
8 1 	 82
Af . 400 MHz
sp
Nt a 14(7.2 x 10 8) bits (based on a 4 mbit/s sampling rate
per track)
we arrive at G(T) m, 6.4 picoseconds (ps).
At the present state of the art, the delay precision ranges
below the cm level for a 3 minute integration period. It can be seen
from (2.3-4) that an increase in the spanned bandwidth will allow
deployment of a smaller anterna at one of the sites and not incur any
loss in precision. The precision of delays is inversely proportional to
the correlated flux density. However, on long baselines many of the
compact sources are partially resolved since angular resolution improves
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with baseline length. This results in a decrease of F so that sources
which show strong fringes on baselines of a few hundred km become very
weak on intercontinental baselines.




where t is the total integration time and wk is the root-mean square of
the sampling frequencies [Whitney, 1974].
2.4 Deviations from the Geometric Model
The product of cross correlation is a set of estimated delay
and delay rates, and their precision estimates. The geometric observ-
abler have been described in section 2.2.2. It is left to describe
those physical effects that cause the group delay and phase delay rate
to differ from their corresponding geometric counterparts. These arise
from instrumental imperfections, source structure, the propagation
medium and other factors, all described briefly in this section. For
more details, appropriate references are given.
The frequency standards located at the various sites must have
short- and long-term stability. The former insures that the relative
phase of the signals can be accurately recovered through cross correla-
tion. The use of hydrogen masers effectively eliminates errors of this
sort. The long-term stability of the clocks is necessary in order to
keep accurate time and prevent drifts in the relative clock behavior.
This stability may falter at intervals of time as short as eight hours.
In this time period, if the long-term stability of the clock was
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approximately 1 x 10-14 , as can be achieved (or better) at present in
the laboratory, this would lead to an error of 0.3 nanoseconds (ns) in
time delay corresponding to an error of several cm in baseline length
depending on the baseline chosen,if not corrected. Hydrogen masers,
moreover, have been found in field work to be influenced by atmospheric
conditions and other environmental factors. Systematic patterns in the
least-squares residuals may indicate poor clock behavior. The usual
remedy is to model these errors by polynomials as done in the next
chapter. Other techniques include differencing of observations
[Robertson, 1975] and the use of "clock stars" [Shapiro, 1979]. Anti-
cipated technical improvements in frequency standards and improved
models will substantially reduce clock errors. See [Robertson, 19751
for a good example of how errant clock behavior is handled. The per-
formance of hydrogen masers is discussed in [Vessot, 1979] and
[Reinhardt et al., 19791.
Other instrumental errors are caused by retardation and disper-
sion of the signal as it passes through the cables and receiver compo-
nents. These effects which can be of the order of several tenths of
nanoseconds can be reduced significantly by phase calibration and cable
measurement systems [Rogers, 1979].
Source structure introduces unwanted noise (from the geodetic
point of view) into the observables. The radio-sources are not gener-
ally point-sources as assumed in section 2.2.2, and may exhibit compli-
cated structure. Source structure maps are developed by radio astrono-
Piers which can be used to define a reference point for the source
coordinates. Most of this information is derived by examining phase
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closures around a triangle of stations since all other systematic
errors cancel out. See [Hutton, 19761 and [Cotton, 1979' for more
details on source structure.
As in most geodetic systems, the propagation medium is the ulti-
mate limit on accuracy. The effects of the ionosphere can be virtually
eliminated by observing enough sources in two widely spaced frequency
bands or by choosing a relatively high center frequency for which the
ionospheric effects would be small [Whitney et al., 19761. These
errors can be reduced to well under 0.03 no in delay [Counselman,
1976]. The dry component of the troposphere which introduces an error
in the time delay of up to 7 no at the zenith can be modelled quite
well based on recordings of surface metereological data. In addition,
it can be parameterized by a zenith distance thickness parameter scaled
as a function of elevation angle [Ma, 1978]. The wet component of the
troposphere poses the most serious problems though its effect is less
than 1 no in delay. The water vapor in the troposphere changes with
respect to time and direction of observation. It is hoped that with
water vapor radiometry the total uncertainty in tropospheric error can
be reduced from about 0.1 no for the zenith direction to 0.03 ns. These
errors map particularly into the vertical component of the baseline.
As the accuracy of VLBI observations increases and especially
for longer baselines, relativistic effects must be considered. Electro-
magnetic waves are deflected by the gravitational field of the sun
according to Einstein's theory of general relativity, thereby affecting
the time delay. For further details, see [Thomas, 1972], [Robertson,
19751 and [Gourevitch et al., 19791.
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Mother effect includes the gravitational flexure of large radio
telescopes which changes the location of the VLBI antenna reference
point [McGinnis at al., 1979]. For example, in the comparison of the
Haystack-Westford baseline vector measured with VLBI and classical geo-
detic methods there was a difference in the vertical component of 19 mm
as compared to 2 and 4 mm in the two horizontal components.
By correcting for the gravitational flexure of the Haystack antenna the
discrepancy in the vertical component was reduced to 6 millimeters
[Carter, in press].
Inadequate geophysical modelling will also introduce systematic
errors into the estimation process. These include errors in nutation,
precession, UT1 and polar motion as well as incorrect earth tide and
ocean loading models. These effects will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3.
The adequate modelling or elimination of systematic effects will
determine the attainable accuracies for geodetic and related parameters.




In this chapter, the various mathematical models used in the
VLSI Interactive Program (VIP) are described. In section 3.2,the mathe-
matical models for the VLSI observables are derived. In section 3.3,
singularity problems due to coordinate system definition, observ-
ability conditions and critical configurations are summarized. Finally,
in section 3.4, the radio-source observability equations are given.
The choice of a parameter set for VIP was influenced by optimi-
zation studies related to the Polaris network. Therefore, the stress is
on earth orientation variation parameterso of course, baseline para-
meters are also of primary interest. Source coordinates are needed in
order to develop a reasonably accurate catalogue from which more accu-
rate geodetic parameter estimation will follow. Clock parameters,
though of no direct interest here, are necessary to make the analysis
more realistic. Atmosphere parameters, though not included in VIP, may
be useful if metereological data is not sufficient [Me, 1978]. Smaller
effects that require long observational campaigns (e.g., geodynamic
phenomena, precession, nutation) have not been parameterized.
The adjustment philosophy has been to avoid weighted parameters, rather
to define estimable parameters which implicitly supply the minimal con-
straints needed for invertibility of the normal matrix. All parameters
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are estimated from the observations themselves without resorting to
external information.
3.2 Least Squares Adjustment Mathematical Models
3.2.1 Introduction
in section 3.2.2 the "ins-tial" and terrestial coordinate eye-
tams are defined. The mathematical models for delay and delay rate
observations are presented in section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively.
For each observable, the estimable parameters are defined. Section
3.2.S is a description of the least squares algorithm. In section
3.2.6 a simple model, suitable for covariance analyses, is presented
for computing the correlation between delays observed simultaneously at
a given epoch, from a multistation coz ►figuration. Possible model
refinements are discussed in section 3.2.7.
3.2.2 Coordinate Systems Definition
In analyzing VLB1 observations an "inertial" and terrestial
coordinate system need to be defined. In practice, a "nearly"
inertia]. frame is defined with its origin at the srlar system bary-
center. The first axis is directed towards the mean vernal equinox at
some reference epoch, conventionally 1950.0 and the third axis is per-
pendicular to the mean equator and positive northward. The second axis
completes a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. The theoretical
calculation of delay and delay rates are performed according to the
laws of general relativity in this coordinate system [Counselman, 1976].
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Expressions for these observables are derived relativistically by
[Robertson, 19751. Since arrival times are measured by atomic !,locks
at the various stations, they must be transformed to coordinate time of
solar-system barycentric coordinates [Robertson, 1975, appendix 8].
The transformations from the geocentric origin to the solar-system
barycenter is done using a planetary ephemeris. It should be noted
that the use of the above coordinate system implicitly includes the
effects of annual and diurnal aberration [Me, 1978). The reason for
this coordinate system definition is to be able to easily combine VLHI
observations with spacecraft tracking and interplanetary radar data.
In VIP, it is assumed that the source positions have been
updated to their true-of-date coordinates at the initial epoch of
observation (precession and nutation corrections are not applied in the
program). In addition, it is assumed that the observables have been
corrected for aberration and for relativistic effects. Therefore, the
"inertial" coordinate frame is taken as a true-of-date geocentric sys-
tem defined at the initial epoch of observation.
The terrestial (earth-fixed) coordinate system is defined with
the X-axis directed towards the Greenwich mean astronomic meridian
determined by the Bltl. The 2-axis is towards the average north terres-
dill pol y
 (the CID pole). The Y-axis comptatos a right-handed Cartesian
coordinate system. The origin of this system is arbitrary since the
mathematical models only contain baseline coordinate differences. In
the VIP experiments the station coordinates are taken in NASA's Space-
craft Tracking and Data Network System (STDN) system. In practice, the
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origin is usually defined by the adopted coordinates of one VLBI
antenna, given in some terrestial system,
The reference orientation of the baseline vector with respect to
the true-of-date system must be defined externally at the initial epoch
since VLBI observations are only sensitive to the relative orientation
of the baseline vector as will be discussed in the next section.
3.2.3 Time Delay Model
The geometric delay was defined by (2.2-7) as
dijk n...gi(tJ)	 sk
which represents the inner product of the i th baseline vector in the
terrestial frame and the k th source unit vector transformed from the
true-of-date system into the terrestial frame at epoch tJ . Remember
that the delay is given in units of distance. Adding a two term poly-
nomial, whose coefficients 
Acoi and Ac li correspond to a relative off-
set and rate, respectively, between the two clocks at the ends of the
ith baseline, the delay can be written as,
diJk W iR 2 (-^i ) R 1 ( ^-nj ) R 3 ( 0j sk +c[Ac 01 + Ac li ( tj - t o)]	 (3.2-1)
where 0^	 is the Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time (GAST) at
epoch ti
are the components of polar motion that relate the true
celestial pole ("instantaneous" rotation axis of the
earth) to the average terrestial pole at epoch ,j (t i is
defined as positive along the Greenwich meridian and 
n 
along the 270 * E meridian)
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dijk -[AX IAYIAZ1	0 1
+ c [AC oi+AcII(tJ-to)^
C	 the speed of light
to	 the initial epoch of observation (in YIP taken as 0 h UT
of initial day of observations)
The RI matrices represent (fright- ,hand) rotations about the subscripted
Ith axis by the angular argument in parentheses (Mueller, 1969). The
GAST, 61 can be rewritten as follows
0  . 60 + WdUT1j
= 90 + Wd [TA'x-(TAI-UTC) - (UTC-UT')),	 (3.2-2)
+ Eq. R.
where 8p
	 GAST at 0h UT of the initial day of observations
Eq. E. equation of the equinoxes
TAI	 international atomic time
UTC	 coordinated universal time
UT1	 observed universal time corrected for polar motion
Wd conversion factor from universal to sidereal. time.
In practice, UTC-UT1 is interpolated from HIR Circular D five day
values. For purposes of brevity, let us denote
K  . (UTC-UTi)i
at the jth epoch. Since g  and r{i are small quantities, expression
(3.2-1) may be rewritten as
3 cos@ sin6^ 0 cos6k Cosa k
-n^ -sin9^ cos8^ 0 cossksinak
1	 0	 0	 1 sin6k
(3.2-3)
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where AXi ,AYi ,AZi
 are the coordinate differences of the ith baseline
in the torrential frame
ak ,dk are the true right ascension and declination of
the kth source, respectively.
Equation (3.2-3) expresses the functional relationship between
the delay observations and the parameters listed above. of direct geo-
detic interest are the baseline coordinate differences, AX i , AYi , AZi
(from which the baseline length can also be determined) and the earth
orientation parameters, C i , ni , K J . The source coordinates, ak , dk
are of astrometric interest. Eventually, their accurate datexmination
will provide a catalogue of well-distributed sources resulting in more
accurate geodetic parameter estimation. The clock parameters, Ac 9i,
Ac, i
 are nuisance parameters, defined in order to make the mathematical
model more realistic. We will now examine which of the above para-
meters are estimable. By estimability we mean that there exists a para-
meter estimate which is unbiased, i.e., that the expected value of the
parameter estimate should be equal to the parameter itself (B(X) - X).
In other words, the parameters can be estimated directly from the
observables without introducing external information (for example, para-
meter weights). It follows that for an estimable parameter set (i.e.,
each parameter is estimable) the normal matrix (see below) is
invertible. It is enough for one parameter to be non-estimable for the
normal matrix to be rank deficient (singular), thereby preventing para-
meter estimation. Casing these properties, the estimable parameters cor-
responding to the VIP mathematical models will be determined.
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sThe normal matrix is by definition
N . ATPA
where A is the design matrix and P,the weight matrix of the observ- 	 {
ables. The elements of A are the partial derivatives of the observable
with respect to the corresponding parameters of the mathematical model.
In this case, the observable is the delay and the parameters of interest
are
AX  AYi , AZi p 11 • ni p Kj , ak , 6k , Ac o3 , Ac,,
as described above. Equation (3.2-3) can be rewritten
dijk -AX i [cos6kcos(ej -ak) + Y in6k]
+AYi [cos6ksin(ei -ak) + nisin6k]
(3.2-4)
-AZ i [sin6k - 91 c086kcos(ej-ak) - njcos6ksin(ej-ak)]
+c[Ac
ai +A.c 1i ( t ,I
,.t o ) ]
Taking the differential of d ijk with respect to the parameters listed
above
d(dijk) - AAXidAXi + AAYidAYi + AAZidAZi
+A dt +A do +A dK
	
^^ ^	 ^1^ 9	 K^ ^
	
(3.2-5)
+ Aakdak + A6kd6k
+ AAc d(Ac01) + AAc d(Acii)
	
of	 ii
where the A's are the required partial derivatives of the time delay







Coss k coo(ei -a id - &j sAl n6k 	(3.2-6)
A 
AY 




 tj C086 k COW J-ak)- njcos6k6'n(ej_Ok)1 	 (3.2-8)
A&{ NO-AX i sinS k + AZ i COS6 kcos(efak)	 (3.2-9)
An
 - AY i sin6 k + AZ i C086 k sin(O i 
-%k)	 (3.2-10)
AK * W d C086 k (AX I sin(Oi -ak) 4- Micos (Oj 






A S k - sin6 k [AX i cos(Oj -ak)- AY,sin(ej-%)
-AZ i& i cos(O fa k ) - AZ iti i a in (Oj	(3.2-13)






M C(t i - t 0)	 (3.2-15)ji 
If there exist linear rt:lationships between the coefficients listed
above, the column rank of the design matrix will not be full and the
normal matrix will consequently be singular--implying that not all of
tho above parameters are estimable. Neglecting the terms containing
C i p n i and Ki, being negligibly small, the following linear relation-
ships are evident among the partial_
A 
C 
i - AX 1. A AZ i AZ i A AXi.	
(3.2-16)
A 11 - -AY I A Al" + AZ AAY i
	(3.2-17)
i	 ' i 





- AXiAAYi N 
-AK /Wd 	(3.2-19)
Therefore, it is not possible to estimate all of the parameters of
interest from VLB I delay observations. In order to circumvent these
rank deficiencies, a set of estimable parameters, closely related to
the set listed above is defined which will allow the normal matrix to
be inverted without the use of external information.
Before defining this new parameter set, it is useful to present
the geomotric interpretations of the rank deficiencies, as expressed
analytically by equations (3.2-16) to (3.219). The first three equa-
tions show a linear dependence between various combinations of AXi,
AYi , AZ i and Y, nj , Kj a These indicate a rank deficiency of three due
to lack of absolute orientation of the baseline with respect to the
true-of-date frame which cannot be sensed by the observables. The
origin of the terrestial system is arbitrary since the mathematical
model is expressed in terms of coordinate differences. The scale,
defined implicitly by the adopted speed of light, is inherent in the
observables. It is left to account for the rank deficiency expressed by
(3.2-19). This is due to a lack of reference direction (origin of right
ascension) for the true-of-date frame---the observables are insensitive
to any absolute direction in inertial space. Thus, it can be seen that
of the initial 10 parameters of interest only six may be estimated
simultaneously (see 3.3.2). Notice that the clock offset and rate para-
meters are differences and not absolute. Therefore, any common errors in
the epoch setting of the station clocks will be indistinguishable from
corresponding variations in earth rotation [Shapiro, 19791.
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Let us then define an estimable parameter not related to the
original set. The earth orientation parameters will be redefined as
follows. The total interval of observations is divided into several
adjacent periods to be referred to as earth orientation steps (or steps)
[Dermanis, 19781. The three earth urientation parameters ^ j , nj , Ki
will be rewritten as
^R - ^ I + (4R-^ 1)
nR - n 1 + (n C n 1)	 (M)	 (3.2-20)
K X - K 1 + (KCK 1)
where 9 refers to the I th step. The reference orientation of the base-
line is defined by three parameters E 1 , n 1 , K 1 referring to the average
values of polar motion and UTG-UT1, respectively, over the first step.
For each subsequent step, a set of three earth orientation parameters
QE1k-^k-C 1
An 1f, - n t - n 1	 (3.2-21)
AK it - K R - K 1
are estimated. They are interpreted as variations in earth orienta-
tion relative to the absolute orientation (implicitly provided by the
first step) averaged over the interval of time encompassed by the Rth
step. These are the estimable earth orientation parameters and their
estimates are influenced by the interval of time spanned by the first
step and the number and spread of observations. Av not including tI,
nl, K1 in the parameter set, the linear relationships expressed in
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(3.2-16)-(3.2-18) have been broken without resorting to external infor-
mation. This eliminates 3 of the 4 normal matrix rank deficiencies.
The earth orientation variations can be added to t 1 , n1, K1 determined
from other sources, for example, BIH Circular D interpolated values.
For the purposes of VIP we can assume that
t1 ° ni " K1 " U r
although other values may be a+arigned in the program.
A similar formulation will circumvent the fourth rank defi-
ciency. The right ascension of one source will be constrained implicitly
to its initial value by not including it in the parameter set. We can
write
ak = a l + (ak-a l )	 (k>l)
	
(3.2-22)
where a l is the fixed true right ascension. This value will provide
the reference; orientation of the origin of right ascensions. The cor-
responding estimable parameters are the right ascension differences
given by a  - a l . Source right ascensions are non -estimable parameters.
The declination of the reference source should be nearly equatorial to
provide a strong definition for the reference direction. This can be
seen by an examination of (3.2-12) since the right ascension partial is
a function of cos6k.
This new set of estimable parameters is free of the rank defi-
ciency of four exhibited by the initial set. Although the normal
matrix is no longer singular, the estimation of baseline components is
biased by any errors in the four parameters of orientation 0 10 ^ 1 ,
 
1110
K 1 as will be shown below. From this point of view, the baseline
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components AXi , AYi , AZi are non-estimable parameters and again we shall
resort to defining a corresponding set of estimable ones, 
Ti` Ci' ai
[Arnold $ 19741, respectively, according to the following derivation. Let
us rewrite (3.2-5), using (3.2--20), (3.2-21) and (3.2-22) in terms of the
estimable parameters discussed above, neglecting terms containing &, n
and K
d(di jkk ) • ATi [dAXi +AYida x - AZidt I - WdAYidKI J
• At [dAYi - AXi dot I +Az idn l +WdAXidKIi
• AQi [dAZ i +AXid^ I









d(Ac01 ) +AAc d(AcId
where the partial derivatives (the A's) correspond directly to those
given in (3.2-6) to (3.2--15). The partial derivatives of T i , ei , a 
correspond to those of AXi , AYi , AZi , respectively. The differential
relationships between these tw ,o gets are given by the bracketed terms
in (3.2-23)
dTi . dAXi - AZid^ I + AYidoI
dei = dAYi + AZidnI - AXido 1	(3.2--24)
dai . dAZ i
 + AXidCI - AYidnI
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where
do, - day - WddK I 	 (3.2-25)
implying that these two rotations are inseparable. The differential
relationships between the parameters can be re-written in matrix form
as
dT1 dAXi AX1
dei 	' dAYi +	 R2 (d^ I )R.1 (dn l )R 3 (do I )	 AY 
dot dAZ1 AZ1
dAXi 0	 do,	 -de l 	AX 
dAYi +	 -do	 0
	 din,	 AY 
dAZi del	 -dn l
	0	 AZi
(3.2-26)
where de l , dn l , do, are errors in the initial reference orienation
assumed to be of small magnitude. R i are the rotation matrices
described earlier. Of course, the smaller these errors the more
closely Ti , E1 , a, will "resemble" the baseline components. The
importance of accurate initial orientation parameters is especially
apparent for long baselines. For example, from (3.2-24), for a base-
line with AXi
 . 4000 km, an error dE. l
 - 0.'001 will contribute to a
change of 2 cm in the "estimated" AZ component (see Appendix B.1).
Baseline lengths, on the other hand, are estimable quantities
being unbiased by the errors in the reference orientation. This can be
shown by writing the baseline length, R 1 as
ki 
M (AX 12 + AY12 + AZ1 2 ) 1/2	 (3.2-27)
Then,
dRi
R	 AXidAXi + AYidAYi + AZidAZi 	 (3.2-28)i
Substituting (3.2-24) into (3.2-28) yields
dRi
AXi WTi - AYida l + AZid& l + WdAYidK I)
i
+ AY  (dei + AXida l - AZidr1 I - WdAXidK I )	 ( 3.2-29)
+ AZi(d of - AXidt I + AYidn 1)
thus,
dRi
R	 AXi dTi + AYidci + AZ idoi	(3.2-30)i
Comparing (3.2-28) and (3.2-30), it follows that 
k  is unaffected by
errors in al, tI, nl and K I which is obvious since distance is invari-
ant of coordinate system definition. However, baseline lengths as well
as components will vary due to earth tides and geodynamic phenomena, and
therefore these phenomena may be parameterized as will be discussed in
section 3.2.7.
In 'VIP, the baseline length standard deviations are estimated by
propagation of errors from the baseline "components" Ti' Ci' ai' The
mathematical model is given by equation (3.2-27). The
variance-covariance matrix for distances, 
EX  is given, using the nota-
tion by [Uotila, 19671 as
_
T	 (3.2-31)Ri GE	 GTI>EiPCFi
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where G is the matrix of partial derivatives of 
I  
with respect to each
component. ET t a is the full covariance matrix of the baseline
"components" retrieved from their corresponding elements in the
variance-covariance matrix of estimated parameters.
It is appropriate to summarize the previous discussion by
listing the estimable parameters recoverable from delay observations
baseline "components" contaminated by errors in the
reference orientation
Ri	baseline distances
6 	 source declinations
ak-(% 1	right ascension differences
A41R,An1R	 polar motion variation components
AK it UTl-UTC variations
Ac oi'Ac ii	 relative clock offset and rate, respectively.
3.2.4 Time Delay Rate Model
The geometric delay rate was defined in section 2.2 as the time
derivative of the geometric delay. Including the clock parameters the
delay rate is modelled
dB (t )
disk 	d .. 'Wk + cpc li 	(3.2-32)
Differentiating (3.2-4) with respect to time
dijk - wecos8k {AXisin(eJ -ak) + AY i Cos (e i -a k)







is the spin rate of the earth, S2 th( instantaneous earth rotation vec-
tor. The magnitude of the terms containing & and n in (3.2-33) are
negligible, indicating that the delay rate is effectively insensi-
tive to the AZ component of the bas eline. It follows that only the
length of the equatorial projection of the baseline can be estimated.
In addition, the delay rate is unaffected by clock offset variations,
AC 01* Furthermore, examining ( 3.2-32)
dB-SZXSdt
is orthogonal to SZ and, thus, the origin of declination is undefined
[Counselman, 19761 as well as the right ascension origin. The discus-
lion of the parameters estimable from delay rate is identical to that of
delays except that in this case AZ i (a i) and Ac oi are deleted, and decli-
nation differences 6k-6 1 replace 6k . Thus, an expression similar to
(3.2-23), corresponding to delay rates
d(di jkd - A'Ti [dAXi - AZid^ 1 + QYid$ 1 ]
+ AE WAY  + AZidn l - AXidO 1
i
	
(+ A  [dAZi + AXid& 1 - AYidn 1 ]) *	 (3.2-34)i
• A (KR-K 1 ) d(K R-K1) +A(^Cc1)
d(^CE1)
 + A OCTI 1) d (n Cn 1)




 is the declination implicitly constrained to its a priori,
value by not including it in the parameter set. All the other terms
have been defined in section 3.293. The partial derivatives of the
delay rate with respect to the subscripted parameters are




0 ecos 6kcos ( e j i-pk)
(3.2-35)
(3.2-36)







- AZi [CRcos(6i i
-ak) + ne in(8J2-ak)^} (3.2-37)
A(R ^) 
-ecos6kAZisin(gik-ak) (3.2-38)









i sin (e j f-ak) + AYicos(Q3 0,-*k)R a1c
- AZi [tRsin(Oj




From (3.2-41) it is evident that the delay rate is insensitive to the
declinations of sources near the equator.
The delay rates are less important than the delays because of
their relatively lower accuracy and reduced estimable parameter set.
Negligible - not included in VIP as well as all other terms





However, delay rate observations do have the advantage of being
unambiguously estimated and, thus, may be estimated with role-
tively simple equipment. In addition, Fanselow (19781 states that
the delay rates aid In reducing correlations between certain
parameters.
3.2.5 Adjustment Algorithm
The adjustment algorithm used in YIP is the standard method of
observation equations of the form [Uotila, 19671
La = F(Xa)
where La is the theoretical value of the "observed" quantities, delay
and delay rate, related functionally to the theoretical values of the
parameters. The function F is given by equations (3.2-3) and (3.233)
for delay and delay rate, respectively. The non-linear function F. in
each case, is linearized by retaining the first-order term of the Taylor
series expansion about the approximate values of the parameters, Xo,
such that
3F(X )
La = F(X O ) + axa
	
(Xa-Xc)




where Lo . F(XO ) is the vector of approximate values of the observed
quantities based on the approximate parameter vector, Xp and computed
from equations (3.23) and (3.2-33). The design matrix of partial
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(3.2-6) - (3.2-15) and (3.2-35) - (3.2-42). X n Xa - Xo Is the vector
of parameter corrections to be applied to the approximate parameter
estimates, Xo , to yield Xa , the adjusted parameters. The theoretical
observable, La can be separated into the actually observed quantity vec-
tor, Lb (in this case group delay and phase delay rate estimated from
the cross correlation process) and the vector of residuals. V. remulting
from observational errors. Then,
Lb +V - Lo+AX
V . A X + L
where L - Le - Lb.
By minimizing the sum of the squares, V TPV, the least squares estimate
for the parameter correction vector, X is
X ; — (AT PA) -1ATPL - -N-1U
where P is the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix for the observ-
ables, 
ELb 
scaled by oo, the a priori variance of unit weight.
The a priori covariance matrix of the parameters is given by,
EX = C1 a (ATPA) -1
a
The Z  matrix is the basis of the VIP covariance analysis. The
a







0o is the a posteriori variance of unit weight, n is the number of
observations and u, the number of parameters. The scalar VTPV can be
computed from
VTPV - LTPL + XTU
therefore, there is no need to compute each residual. However, in
practice the residuals usually contain information on systematic
effects, especially errant clock behavior. Since VIP is mainly
intended as a covariance analysis program, the residuals are not com-
puted when the least squares solution option is specified.
The VIP least squares algorithm uses the equations listed
above. The normal matrix, N is filled in a sequential manner and in
upper triangular form in order to conserve on storage requirements.
This is crucial on TSO where the limit is 256K. Triangular storage
requires u(u+l)/2 storage locations as opposed to u 2 in the full case.
No attempt is made to exploit normal matrix sparsity patterns although
this may become necessary for larger parameter sets. VIP is dimen-
sioned to accept a parameter set of size 62 although this could be
increased up to the storage limit of 256K. In order to simplify dimen-
sioning all matrice-i. are stored in vector form using the SSP subrou-
tine LOC for bookkeeping purposes [IBM, 19701. The SSP routine, DSINV
which handles matrices stored in upper triangular form is called to
invert the normal matrix.	 45
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Since simultaneous observations from several stations to a given
sources at a particular epoch J are correlated (as described in the next















where E is the number of simultaneous observation sets, each set con-
taining the observations of one epoch. The Pi portion of the weight
matrix is block diagonal, each block having its dimension equal to the
number of independent baselines observing simultaneously at that epoch.
This will become clear in the next section. The above summations
assume that observations at different epochs are uncorrelated which is
in accordance with the VIP mathematical model. In practice, such olser-
vations may be correlated but only as a result of unmodelled systematic
effects such as those resulting from the propagation medium.
After inversion of the normal matrix, and multiplication by the
variance of unit weight, the estimated standard deviations of the para-
meters are computed by taking the square root of the diagonal elements
of the resulting variance-covariance matrix of parameters. In addition,
the correlation matrix of parameters is computed from
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PXiXi '"a X X aXi i
where aXiX is the covariance of parameters Xi and Xi and aXi and aXi
are their respective standard deviations. The correlation matrix
describes the interrelationships among the parameters. A value of
i pXiXj i close to unity indicates that the parameters are highly depend-
ent while a value of unity indicates a singularity and complete linear
dependence. High correlations may result in ill-conditioned matrices
and thus unstable systems whose solutions are circumspect.
Ill conditioning of the normal matrix is reflected by the ratio
of the largest and smallest eigenvalues. They are comp! +.ted in VIP
using the SSP routine, DEIGEN, which outputs the eigenvalues in
descending order of magnitude. A relatively large ratio will indicate
ill-conditioning possibly resulting from a critical geometric configura-
tion (see Section 3.3.3),,
3.2.6 Weighting if Observations
VLBI observations are usually performed simultaneously from all
participating stations unless mutual source visibility makes this impos-
sible. In accordance with the VIP mathematical model, simultaneous
observations to a particular source at a given epoch are correlated. A
r	 simple model, suitable for covariance analyses, for computing these cor-
relations will be described below. This formulation assumes that the
delays are all observed with equal precision, a reasonable assumption
for covariance analyses. Typical precisions are 0.1 no (3 cm) for
delay and 0.1 ps /s (0.108 m/hr) for delay rate.
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The following discussion will address a triangle of stations for
the sake of description but can be extended to any closed configuration.
As described in Chapter 2, the raw observables are the bits recorded on
magnetic tapes at the three sites. The dtiay (and delay rate) is esti-
mated by cross-correlation of the tapes. Denoting the time delay
between stations i, j as Tij it follows from the mathematical model
that,
T12 + T2 3 + T 31 " 0 .	 (3.2-43)
Thus, any one of the delays is linearly dependent on the other two. In
other words, if two delays have been estimated then, theoretically, the
third one is completely determined (Shapiro, private communication) and
does not provide independent information. In this example, there are
three possible combinations of two independent delays. Regardless of
the chosen combination, the parameter estimates should be identical
since all three sets of tapes, containing the same information in any
case, are required. If the correlations between the observables, at
each epoch, are neglected, there will be three different sets of para-
meter estimates, one for each combination.
The delay, conceptually, is the difference in times of arrival
of a given portion of a wavefront at two antennas. Therefore, in tri-
angle 1-2--3 the delays for one epoch can be written as
T 12 ` t 2 - tl
T 23 - t3 - t2	 (3.2-44)






T12	 -1	 1	 0	 t1
T23	 0 -1	 1	 t2




Assume that ET, the variance-covariance matrix of the "observed" times
is a diagonal, i.e., that all observations are of equal precision. Let
us further assume that it is the identity matrix since at this point we
are interested solely in the correlations between delays. By propaga-
tion of errors, the variance-covariance matrix of observed delays for








However, the determinant of this matrix (of rank 2) is zero and thus cannot
be inverted. This is just a restatement in mathematical terms of the fact
that the three delays are dependent. Clearly, parameter estimation is
impassible in this case and one delay must be eliminated. it makes no dif-
ference which one since, using this model, the parameter estimates and
their variances will be identical using any two of the time delays. Let
us choose T 12 and T 23 . Then, for one epoch of simultaneous observations
12 -1 1 _2
E -
T
-1 2 -2 1
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disregarding the scale factor for the moment. Scaling this matrix to 3 cm
precision in units of distance (equivalent to 0.1 nanosecond) and thus






This matrix is then inverted and the first element (upper left-hand
corner) is scaled to unity, the scaling factor being the a priori
variance of unit weight, Oro. The complete weight matrix in this





•	 ^' - 2
0
-1 12
where CIO • 0.000675. As with all other arrays, the weight matrix is
stored in upper triangular vector form.
Correlations between simultaneously observed delay rates are
computed in the same manner. In analyses involving both observables it
is assumed that delay and delay rates are uncorrelated. As mentioned
earlier delays at different epochs are assumed to be uncorrelated, and
similarly for delay rates.
The above discussion indicates the importance of including the
proper correlations among simultaneous observations. Otherwise, para-
meter estimation is not unique and it is meaningless to perform a
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covariance analysis. Using a diagonal weight matrix (neglecting the
correlations) with all three time delays will yield a unique set but
with parameter precision estimates that are overly optimistic. This
may not be significant in the triangular configuration described
above. In general, however, for an N-station configuration there are
N(N-1)J2 possible baselines (tape combinations) but only N - 1 inde-
pendent ones. For example, in a six station configuration there are
15 possible baselines, only 5 being independent.
The weighting procedure described above is highly simplified
but appropriate for covariance analyses. In analyzing real data, the
ET matrix is much more difficult to determine and the weight matrix is
taken as diagonal. However, unless the true correlations are known,
the least squares estimates may be quite misleading especially in
larger networks.
3.2.7 Model Refinements
The mathematical models described in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4
are suitable for the type of applications for which VIP is intended.
The parameter set chosen for VIP was influenced by studies of the
Polaris triangle, i.e., monitoring of earth orientation variations.
Other effects such as nutation, precession, crustal movements, earth
tides and ocean loading were not included. In the handling of real
data, though, these other phenomena must either be parameterized or
compensated for by a priori information in order to correct for their
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influence on the observables. otherwise, the estimated parameters would
be contaminated by their effects.
Robertson [1975] has estimated the precession constant, the rate
at which the Earth's spin axis rotates about the ecliptic pole, from
VLBI observations spread over approximately four years. In simulation
studies, Aermanis [197 7 ] defined three rotation angles to model the
total effects of precession and nutation. A step approach similar to
that described in section 3.2.3 for earth orientation was used since
only relative variations may be sensed by the observables.
Robertson [1975] was able to estimate the Love number, h,
related to radial displacements caused by the tidal potential. Since a
time delay can be estimated every few minutes, this provides ideal con-
ditions from the point of view of earth tide analysis [Bonatz et al.,
1978].
Geodynamic phenomena may be estimated from VLBI observations,
by observing relative changes in the baseline components. When involved
in a long observational campaign many data sets are generated. Although
baseline components are non-estimable, the adoption of one reference
baseline orientation for all the data sets at least will insure that the
estimated T, e, o parameters will refer to a consistent coordinate sys-
tem. In this case, errors in reference orientation will cancel out.
Otherwise, the differences in these parameters due to the varying
reference orientation will 'look like time-like variations, although in





In the least squares process, when the normal matrix has rank
less than its dimension it is singular and cannot be inverted, thereby
preventing parameter estimation. In the VLSI case, more specifically
using the models of VIP, singularity problems may occur for a variety of
reasons. In this section we will review these problems. First, it
should be noted that by defining the estimable parameters in 3.2.3 and
3.2.4 0 singularities due to coordinate system definition have been elim-
inated. As discussed previously, the origin of the terrestial system is
arbitrary and the scale is inherent in the observations themselves. The
reference orientation of the terrestial frame with respect to the
true-of-data frame must be specified and this is done by parameterizing
the earth orientation parameters as variations relative to the values
assumed for the first step. In addition, the singularity due to lack of
a reference direction for the true-of-date frame is eliminated by esti-
mating right ascension differences relative to one fixed right ascen-
sion. For delay rate observations only, the origin of declinations must
also be specified.
3.3.2 Observation Singularities
In least squares estimation the number of observations must, of
course, exceed the number of parameters. In VLBI, these observations
must be distributed correctly over a minimum of three sources, other-
wise a singularity will occur. This can be seen from the following
analysis that has been performed previously by Robertson [1975] and
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described very clearly by Shapiro 119781, both for a smaller parameter
set than included in VIP.
Equation (3:2-4) can be rewritten as (dropping the subscripts)




 - (-&X + AZC)cosd
K2 - (AY + AZn)cosd
K3 - (-AZ - AXC + AYn)sind + cQco
Ky - cAcl
For a given baseline the K terms are constants to a first approxima-
tion, but vary slowly with respect to time due to polar motion varia-
tions (as well as precession, nutation and earth tides). The terms
Kl cos(0-a) and K2 sin(0-a) are both diurnal sinusoids, remembering
though that 0 is affected by UTI-UTC variations (the K term). The
amplitude of these sinusoids given by K 1 and K2
 are functions
of the baseline vector, and the source declination. The two
curves are shifted in phase by 90° since sin(0-a) - cos(0-a - z)• The
angular frequency of the sinusoids is given by the rotation rate of the
earth. This can be seen by expressing
0-Oo+Wet
and, thus





where ¢ is the phase of the sinusoids relative to some initial epoch,
We is the rotation rate of the earth, and 8 is the Greenwich sidereal
time. The sum of these two sinusoids is again a sinusoid of the general
form
Kcos 0 o+wa 0
where ^, is the resulting phase and K, the amplitude. Therefore,
d - Kcos ( f.+Wat) + K 3 + K 4 t	 (3.3-3)
which represents a straight line added to a diurnal sinusoid.
Assume that delay observations are performed from one baseline
to one source. From the discussion of section 3.2.3, over the first
step the following parameters are estimable: T l , e l , cy 6 1' Aco1'
Ac ll , a total of 6 parameters. An examination of (3.3-3) indicates,
though, that only 4 independent parameters K, ^, (or we), K. and K  can
be estimated from at least 4 observations to one source. Three addi-
tional observations to a second source will enable 3 more independent
parameters to be estimated, another set of K. ^ 0 , K 1--a total of 7.
Note that K  is common to observations of all suurcee. Two new para-
meters, a 2-a l and 6 2 will be added to the set of interest- -a total of
8 parameters. Thus, observations to two sources still yields a singu-
lar case with respect to the parameters of interest. In a similar
manner, 3 additional observations to a third source will allow estima-
tion of ten independent parameters. In this case a^-a l , 6 3 will be
added to the set of interest--a total of 10 parameters. Thus, over the




T l , C l , Up az^a l , 01 2-a ll 6 I , d z , ds, Acol, Acll
from at least 10 observations distributed as described above to 3





as described in 3.2.3. As shown in
the next section, only two of three of these parameters are estimable
from observations from one baseline. In this case for each extra strap,
two more observations per step will be required to any of the three
sources observed over the first step. In multi-baseline configurations
all 3 earth orientation parameters may be estimated. In addition for
each extra baseline the parameter set increases by five, Ti , E i o Clio
Ac oi , Ac li . Thus, observations to the minimum 3 sources must be
increased accordingly. Of course, for the sake of redundancy the number
of observations always exceeds the minimum number required (increase in
the degrees of freedom). In addition, for improvement of the geometric
strength of the observations, more than the minimum three sources are
observed.
For a similar analysis of delay rate observations, see
[Robertson, 19751. it is important to note that the addition of these
observations do not add any independent information whereby the number
and distribution of observations could be reduced. As mentioned
earlier, delay rates have a reduced parameter set associated with them,
though adding redundant information but of relatively lower quality.
3.3.3 Critical Configurations
There remains one additional category wherein the normal matrix
in rank deficient and this can be classified as critical
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baseline configurations. Baseline orientation approaching these special
cases will result in high correlations between certain parameters and
ill-conditioning of the normal matrix.
It will be shown here that observations From a single baseline
are sensitive to only two of the three earth orientation variation para-
meters, At, An, AK. To understand this let us first examine the pos-
sible critical configurations of the one baseline case. Consider a
baseline parallel to the earth's axis of rotation observing a source at
"infinity." Examining the partial derivative (3.2-11) it is evident
that since AX  s AXi . 0 (and neglecting the terms containing t and n)
AAK A 0
and, therefore, the delay (and rate, see (3.2-37)) is insensitive to the
UTl-UTC parameters. Atte-pting to estimate these parameters will result
in a singular normal matrix. Consider a baseline parallel to the equa-
tor whose midpoint is situated on the Greenwich meridian or at 180°
longitude. In this case AX  w AZi 0 0 implying from (3.2-9) that
AAt w At 0
so that for this configuration the delay (and rate, see (3.2-38)) is
insensitive to the At parameters of polar motion variation. Similarly
for a baseline parallel to the equator and whose midpoint is at 900E






and the delay (and rate, see (3.2-39)) is insensitive to the An com-
ponent of polar motion. For example, continental United Stwtes
east-west baseline observations are h4rdly sensitive to the An para-
meters. It is now evident that observations from one baseline can be
used to estimate only two of three earth orientation parameters inde-
pendently since a chart&* in the orientation of one baseline is com-
pletely described by two distinct rotations. The choice of which two
to choose will be dictated by the orientation of the baseline and
examination of the magnitude of the partial derivatives of (3.2-9),
(3.2-10) and (3.2-11). Note that the addition of any number of parallel
baselines to any of the critical configurations listed above will not
eliminate the rank deficiency. However, observations on any two
non-parallel baselines will allow estimation of all three earth orienta-
tion variation parameters (over each step--except the first) since a
change in orientation of a plane in space is fully described by three
independent rotations. An exception to this is given in the next para-
graph.
A baseline parallel to the equatorial plane (observing delays)
constitutes another case of a critical configuration. In this case,
AZ  . 0 and from the partial derivatives (3.2-6), (3.2-7), and (3.2-13)
the following linear relationship is evident
A6k 
w -tan6k (AX IAAX i + AY iAAY )	 (3.3-4)
i
assuming the terms containing ^ and n are neglig 4 ble. This W11 result
in a rank-deficient normal matrix. In geometric terms, the origin of
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declination is not sensed by the observations since the baseline is
orthogonal to the instantaneous earth rotation vector, S2. This is
similar to case of delay rates described in 3.2.4. Therefore, for such
a configuration, the parameter set must be modified by introducing
declination differences as parameters instead of declinations. It
should be noted that for any number of east-west baselines the con-
figuration will be critical when estimating the regular delay parameter
set described in 3.2.3. In practice, baselines parallel to the equa-
torial plane are not very common; however, observations from a baseline
approaching this configuration may result in an all conditioned system
and high correlations between certain parameters. The ratio of maximum
to minimum normal matrix eigenvalues is a good indication of an
ill-conditioned system. For typical "non-critical" VLSI baseline con-
figurations this ratio is of the magnitude 105 or 10 . For a
near-critical configuration this ratio will 3e saveral oriers of magni-
tude larger.
3.4 Source Visibility Equation
In planning an observation schedule the first factor to be con-
sidered is which sources are visible at a particular epoch and from
which stations. This information is displayed in the visibility matrix
computed for each source. The dimensions of each matrix are N x 24
where N is the number of stations and the columns refer to the epoch of
observation at one-hour intervals. The elements of the matrix axe out-
put by VIP as zenith distances when the source is visible, a double
asterisk when not. An example is given in Appendix K.
I
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The station unit vector I is giver in the terrestial frame as
cosr
	 CO
-^IX - coO sina
.sin¢
^ and A , the geodetic latitude and longitudes of the station,
respectively. The zenith distance is given by
z = coo-1 (X•q)	 (3.4-1)
where q corresponds to s rotated into the terrestial frame by R3(0),
Q being the Greenwich sidereal time (see eq. (3.2-3)). Polar motion
has beer. neglected. Any cutoff angle may be specified for the accept-
able zenith distance which is usually taken as 80° (or less) because
of the large refractivity effects for observations near the horizon.
6C,
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
4.1 Summary and Conclusions
A VLBI covariance analysis Interactive Program (VIP) is pre-
rented in Appendix A as a tool for experiment planning, simulation
studies and optimal design problems. Explanatory tables, figures and
the necessary JCL are included for ease of adaptation and operation.
The sample session included in Appendix B, consisting of two experi-
ments, illustrates some of the capabilities of the program and the
advantage== of working in the interactive mode. The program itself is
well documented in case the user wishes to incorporate his own modifica-
tions (e.g., expanding the parameter set). By an explanation of the
theory on which the program is based and of the mathematical models which
it incorporates, an overview of the VLSI process is given.
The introductory chapter touches upon the past, present and
future aspects of VLBI as well as its applications to geodesy and the
related fields of astronomy, geophysics and Reodynamics.
Chapter 2 opens with a description of the basic VLBI geometry
and of the quantities that are of primary interest--the time delay and
time delay rate. Their estimation requires expensive and sophisticated
instrumentation used for data collection and cross-correlation of the
recorded tapes. The basic components of the system have been described
(in broad terms) as well as their functions. The point is made that to
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arrive at geodetic parameter estimates, a two-stage estimation proce-
dure is required. The first one results in maximum likelihood estimates
of group delay and phase delay rate and their corresponding precision
estimates from cross-Correlation of the recorded tapes. The basic
observables in this stage are the raw bits recorded on the various
tapes. The second adjustment, by least squares, incorporates the above
estimates as observables to estimate the relevant geodetic parameters.
Of course, if the full covariance matrix of the "observables" (delay and
delay rate) is available, there are no problems with this two-step
procedure. However, in practice, this is not the case (see Section
4.3). In addition, unmodelled systematic effects further influence the
estimation process and tend to reduce the reliability of the final esti-
mated parameters. Clearly more research is needed to improve the mathe-
matical models and for a more rigorous statistical treatment of the
data.
In Chapter 3 the mathematical models used in VIP are described.
The parameters estimable from delay measurements are derived. Except
for baseline lengths and source declinations all estimable parameters
are variational in nature, relative to the initial orientation of the
inertial and terrestrial frames. These parameters include baseline
components that are contaminated by errors in the reference orientation,
polar motion and UTl-UTC variations. The importance of adhering to a
standard reference orientation when combining several data sets is
stressed so that all parameters will refer to a unique coordinate sys-
tem. The delay rate model includes a reduced parameter set. The third
"component" of the baseline is non-estimable and only declination
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differences may be estimated. Next, the VIP adjustment algorithm,
the sequential observation equation method, is described. A model
is presented for determining correlations between simultaneous obser-
vations used to formulate the variance-covariance matrix of the
observables. It is suitable for covariance analyses and illus-
trates the importance of developing a model to handle real data.
Next, possible model refinements are indicated including parameteri-
zation of precession and nutation, earth tides and geodynamic phenomena.
Finally, singularity problems associated with the models described in
this report are summarized. These occur from incorrect distribution
and number of source observations, and from critical baseline con-
figurations.
In the next two sections, two future areas of research will be
discussed. Each one will make use of VIP and are actually the impetus
for its development.
4.2 Optimal Design Problems
VIP is intended as an aid in VLSI simulations by providing
a priori lower bounds on the expected variances of baseline and earth
orientation parameters to be estimated from a given experiment. These
simulations may include first- and second-order optimal design problems.
Design problems, in general, may be approached from philosophically dif-
ferent but related points of view. In experiment planning, a parameter
(or set of parameters) is required at a certain level of accuracy and
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the problem is to determine the conditions necessary for this require-
ment to be met, if it can be met at all. In experiment simulation,
given a set of preliminary conditions we wish to determine the upper
bounds on accuracy for a given parameter set. VIP can be of help in
studying both approaches although it is more directly amenable to
experiment simulation.
VIP was developed while studying the proposed Polaris triangle
(Westford-Ft. Davis-Richmond) of NGS to be dedicated to the monitoring
of earth orientation variations. Therefore, the description of
first- and second-order design problems will use this network for
explanatory purposes. First-order design may be defined, generally, as
the selection of station sites for the "optimal" estimation of a given
geodetic parameter set. The criterim for optimality (in any sort of
design) may vary, one example being the minimization of the trace (or
partial trace) of the variance-covariance matrix of parameters.
First-order design may be approached according to one of the viewpoints
described above, for example:
1) Suppose we wish to determine 24-hour averages of polar motion
and earth rotation variations to the 10 cm and 1 ms level respectively.
What are the minimal conditions necessary, e.g., number and choice of
stations (given a source catalogue) for those accuracies to be met? Or
alternatively,
2) Suppose there are five available stations for the Polaris




"best" overall determinations of earth orientation variations? Obvi-
ously, the first question is more difficult because of its absolute
nature, while the second one requires only a relative answer. The
presence of unmodelled systematic effects in the actual measurement
process (particularly at the present VLBI state-of-the -art) may make
good a priori accuracy estimates (via covariance analyses) difficult to
obtain, especially for question 1 above.
Ma [1978] studied the first-order Polaris network design prob-
lem from an experiment simulation point of view. He introduced the
effects of typical systematic errors by including model error para-
meters in the covariance analysis. The first-order design problem has
not been of primary importance since antenna availability in conjunction
with economtc and political considerations have almost totally con-
strained its solution. However, with the development of portable
antennas and allocation of greater resources, this problem assumes
greater relevance. Dermanis [1977] derived parameter sensitivity vec-
tors in studying first-order design for earth orientation and baseline
parameter estimation.
The second-order design problem may be defined as follows:
Given a network of stations, a radio-source catalogue, and an interval
of time of antenna availability, optimize an observation schedule for
the estimation of, for example, baseline and earth orientation para-
meters. This problem can alsc 'e approached in two ways. It can be
asked whether required earth or7.intation variation accuracies mentioned
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above can be resolved in an oight-hour daily shift ir whether continuous
observations are needed, the answer being of obvious economic signifi-
cance. In a similar vein, Moiinder [1978] reported on a method to com-
pute required antenna time to achieve a given baseline accuracy.
Alternatively, Ma [1978] searched for a scheduling strategy to minimize
the baseline component variances. The oecond-order design problem has
been somewhat constrained in the past by the low number of sources
acceptable for geodetic applications (up to 20 with the Mark I system).
The new Mark III system will enable more sources to be observed
resulting in a better sky distribution.
Hints to a possible solution of the design problem are pre-
sentedbelow. The partial derivatives of the observable with respect
to a particular parameter constitute the elements of the design matrix
A that forms the Normal matrix N - ATPA, whose inverse yields the
a priori covariance matrix of parameters. In VLBI, the partials are
diurnal sinusoids, the baseline vector and source declination deter-
mining the amplitude, the source right ascension and epoch of observa-
tion, the phase with respect to OhUT (for example). For second-order
design, the station locations are given which leaves variable the
choice of sources and their epochs of observation. The magnitude
of a particular partial which rc`lects the sensitivity of an observation
to a. particular parameter determines its numerical contribution to the
normal matrix. Assumir,j%o cirreiations between parameters (and obser-
vations) a diagonal normal matrix would result, and in this case the
larger the diagonal elements, the smaller the parameter variances. In
this J.deal case, the solution to the design problem would be to observe
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the sources when they would maximize the partials with respect to the
different parameters. However, the parameters are correlated, and Me
[1978] found that this approach does not yield optimal results for base-
line length recovery. Therefore, a particular source must be observed
not only at the epochs at which the partial derivative sinusoids attain
their maxima. How then should the observations be distributed? Since
the partials enter the normal equations squared, the sinusoids are com-
posed of two equivalent 12-hour half-cycles, it is reasonable to assume
(although correlatfa ,.i between parameters may invalidate this assump-
tion) that observe t'­­ :r ^. >a both half-cycles are unnecessary from the
point of view of added sensitivity ( though they do add redundancy--on
the other hand from a systematic error modelling viewpoint, Shapiro
[1978] suggests observing high declination sources ("clock stars") over
a large fraction of the diurnal cycle to correct for the effects of
long-term drifts in the clock behavior). Observational constraints
(described below) may limit the availability of a particular source to
the quarter-cycle. It will be tested by simulations whether the sensi-
tivity of the observable to a particular parameter can be adequately
exploited by observing sources throughout n_ half (or quarter cycle) of
the corresponding parameter partial, in such a way that the sinusoid is
adequately represented. In this way, the sensitivity of the observable
to a particular parameter may be fully exploited. [Ma, 1978] found that
the strategy of maximum sources is not optimal. According to the above
hypothesis this is due to inadequate sampling of the sinusoids since




time antenna slew time is increased. Therefore, it would be advan-
tageous to observe less sources; He suggests ten for geodetic pur-
poses.
Until further results are available, the following two-stage
procedure is suggested. In the first stage, the sources to be observed
are selected from the available source list as follows. Suppose we are
interested in the optimal estimation of earth orientation parameters. By
an examination of the partial derivatives it can be seen that for a parti-
cular station configuration, estimation of the elements of the parameter
set are sensitive to either low, medium or high declination sources [Bock,
1980]. Further suppose that it has been decided to cbserve twelve sources
over a 24-hour period. Thus, for each parameter we can choose four sources
whose right ascensions are distributed fairly evenly over 24 hours. These
sources can be chosen by sorting through the available source list and
choosing for each group those sources that provide the largest partial deri-
vative values (a function of source declination). Once the sources are
selected, the second stage will involve choosing the corresponding epochs of
observation according to the hypothesib ouggested in the previous para-
graph.
There are problems with the above arocedure. In a multi-baseline
experiment there are several baselines to consider. The source sort is
then performed according to the "best" baseline for the estimation of a
particular parameter determined by comparing the sensitivities of the cor-
responding partial derivatives. In addition, low declination sources are
visible for shorter periods of time which will require their more Judi-
cious selection. Finally, and most important, this procedure does not
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consider the correlations between parameters. Clearly, more research is
required into this problem area to translate the above suggestions into
mathematical form, or to search for other more rigorous optimization
techniques. Observation scheduling is quite a tiresome chore and an effi-
cient algorithm that could provide an "optimal" schedule is needed.
In developing an optimal schedule algorithm several constraints
must be considered. A source must be observable from all participating
stations at a particular epoch of observation. VIP contains a routine
that outputs visibility matrices for each source over a 24-hour period
as described in Section 3.4. An example is given in Appendix B.
The slew rates of the station antennas are other factors to be con-
sidered. Slew rate is a function of the size, steering mechanism and mount
geometry of a particular antenna. With equatorial mounts, slew time
between any two sources is constant over the entire day, although high
declination sources are difficult to track. The equatorially mounted
Ft. Davis antenna has an hour angle constraint of 5-1/2 hours on each
side of the meridian. For az-e1 mounts the slew time between any two
sources is a function of the epoch of observation. In addition, there
is a blind spot at the zenith as well. as cable wrap problems.
Robertson [private communication] has suggested a function that would
weigh cost, corresponding to slew time, against benefit to the objec-
tive function of some optimization technique.
Another constraint is dead time which is the time required for
nonobservatioval matters such as the .switching of tapes and water vapor
radiometry. Economic constraints may include the availability of only
one eight-hour shift per day.
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4.3 Observation Correlations
In Section 3.2.6 a model suitable for covariance analyses was
developed for determining the correlations between simultaneously
observed time delays (and time delay rates) in an N station network.
The model is a formulation of the theoretical time delay definition--
the difference in times of arrival of a given segment of a wavefront at
two antennas. However, since delays are not measured in this manner,
rather by the cross-correlation procedure described in Section 2.30
this model needs to be modified for application to real data. Neglect of
the real observation correlations (or a suitable approximation to them)
in the second adjustment mentioned in Section 4.1 may alter significantly
the geodetic parameter estimates.
In this context, an experiment was performed at the Goddard
Space Flight Center with the aid of Jim Ryan and Chopo Ma. Two good
data sets were edited to retain all good simultaneous observations from
the Haystack, OVRO (Owens Valley) and NRAO (Greenbank) stations. Least
?quares estimates of baseline and earth orientation parameters using all
three baseline observation sets (a dependent set, see Section 3.2.6) were
compared to the results of each of the three two-baseline independent
combinations. Theoretically, the two-baseline combinations should yield
identical estimates when the true observation correlations are con-
sidered [Shapiro, private communication]. The three-baseline case
includes only two independent baselines and therefore will yield overly
optimistic estimates. In practice, due to inadequate knowledge of
observation correlations, a diagonal variance-covariance matrix; of
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observables is assumed. $Inc* the NASA software cannot accommodate
off-diagonal *laments for the variance-covariance matrix of observ-
ables, the experiments were performed with a diagonal matrix.
The data sets were divided into three intervals of time. The
first set makes up the first interval of observations of approximately
25-hour duration. This entire interval is used for the first earth
orientation step, thereby providing reference orientation for the polar
motion and earth rotation parameters of the subsequent steps, as
described in Section 3.2.3. The second data set is divided into two
approximately 20-hour steps. For aach of these two steps, three earth
orientation variation parameters are estimated relative to the initial
orientation provided by the first step.
The experiments were run in the "unweighted" and "weighted"
observation modes. The unweighted mode involves the original time delay
observations with their estimated standard deviations as they are
recovered from cross-correlation of the tapes. The weighted mode uses
observations that have been scaled after an initial adjustment to reduce
the a posteriori variance of unit weight to unity. Each baseline is
scaled differently, the scale factors computed by a numerical procedure
[Robertson, 1975]. It is felt by those involved that this scaling
tends to compensate for unmodelled systematic effects as well as for the
neglected observation correlations. This writer is not aware of any
statistical justification for this scaling.
The results are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. It can be seen
in both tables that the baseline "components" 'e, a and o may differ by
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discrepancies do not fall within the estimated noise levels. Baseline
distance estimates, on the )ther hand, are well behaved differing by not
more than 6.6 cm and are within the noise levels. The polar motion
variation parameter estimates, Ae l p and Mi lt are very erratic, while
AK I t variations are well behaved. Of course, in the three baseline
configuration, the standard deviation estimates are lower than in the
two-baseline combination cases, but not significantly. However, these
differences should become more pronounced as the number of stations is
increased. Finally, there seems to be little difference compared to
the discrepancies of the weighted mode, some increase and come
decrease. Therefore, at least in this experiment, the "weighting" pro-
cedure is ineffective in generally reds-cing the discrepancies.
It is planned to study the effect of including observation cor-
relations using these data sets. It is hoped to be able to :,educe the
discrepancies in this manner. However, systematic errors mazy be a more
important factor in causing these differences than the rar%dom nature of
the observations. In order to test whether correlation neglect is sig-
nificant, the simplified model of Section 3.2.6 must be at least
expanded to handle time delays of varying precision. A substantial
reduction in the discrepancies will indicate a good correlation model,
while remaining differences will be due to unmodelled systematic
effects. The latter need to be reduced by better instrument calibra-




VLSI COVARIANCE ANALYSIS INTERACTIVE PROGRAM (VIP)
JCL, Explanatory Tables and Figures, Documented Listing
A.1 Introduction
In this appendix a documented listing of VIP is presented, as
well as the JCL and explanatory tables and figures for the user's ease
of adaptation and operation. The program, written in FORTRAN, must be
loaded with the FORTRAN Library (FORTLIB), the IBM FORTRAN Scientific
Subroutine Package (FORTSSP) and the Tektronix Graphics 2 package
(TXGRAPH2) to achieve its full capability. The FORTSSP is called for
normal matrix inversion (DSINV) and calculation of the normal matrix
eigenvalues (DEIGEN). Thus, any other routine that performs the same
functions may be substituted, though it must be able to handle matrices
whose upper triangular elements are stored in vector format. The
graphics portion of VIP may be skipped so that TXGRAPH2 is optional.
Consequently, the program may be run on any Time Sharing Option (TSO)
compatible interactive terminal.
VIP is mainly intended as a covariance analysis program as
explain,", in Chapter 3. However, it is also possible to perform a
standard least squares estimation of the parameters and their standard
deviations (a posteriori) but only for simulation purposes. An example
is given in Appendix B, The program is not equipped to handle real data.
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A.2 Job Control Language (JCL)
All the VIP JCL listed in Figure A.1 is given in the form of a
command procedure (CLIST) of the IBM OS/VS2 TSO Command Language [IBM,
1978]. In this case, the program is stored in a sequential data set
called BOCK.FORT. The CLIST, stored in BOCKLIB.CLIST, allocates the
necessary files, compiles BOCK.FORT and loads BOCK.OBJ with
SYS2.TXGRAPH2, SYSI.FORTLIB and SYS2.FORTSSP described earlier. The
contents of each file are listed in Table A.1. The a-tire procedure is
initiated by the following sequence of commands:
enter:	 EXEC BOCKLIB.CLIST




It may taken from a few seconds up to a few minutes until the program
is compiled and loaded depending on the system status. The first pro-
gram prompt to the user will be
DO YOU WISH TO DRAW MAP?
At the end of the session, the object module, BOCK.OBJ is deleted. The
program (2770 card records) and the other necessary data files occupy
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Table A.I. VIP File Allocation
File No.	 Content
Format
3	 Station file followed by Radio Source file
first record
ellipsoid equatorial radius 	 ._ (unformatted)
inverse flattening




longitude (east)	 (D.M.S.) 14,I2,F6.3
ellipsoidal height (m) F10.2
for each source record -
source number 12
source name 3A4
right ascension (H.M.S.) I3,I2,F6.3
declination (D.M.S.) 14,I2,F6.3
4	 Digitized map coordinates
(optional)
Format: standard digitizer card format
6 points per card (8X, 12F6.3)
5	 TSO terminal input file
6	 TSO terminal output file
7	 Line printer output file (may be VER.SATEC)
8	 Card punch file (not used in program)
9	 Planned observation schedule (filled prior to run)
(optional)
Format: Source number - one per record unformatted -
to be used only for simultaneous observations
from all participating stations at even
intervals of time
or Format: Source number, hour and minute of observation--
one set record unformatted - to be used only
for simultaneous observations from all






Simulated observation files - one per baseline - filled in
(optional) order of baseline selection, e.g., 10 - first baseline,






hour of observation relative to 0 h
 UT	 15
of initial day
minute of observation	 15
delay (m) (zero if interested in
	 F20.10
covariance analysis only)
delay rate (m/hr) (zero if interested in
	
F20.10
covariance analysis only or delay
observations only)
index only for nonsimultaneous observa-
	 12
tions (when not all participating
stations oi4serve at each epoch)
0 - next baseline observation at same epoch
1 - next baseline observation at next epoch
Use these files for the following cases%
when entering observation prior to program run, and/or




Table A.2 provides, for easy reference, an index of the various sub-
routines and their respective purpose„ Figure A.2 illustrates the flow
of the program and thw intereonnes:tiona among the subroutines.
Table A.3 contains a listing of all data that needs to be
input by the operator at the terminal (and, optionally, prior to the
program run). The operator is prompted to supply the information by
message& on the screen. Some of the input may not be requested depending
on the program options as indicated in the table. In Table A.4, the VIP
program options are listed,. These are chosen by the operator inter-
actively in response to program prompts.
There are certain program parameters that may need to be modi-
fied depending on the user's needs. These are indicated at the appro-
priate locations in the program and are summarized here. In the main
program, the variables NSTAT and NQUAS refer to the number of stations
and number of sources respectively, stored on file 3 (see Table A.1).
The values specified in the program are 6 and 47 respectively (see VP
112, in the listing). A greater number will necessitate increasing the
dimensions of the appropriate arrays (see VP 520 - VP 980). Remember
that the maximum available storage on TSO is normally 256K (default
value - 192K).
Subroutines MAPDRW and BSLN assume that the coordinates of the
United States are digitized, at a scale of approximately 1 : 100000,0000
as well as the station locations of Westford, Owens Valley, Goldstone,
Ft. Davis, Greenbank and Richmond. Any deviation from these assumptions
will necessitate minor modifications in these routineis (seethe listing).
b0
Of course, the user must supply a set of digitised map cooWnates
of his area of interest and may need to redefine the screen and virtual
windows (see VP 1740 - VP 1790) to ta pe into account the map scale.
However, the graphics portion of the program is optional so that
digitised map coordinates are not a necessity.
In the interactive mode the user inputs data at the terminal
when prompted to do so by the program. All input is accepted after the
RETURN key is hit. If an error is made before RETURN, simply hit the
BREAK key and re-enter. If RETURN has been specified, the program will.
usually provide additional chances, immediately or at a later stage,
until an acceptable response is made. However, certain erroneous
responses will cause the program to abnormally terminate. Therefore,
it is good practice to examine your responses before hitting RETURN and
to follow directions carefully.
I
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Main Program Administers the followings
MAIN is Baseline configuration display
MAIN 2s Mutual visibility outliner
MAIN 3: Schedule simulator
MAIN 4; Least squares estimation
MAPDRW	 Plots digitized trap coordinates, station locations and
(optional)
	
station symbol selection menu.
BSLN	 Inputs station and baseline selections and displays them
on map.
SIDTIM	 Inputs time information and outputs ("IT of initial epoch
and chosen interval of olservations.
GRESID'	 Calculates GST of initial epoch.
JULIA1	Converts Universal Time to Julian date.
STAINS	 Inputs station information and computes baseline coordi-
nate differences and baseline lengths.
QUASAR	 Sources are displayed and selected. Computes mutual
visibility matrixi (optional).
SIMULT
	 Simulates objervati,ons for chosen schedules.
FLAGS	 Inputs experiment; flags.
WEIGHT
	 Inputs observation weighting information and computes
weight matrix of observables.
PARTDR
	 Calculates partial derivatives of observables with respect
to parameters.
AMATR Fills design matrix (A) with calculated partial deriva-




Fills design matrix (A) with calculated partial deriva-
tives for delay rate observations.





FILL Fills normal matrix (ATPA) and U matrix (ATPL) sequen-
tially.
SOLVE Computes variance-covariance matrix of parameters
(a priori and a posteriori), parameter correlation matrix
and normal matrix eigenvalues.
STDLST Computes and outputs estimated standard deviations of
parameters (a priori and a posteriori) and outputs cor-
rections to approximate parameters.
AUXILIARY ROUTINES
RAD Converts angle in degrees, minutes, seconds, to radians.
DEGMS 6rforms opposite function of RAD.
MATPV Performs matrix multiplication for matrices stored in
general or triangular storage.
LOC IBM SSP routine-matrix storage manipulator.
PLOTTING ROUTINES
FRAME Frames a screen window.
UNITS Converts centimeters to virtual coordinates.
RECT Plots a square.
EQUITR Plots an equilateral. triangle.






Figure A.2 Program flow.	 45SP
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Table A.3. VIP Input Parameters
Variable Name	 Description	 Sib , ie►te
IN	 Number of stations
	 BSLN
TNB	 Number of baselines
IST I	Station selection
NEX	 Experiment number
Symbol Selection Operator moves cursor to choose station
symbol.
IYEAR,IMO,IDAY	 Initial epoch of observations (UT) 	 SIDTM
IHOUR,IMIN,SEC
JYEAR,JMO,JDAY	 final epoch of observations (UT)
JHOUR,JMIN,SECJ
IQUAS , Chosen source numbers QUASAR
ZNTMAX2 Maximum source zenith distance
IPFIX Reference right ascension source number
I1,,;'XT Number of steps for earth orientation MAIN 3
SFNC 1 Final epochs of earth orientation steps
PMX 112 Approximate step values - 	 F irst SIM'ULT
component of polar motion -'C)
PMY I.2 Approximate step values	 Second
component of polar motion (n)
PMZ a ' 2 Approximate step values (UTC-UT1)
DT Time interval between observations






Kz	Scheduled Observations -source number




Scheduled observations - source number,
hour (relative to initial epoch), minute
(when DT not specified)
Program flags (see Table A.4 for details) FLAGS
STGl
	





Delay rate standard error (m/hr)
pli	 Covariance matrix of observations -
upper triangular and diagonal elements
scaled to unity (one N x N block - see
Section 3.2.6)
Prior to Program Run e
K	 Source number - see Table A.l, file 9 for details
or
K, IHOUR, MIN	 Source number, hour and minute of observation
NB, IP, YHOUR,
	
baseline number, source number, hour of observation
IMIN DO	 (UT), minute of observation, delay, delay rata, end








MAP - 0 Baseline configuration map is not displayed - MAIN1
subroutine MAPDRW is skipped - graphics
display terminal not required - file 4 is empty
MAP 0 1 Digitized map coordinates from file 4 are
plotted on graphics screen + baseline configura-
tion - option to termi.note program if only map
is desired
GG . YES I Change time input from previous run MAINZ
GG r NO Keep same time input as in previous run
IFY . 0 Skip source mutual visibility outliner - choose QUASAR
sources directly
IFY . 1 Compute visibility matrix - plotted source by
source on screen until specified number of
sources chosen - can generate complete
visibility matrix by specifying last source on
list as last chosen source - may terminate
program at this point if only visibility matrix
is desired
PC . XES 1 Keep same earth orientation step input from MAIN3
previous run
FG . XO Change earth orientation step input
GG - XES Skip subroutine SIMULT - store schedule inor- MAIN3
mation (and optional observa tions) on files
10-15 prior to program run (see Table A.1) - one
baseline per file
GG = XO Call subroutine SIMULT - either store schedule
information on File 9 previous to run or input
schedule interactively (see Table A.1)
IFLAG - 1 Enter observation schedule at terminal SIMULT
IFLAG - 2 Input observation schedule from file 9
DT - 0 Time 'interval between observations is variable SIMULT
DT - X Time interval between observations is X minutes
IVASS - 0 Observations scheduled evex DT minutes,, 	 SIMULT






TFRNG - 0 Simulate delay observations only 	 SIMULT





All observations are performed simultaneously 	 MAIN4




Opposite of ISIM - 0, when mutual visibility
makes observations from all stations at a parti-
cular epoch impossible




FLAG1 - 1 Delay observations only FLAGS
FLAGI - 2 Delay + delay rate observations
FLAG1 - 3 Delay rate only
FLAG2 - 1 Multi-baseline configuration FLAGS
FLAG2 - 2 One baseline - estimate first component
of polar motion variations M
FLAG2 - 3 One baseline - estimate second component
of polar motion variations (11)
FLAG3 - 1 Covariance analysis only FLAGS
FLAG3 - 2 Complete least squares estimation
FLAG4 - 1 Estimate all parameters FLAGS
FLAG4 - 2 Delete clock parameters from parameter list
FG - XES 1 Keep same observation weight input as in previous MAIN4
run
FG - XO Input new observation weight data
GG - XES Rerun program with new data input (see ICODE) MAIN4
GG - XO Terminate session
ICODE - 1 1 Change station input (but not source` MAIN4
ICODE - 2 Change source input data (but not station)
ICODE - 3 Change both station and source input data
ICODE - 4 Change other input data (but not source or station)
1 For ping dm rerun only
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A.4 VIP Documented Listing
Most of the information presented in the tables and figures are
also described in the program documentation. The VIP documentation con-
sists of a heading at the beginning of each subroutine and other comment
cards interspersed throughout the program for added detail. Each
heading includes the following information when relevant:
1. Subroutine function (title)
2. INPUT parameters - passes to the routine through the parameter
list or via common blocks
3. READ parameters - read within the subroutine using file number 5
4. WRITE parameters - written from within subroutine using file
number 6 or 7
5. OUTPUT parameters - output for use in other parts of program
by the parameter list or via common blocks
6. OPTIONS - subroutine options
7. SUBROUTINES - called by routine
VIP is listed on the following pages.
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41110)..	 (1( t0) ,	 AM( 134) .	 CORR(ti`^t') ,	 H( IWI) ,	 DM(30 ,	 F.M( 108) ,	 XT!*(G) , VP 960
5YTP(6),	 ZTP(0),	 AC(74,0,	 BC(744),	 !';711),	 1 0D(20,	 XX(6),	 YY(6),	 P1( VIP 970
642), AL( t2l , SFMC(4) VP 980
C VP 91^0
COMMON /DRAW// XX/DRAW :/YY/DRAWU/AttAY/CIWI /X1'1'.'(11(02/Y '11'/C1U):1.'it ri,/C Vl' 1060
11614/Xt;/(:iti!!S!Y(:. f1:1t116%'rl;/1'IMI;r'rDi(!, IDAY, VP 1010
2'1'/I)Pi4,'NF,X .SOUI/ItA/S3OU2/D3FI,G/FLAGi,FLA(;2,FLA(;3,FLAG4/1'Ulii/l'Alrr/I'D VP 1020
3112/4;/NrltX/MI/N'C1tX/W/U'1'IWU/DSO/'I'N)1, K.1( VI' 10:10
VP 1040
C	 DEFINE TERMINAL P.E'PONS3ES VP 1050
DATA XU, XL S , :C4111ft, X1 Ll!1/' 140" , ' YI,S ` , ` TL; I1M' , ' F 11,1;" / 'VP 1060
C VP 1070
C	 DEFINE 11 110G"•RAft CONSTANTS s Vl' 1000
C	 NS'rXl' - TOTA1. N1 RI1,31 01' STATIONS ON FILL (CHANCE IF NECESSARY) VP 1090
C	 NQUAS - impair a OF QUASARS ON FILE ( CHANCE IF NECESSARY) VP 1 100
C	 iF INCREASING NSTA'C AND/Olt NQUAS CHANGE APPA01` RlA E DIMLNSIONN VP 1114!
DATA NSTAT/h/. N0IJA8/ •47/ VP 1 120
C	 COAV - CONVERSION FAC'i'OR UNiVERSAL TO SIDEREAL TIME Vl' 1130
C	 GRAD - API'l OKI fLA't' l' 1SAlt'I'll RADIUS VP 1 140
C	 C W THE 81 1 F.1 11.0 OF 114.31111 IN Mal'1'URS/NSECI VP 1130 
DA'T'A CONY/1.0027537909 63DO/,EiIAD/G37104)0.DO/,C/O.2997D0/ VP 1i60
1'I=4. 00*0A'1'AN( 1.00) VP 1 170
C	 110 ( CONVEIPSION FACWR FROM RADIANS TO SECONDS OF ARC VP 1180
CALL RAI) (0.0, 1.0,1 1 , P l) Vl' 1190
1(0= 1.041 ., DS IN(1 1 ) VP 1200
(11 	 OMEGA iS TIIw. ROTATION RATE OF THE EAR'T'H IN RADIANSI HOUR VP 1210
OMG=PI *CONV/ 12.DO Vl' 1220
C VP 1230
C	 INITIALIZE  TERMINAL CON'T'ROL SYS'T'EM VP 1240
CALL 1N1'n ( 120) Vi' 1230
VP 1260






C	 PURPOSE s CHOOSE, PARTiCTPATINC S'T'ATIONS AND PROVIDE VP 1320
C	 GRAPHICAL DISPLAY (MAT') OF L/ACU EvEitimmirr. VI' 1 330
C	 MAP IS OPTIONAL SO THAT THIS SECTION MAY VP 1340
91
RI, RUN ON wNY INTERACTIVE SCREEN OR TERMINAL VP 1330
C AT IRCC AND NOT NECESSARILY A TERMINAL WITH Vl' 1360
C GIL4,1'111CS CAPABILITY. VP 1370
C OPTION TO 11ERMiNATF, PROGRAM AT END OF SECTION VP 1380
C WHEN MAP DISPLAY IS ONLY DESIRED OBJECTIVE. V1' 1090
C SEE 1 ND I V I DUAL SUI111OUTI NES FOR MORE I YFO. VP 1400
C VP 1410C CALLS SUBROUTINES MAl'D1lW, DSLN VP 1420
C VP 1430
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC VP 1440
C VP 1451 ►
C I CODEL
 O DENOTES INITIAL PROGRAM RIIN ( OTHER I CODER ARE PROGRAM VP 1460
C RERUN OPTIONS - EXPLAINED AT END OF MAIN IROGRAM) VP 1470ICODE=o VI' 1480
C VP 1490
C OP'T' ION s PtAP = 0, MAP 1S NOT DRAWN VP 11500C PLMI=14141'	 1S DILAWN VP 1514►
1 MAP-O VP 1620
C ERASE SCREEN V1' 1530CALL 11It.AS ; VP 1540
C WOVE CURSOR TO UPPER LEFT-HAND CORNER OF SCREEN VP 1550
CALL HOME VP 1560C SAVI;(;UELILt;N'I' STATUS OF 'I'FRMINAI, CON11101. AREA VP 1570
CALL SVSTAT (ARAY) vl' 1500
C SWI'1'Cll 1'0 ALPHOUNEItIC PIODE vi' 1540
CALL ANMODE VP 1600
2 WRITE ( 6 1 3) Vl' 1610
a 1l'OIUTA'1' ('	 U0 YOU WISH '11) DRAW NAP') VP 1620
REAM (5, 4)	 F VP 1630
IF(F . NE. XES. AND. F. N1.. XO) 00 TO 2 VP 16404 FORPIAT (A-t) VP 1650
CALL CHARE VP 1660CALL HOME VP 1670110 ( F. I;(1. XO)	 CO 111 5 VP 1(;80
C FILE 4 CONTAINS DIGITIZED MAP COORDINATES-MAY DE EMPTY IF MAP=0 VP 1690
IF(ICODE.NE.0)	 IEW1140 4 VP 1700
MAP= I VP 1710
C Vi' 172.
CALL ILESTAT (AILA.Y) VI ► 1730
C DEFINE SCREEN AND VIRTUAL WINDOWS VP 1740
CALL SWINDO ( 350,660 , 270,505) Vi' 1750
C VIIVIIJAL PIAI IS TO SCREEN IN A 2:1 RATIO - DICITI7.ED MAP TO ACRFEN VP 17410
C SCALE CAN DE CHANGED 1'0 SUIT PARTICULAR MAP SO IT !FALLS IN VP 1770
C SCREEN WINDOW 13Y SUITABLE CHOICE 010 VllViVAL WINDOW vl' 17110
CALL VWINDO (0.0,13::20.,6.0,1010.) VP 1790
C vl' 1800
C CALL PIAP HANDLER vi' 11110CAM, PIAPDRW (NSTAT) VP 1020
C Vl' 1000
C CALL BASELINE	 iAVI)LEIL VP 1844►S CALL Iit I.N ( IN,MAP,NSTAT.ICODE) VP 1830
C Vl' IB60
CALL EALASE, VP 1870
(.ALT.. HOME, vP 1880
"ALL ANPIODE VI' 111906 Wrt !'PF,
	 (6,7) VP 1900
7 F(1RPIAT ( ' DO YOU WISH TO RUN OR RE-RUN MAP DRAWING SESSION'/" vl' 1910
1011 STXl'ION AND BASELINE SELECTION') VP 1420
READ (3,4)	 CC VP 1930IF(GG. NE . XIr.S. AND. GG. NE . XO) GO TO 6 VP 194011'(^(x.1SGL. XO)	 Go TO 0 VP 1450
CALL PRASE VP 1960REWIND 4 Vl ► 1970GO 1 110	 1 Vi' 1480
C VP 1990
o WRITE (6 1 9) VP 2000
4 FORMAT( ' DO YOU WISE{ TO TERMINATE RERR ION') VP 2010READ (5, 4) GO VP 2020
92
	 )F16 NAT,

















rP`t G1^. Nl^. xlSfi. AnD. GG. NP'.. X01 00-TO 8 VP 2030
IF(GG . EQ.XES) GO TO 76 VP 2040
VP 2030





PURPOSE t INPUT PARAW,17,RR FORCALCULATION OF MUTUAL VP 2110
VISIBILITY OF QUASAR FROM ALL PARTICIPATING VP 2120
S'T'A'I'lUNS. VISIBILITY MA'TR1X OPTIONAL AuT INPUT VP	 21,114 ►
PARAML; 'TFRS NECESSARY FOII REMAINDER OF RUN. VP 2140
IF VISIBILITY MATRIX THE ONLY OBJECTIVE THERE VI' 2130
1S> OPTION OF T 'ERMINAT' ING PROGRAM. VP 2160
SEE INDIVIDUAL SUBROUTINES FOR MORE INFO.. VP 2170
vl' 2 11)0




CALL ERASE VP 2230
CALL HOME VP 2240
CALL. ANNODE, VP 22250
Vl' 2260
UPT10M1 'TO RETAIN SAm 'Tim INPUT FOR PIIOCIM RE— HUN VP 2270
IF(ICODE.10..0)	 60 TO 12 VP 2200
WRITE (6,11) V1' 12290
FORPM' ( ' DO YOU WISH TO CHANCY. INTERVAL OF ORSERVATIONS') VI' 2:100
READ (5.4) GO VP 2310
IF(GG, NE. XUS. AND, GG. NE . XO) GO '1'0 10 VR' 2320
1F (GG. EQ. M) GO TI) 19 VP 2030
CALL TIME HANDLER VP 2040
CALL S 1 D'1'PY VI' 21150
VP '2160
CALL STATION HANDLER VP 2370
CALL STA'1'14S ( ,X, Y,'L, X'1', rr, zT, D 1ST, PI,  I CODE, NSTAT) VP 21,100
VP 2399
OPTION T O SKIP QUASAR SELECTION FOR PROGRAM RE — RUN VP 2400
IF(  I CODE. 1 1'Q. 1)	 GO '1'U	 16 VP 2410
CALL ERASE VI' 2950
CALL HOME; VI' 2430
VP 2440CALL QUASAR HANDLER VR' 2450
CALL QUASAR (XO, DEC11,11AR, Ll, L«, U' 3, OMG,I I I, IQUAS, KEEP, INDEX, ICODE, IN VP 246()
IPFIX,N (IUAS, 'TILO,Tr. IN) VP 2470
VP 21ZO
OPTION 1*0 TERMINATE' bLBSION IF ONLY INTERESTED VP 2490
IN VISIBILITY OUTLINER VP 2500
WRITE. 	(6,9) Vi' 2010
HEAD ( D,4) CC VP 2520
I F(GC . Nr. Xl?s`+. ANiI. (:G. NM . X(1) 	 GO T O	 13 VP :41530
IF( GG. EO. MS ) GO TO 76 VP 2040
VP 21550
MAINO t (SCHEDULE SIMULATION VP 2560




PURPOSE; 	 SI MULATE CHOSEN VI.BI OBSERVATION SCHEDULES VP 2610
TIME DELAY AND/OR T IME DELAY RATES MAY DE S7IMULAT'l;U VI' 2620
VARIOUS OP'60Ny AVAILABLE— SRI", SUBROUTINE VP 21:130
SIMULT FOR DETAILS. OPTIONIVSKIP OBSERVATION VP 2640
SIMULATION IF WORKING WI TH SIMULA'1'LD DATA — IN TUAT V1' 2630
CASE, OBSERVATION PILES FILLED PRIOR TO RUM. VP 21160
VP :670
INPUT	 s	 18'17	 x STEl'S CAH'1'H ORIENTATION STEP FUNCTION Vl'	 261141





















G WRITE	 s	 ISI'T,SFNC VP 2710
C VP 27:10




16 CALL ERASE VP 2770
CALL I10ML VP 2700
CALL ANMODE VP 2790
C VP 2000
C OrnoN TO sK11' STEP INPUT - volt PitocimM RL-1tUN VL' 21110
IF ( IC 09F . V0. 0) CO TO 20 VP 2620
17 WRITE (6,18) VP 2030
t8 FORMAT ('	 UO YOU WISH '11) SKIP STET' 1NPUT I ) VP 21140
READ ( 3 4 4) FG VP 2850
IF(FG. NE . XES. AND. FG. NE . X .	 ice) '110 17 VP 21160
IF(FG. EQ. XO) GO TO 20 VP 2670
WRITE (7,19) VP 2000
19 1' ORIIKt	 ( 1111) V1' 21190
CO TO 27 VP 2900
C Vl' 2910
C INPUT #18TEPS AND FINAL EVOCUS Poll LAIVI'll ORIENTATION STEP FUNCTION VP 2924)
20 WRITE (6.21) VP 2930
C CHANGE FORMAT IF MAXIMUM STET' *(4) HAS BEEN INCREASED VP 2940
21 i'OItrIA'1' (/,' ENTER *STEPS FOR EAlt'1'll ORIENTATION', /,' MAXIMUM NUMBER VP 29110
1 OF STEPS IS 4') VP 2960
BEAD (5,*)	 ISTT v1' 2970
C CllANGE IF r1AXlrlilrl STEP 0(4) HAS BEEN INCREASED VI' 2960
IF( IS17.0'1'.4) CO TO 20 VP 2990
WRITE (6,22) VP 3000
:dam FOR?IAT (/,' ItUilleR END OF STEP EPOCH rOlt EACH STEP'/.' FORMAT s HO1J VP 1010
IR, Pit NUTF	 ( IN't'EGF.RS)'/,'	 PRESS RETURN THEN ENTER NEXT F[NAL EPOCH VP 3020
2' /, '	 NOTE:
	
HOUR IW- LA'1'1 vE v) IN l'1'lAL Ll'O(:u , /, '	 ( MAY HE Gl FATE VP 30:10
311 TIIAN 24) ') VP :1040
WRITE (7.23)	 ISTT VP 3050
23 FORKA'r ( 1111,11X,'NUMBER STEPS FOR EAturn oil IENTATION PARAMETERS _'.l VP 3060
12) VP 0070
WRITE'. (7,24) V1' 3000
24 FOltrljVl` ( //,tIX,'	 STE1 1' FINAL EPOCHS -- 11.1 01LATIVE TO	 INITIAL EPOCH') VP 3090
00 26	 I= I. ISTT VP 3100
READ (6,40	 IHOUR, 1MIN Vl' 3110
W1t1'1'P.
	 (7,2r;)	 i, 1HIlUIt, 1MIN VP 3120
25 FORMAT (/ . t OX, ' S I'EP #' , I2 , 4X, 13 , 2X, ' IIOURS' , 5X, I3 , 2X, 'MINUTES') VP 3130
',' 'FN4( 1) = DF LOAT( IIIOUIO + 1M1N/60. 00 VP 3140
26 CONTINUE, VP 3150
C VI' 3160
C OPTION TO ',-Kll' SCI1l;OULE SIMULATION VP :1170
27 WRITE ((i . 211) VP 0100
28 FORMAT (' DO YOU WISH TO SKIP SCHEDULE SIMULATION Y	 '/' ANSWER Y VP .1190
LES Olt NO') VP 320O
READ (5.4) GC VP 3210
IF(GG. NE . XES. AND. GG. NE . XO) GO TO 27 V1' 3220
Iv(GC. P.Q. xV,S) 	 1:0 '11) 29 VP 3230
r. VP 3240
C CALL SCIIEVULP. S 1 MULA'1'Olt VP 3250
CALL S 1 PPIL 1' (Xt-;ilM, XI I.E, XES, ERAD, PMX, PMY, PM7..OMG. TP .THO, [FILE. ISM VP 3260
ISFNC.ICO0E,CONV) VI' 3270
GO TO 32 v P .13110
r. VP $290
29 WRITE (6,30) vl' :3300
30 IOOIUWI' (' ENT E11. OBSERVATION FILE NUMBEIL41/' AVAILABLE FILE NUMBERS VP 131110
1	 1(1-15') VP 3320
READ	 (5,m)	 (IFII,E(J),J x l,'1'Nl3) vP :1330
I)O 31	 J= l ,'t'NH VP 3340
IF(fFll.lr(.1) .1.T, 10.OR, IFILE(J) .GT. 13)
	 GO TO 29 VP 3050
31 CONTINUE VI' 3360




C REWIND ORRFRVATION FILXS IF RE-RUNNING PROGRAM VP 3390
32 DO 03	 1=1,17411 VP U400
N UN- I F I 1J."I 1) VP (4410
RFWINI) NUM VP 3420
as CONTINUE VP 343(1
C VP 8440
0 MAIN4 t LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION HANDLER VP 3450C---------------------------------------- VP 3460
C VP 34 7 0
C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCCCCCCCCCCCCUCCOCCOCCCCCCCCCCOCOCCCCCCCCCOUCCCCC VP 3400
C VP 3490
C PURPOSE : A) CofiPtITFS NUMBER OF PARAMEXERS FOR ADJUSTMENT VP 3500
0 13) ZEROS OUT WORK VECTORK, vil 3010
4.)	 INI IU114 ORSERVATIONR Fit("[ 811)RAGE PIIY-q VP 3520
D) CALLS LFAST SQUARES ROUTINES VP 3530
C E) PRESENTS PROGRAft HERVIN OPTIONS VP 3G40
C VP 3550
C CALLS SUBROUTINES FLAGS, WEIGHT, PARTDR, FAMTR, VP 3560
cl AfMilt, FILL, S'OLVE Vi' 411570
C. VP 3580
C cccceocccccccccceccccccecccocccoceccccucecccceccccccecuccccececoc vi l 3590
0 VP 3600




CALL A10109rs VP 3630
C VII 3640
C SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS FROM ALL STATIONS OPTION %T 116130
C ISIP1=0	 SINUIA'ANE008 OBSERVATIONS VP 3660
C ISIM%tI	 NON-SIMULTANEOUS vil 3670
ISIM= 0 vil 13010
WRITF (6,36) VP 300
36 FORMAT (' ARE ALL STATIONS INVOLVED AT EACH EPOCH OF OBSERVATION') Vl' 3700
READ ( 5,4) FG vil 4710
60 TO 33 VP 3720





 FLAG HANDLER - FOR PROGRAM RERUN VP 3750
1F ( I CODE. EQ. 0) IGO TO 3 4) vil 376(1
37 witl'I'v"
	
(6 ,13311 VP 3770
38 FORMAT (	 DO YOU WISH TO SKIP FLAG HANDLER') VP 0700
READ (5,^)	 I-(; VP 3790
G0. TO 37 VP 3000
IF(FG, EQ, XES) GO TO 40 vil auto
C 4 VP '1020
C CALL PROGRAM PLAGS HANDLER VP 3030
39 CALL FLAGS (JK) VP 3040
C VP 3850
C OPTION T`O SKIP WFIGHT HANDLER - FOR PROGRAM RERUN VP 3060
40 IV( I CODE, CO. 0) GO IV 43 vil 31170
41 whrriii VP 3060
42 FORXIT (' DO YOU WISH TO SKIP WEIGHT HANDLER') vil 3090
READ (3, 4) F Vi' 3900
CO 11) 41 VP 111910
IF(FG. EQ. ){ES) 00 TO 44 vil 3920
C vil	 1 191110
C CALL OBSERVATION WEIGHT HANDLER VP 3940
43 CALL WEIGHT vil 3900
C VP 13960
C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS TO BE ADJUSTED VP 3970
C KK IS THE NUMBER OF PAILMETEAS vil 3900
44 IS'IV-0-1 VP 3990
C IF DELAY RXITN' ONLY CHANGE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS VP 4000
1k'(F LAG I , EQ.3) VP 4014)
C I F NO CLOCk PARAPIP,11UN CHANCF. NUM111131 OF PARAMETERS VP 4020
lFkFLA(:I. NF. ,I . AND. FLA04.EQ.2)	 KK:- KK-2*1'NB VP 4000
KKz KK-I'NB VI' 4040
X1C.t to KK*2 VP 40110
K2z KKW(KK+I)/2 Vl' 4060
95
KR a KTC VP 4070
IF(FLAGt.E0.2) KS wl= VP 4000
VP 4090
G ZERO OUT WORK VECTORS VP 4100
DO 40 J= l , K2 VI' 4114)
W(J) :O.DO VP 4120
45 CONTINUE VP 41;10
00 46 J u l , KK VP 4140
110) =0.00 VP 4150
XA(J) s 0 . DO VP 4160
46 CONTINUE VP 4170
DO 47	 1 . 1 , KK2 VP 4100
47 AM( 1) x0.DO VP 4190
110 40 .1 = 1,10 VP 4200
Al 4,1) =O. DO VP 4210
Gf, J) N 0 . DO VP 4220
413 PAR'I'(J) =0. DO VP 42130
V'TT'V t = 0. DO VI' 4240
1COUNTAtO VP 4250
1KNDu 0 VP 4260
Ln I VP 4270
C VP 4200
IF( ICOOF:.F0.4) GO TO 3 1 VP 4290
WRITE (7, 49) VP 4300
49 FOIDIAT ( 111 1. 12X, ' OBSERVATION SCHEDIII.F' /) VP 4310
WRI911;	 (7 1 150)	 1, VP 4020
50 F Oluwr (/ , 9X, ' 1R'T'l:l' 	 ' , 12/6X, ' BSLN' , 1X, 'QUAS I , 2X, '1111' , 2X, 'MIN',  5X,' VP 4.134)
1010,AY ( PI)	 ' ,11X, ' DELAY RATN3 ( N/HR) `/) VP 4040
C VP 4350
C INVITI' 013:(ERVA'1 1 10NS VI' 4'.1640
C 1.	 s	 BAI F I.INI,. coum'I'F;R VP 4370
C IJ s EARTH ORIENTATION STEP NUMBER COUNTER VP 4300
51 lJ=0 VP 4390
52 LI= 1.1+ 1 VP 4400
C UPDA'T'E END OF STEP EPOCII VP 44-10	 #
ST=SFN4,(1J) VP 4420
IF( I.J. GT. 1)	 60 TO 61 VP 4430
C HEAD 0DSEIIVA 'I'IOA8 — BASELINE BY BASELINE,EPOCII BY EPOCII VP 4440
53 NIjrI= 110 11.1;( I,) VP 4450
C ND	 BAREL I NF: NUMBER VP 4460
C II'	 E	 rtUASAIt NU?Wtllt VP 44740
C 1110011, I PI I N s FTOC H OF OBSERVATION Vr 4400
C DS s DELAY OBSERVABLE ( PATH DIFFERENCE) Vl' 4490
C VILNG s DELAY DATE 00SERVAULL, (PATH DIFFERENCE HATE) VP 4500
IF( 181M.F.O.1)	 (:O TO 511 VP 4510
READ ( NCIPI,54 , END=69) NB, IP, lHOUR, IMIN , DS,FRNG Vl' 4020
54 FotuIA'1' (41G,UF20. 10) VP 4530
GO TO 57 VP 4540
C IEND s END OF EVOCII INDEX (NON —SIMULTANEOUS OUSE RVAT IONS) VP 41150
55 RI",Al) ( NUM,56 0F.N0=69)	 NR, 1P, IHOI )R, 1NIN , DS,FRNG, 1F= VP 411()0
56 FORMAT ( 4115 , 2F20. 10, I2) VP 4070
C INCREASE ODSEItVNfION COUNTER BY 1 VP 45110
57 1 COIIN'I'' I COUNT+ 1 VP 41590
TKx DFLOAT( IHOUR) * IMIN/60. DO VI' 4600
IV( 1 COVE . EQ.4) CO TO 60 VI' 4610
i F (TK. I,F. +'I') 	 GO TO 511 VP 4620
IJK* IJ, 1 Vl' 4600
WHITE (7,50)	 IJK VP 4640
58 WRITE (7,59) NB,TP , IHOUR,IMIN , 1)S,FRNG VP 4650
59 FonmAT (4X, 415 , 2 20, 10) V1' 4660
C VI'DA'1'I^, STEP NtlMIIF,R IF NECESSARY VP 4670
60 IF(TK.CT.ST) GO TO 62 VP 4600
C VP 4690
C CALCULATE PARTIAL, DERIVATIVES FOR PRESENT OBSERVATION VP 4700
61 CALL PARTDR ( IP , TK, X0011) , WNW , ZC ( AB) A110, OMG, Q, RO, DS, FMG,CONV, Vl' 4710
IE1tAD, AL, JK, 1J , N11) VP 4720
C. VP 4730
C FILL DESIGNGN MA.'17t I X WITH PRIs.BIMT 00111SRVAT I ON PAII'I' I ALN W' 4740
96
V' ;—,
iF( FLAG I . NF. i1) GO TO 62 VP 4700
C FILL DELAY ItKi% DESIGN MA'1'ItIX Vol 4766
CALF.	 PAP17I7t ( Nit, IP, IN, (,1, 18-IT I OIK O IPFIX) VP 4770GO TO 60 VI' 4700
C FILL DELAY Olt DUAY — DELAY 1 KIZ DESIGN MATRIX VP 479062 CALL APIATR ( NR, IP, IN, 1.14 15'IT,JK, IPFIX) VP 4000
68 DO 64 l7n l . IS Vol 4010
C FILL PRESENT EPOCH 1'0IVFlON OF "A" MATRIX WITH ONE BARKLINE VP 4(1120
C CONTRIBUTION AT A TIME VP 4030
JZ= (1413— 1) *K8+ I 'L Vol 4040
AC( JZ) w A.M( I'!.) VP 4050
641 CONT 1 NUE VP 4060
DO 60 KN x ► , m Vl' 4i170
60 API( KN) v 0 . DO VP 4000
C VP 4090
C Cm0CK Volt NEXII El'OCII or OBSERVATION Vol 49040
IF(  1 FIND. F,Q.. 1)	 CO TO 66 VP 4910
L= L+ 1 Vi' 4920
11'( L. LE- TflB) GO TO 53 VP 493{0
C RE.—INITIALIZE, BASELINE COUNTER VP 4940
66 LK 1 VI' 49130
C ADD CONTRIBUTION OF AN EPOCH OF OBSERVATIONS TO NORMAL MATRIX VP 4970
CALL FILL (AC, I's V'I'1'V I , AL, DC) VP +491141
I %Zr TNIMKK VP 4990
DO 67 KN n 1, KZ Vol 5000
67 AC(") n 0.90 Vi' 00 14)
D() ( ►R ICN= Is TNR VP 3020
68 AL( KN) =0. DO Vi' 3000
C CONTINUE 1`0 AEVI' EPOCH ON OBSERVATIONS Vo l 3040
CO TO 30 VP 3030C VI' 31060
C CALL SOLUTION SUBROUTINE VP 3070
69 CALL SOLVE ( 310, CORK, XA, IM, ISTT, DIET, B, DM, EM, VTPV1, ICOUNT) Vol 13000C Vol 01094)CALL 1;300 , VP 3100
CALL IIOPIF: Vol 5110
CALL ANNOVE Vol ti 120
C VP 14100
C PROGRAPI RERUN OPTION Vol 5140
+: 1.	 1(;001:-1 CHANGE' HASEL1N1; CONFICURXrION (OR TINK INPUT) Vol ttitit)
C 1-1.	 ICODF=2 CIIANGF; QUASAR Sl* IXCTION VP 3160
C 0.	 ICODE=31 CHANGE BOTH OF TX ABOVE Vol 4170
C 4,	 IC0910, = 4 CHA UE (OTHER 1141'11'1" PARAMETF,Itq Vol 1llft0
70 WRITE (6,71) VP 0190
71 FOlU`1X' (/' DO YOU WISH 'l'O RUN THE PROGIFAK AGAIN') Vol 124141
RF,AU (;9,4)	 CC VP 3210
IF(GG. NE . XES. AND. GG. NE , XO) GO TO 70 VP 3220
IF(UG111O.N.0)	 GO 11Y) 76 Vol 112314)
72 Wlt I'TF.	 ( 6 .731) VP 13240
73 FORPINT (/i' DO YOU WISH TO CHANCE THE BASELINE CONFIGURATION') Vol 52330
MAD (3,4) GO Vol 11'260
1 ^1 CC. NI:. XES. AND. CO . NE. XO) 60 TO 72 VP 3270IF(GG. ca . x11) GO TO 74 Vol 5204)
3C0I1P,= I VI' 5290
74 11111'r
	
(6 4 73) VI' 3300
78 F ORtINI' (//'  DO YOU WISH TO CIIANGE QUASAR SELECTION') Vol lift 14►
10?A9	 (3,4)	 1111 VP 0 320
1 F(llli. NI':. XF.S. AND, sill. NE. XO)	 GO TO 74 Vol oatiU
11'(1111.1501. X1,h) 	 (COVE=2 Vol 31040
IF( lilt. E.O. *'S. AND. CO . EQ. XF,.9)	 ICODFI n 0 VP 3030
.IF(IIIL E(). XO. AND, GG E(2. XO) 	 ICODE-4	 ` Vol 13.160
IF( 14100P,.111 4Z. 1. Olt. ICODC. EQ. 31) 	 GO TO	 I VP 111170
IF( 14100 ,. F.Q. 4)	 CO TO 16 vP 30110
GO '1'0	 14 Vol 13390
C VP $400
C CALL TERMINAT ION ROUTINE VP 3410





SUBROUTINE MAPDRW (WITAT) !+ 10
C *******^****^^^***^**********x*^^ir^ltM^lc^t^^#^Ir^R^tw*rwcN^k+k^Ic^k^^R !p"
C * PLOT DIGITIZED MAP Ali 	 'll MP 40
C **	 INPUT	 t	 XD	 TERMINAL "NO" NlllalEl►4y(40!6 * IQ 6#
C **	 NSTAT	 NUMBER OF OTATI080 ON 4 r'lix ** MP 70
C **	 ARAY
	 TERMINAL STATUI? AIY ** MP 80
C ** ** MP 90
C *	 OUTPUT t MAP OF UNITED STATES STATION LOCATIONS, MP 190C **	 MENU (SYMBOL SZMT16170 MP 110
C ** CALLS SUBROUTINES FRAME,UNIW,RECT, * mp Is*
C **	 EQUITR,CIRCLIC ** MP 140
4:* MP 150
C **** tk ******xc***** * **************** * ac+4t>K*>wt**+ktktlnkaK4 ** MP 160C IO' 170
C NOTE: NAPDRW MST BE M O I r I ED TO ACCOMODATZ OTHER MAPS - MP 180
C AREAS or POSSIBLE CHANCE INDICATED IN PROGRAM MP 190
C MAPDRW WILL NOT BE CALLED IF MAP DRAW OPTION NOT SVr MP 380
C DIMENSION X(12) MP 228
COMMON /DRAW I / XX( 1) /DRAW2 /YY( 1) /DRAWS/ARAM( 1) MP 200
DATA ZO/'NO '/ MP 240
C TV 50
C DRAW SCREEN WINDOW MP 260
CALL FIUWIE (5350, 660.279, 505) MI► 270
C MP 280
C REAL) DIGITIZED COODINATES OF UNITED STATES BORDER FROM UNIT 4 MI 290
C KR i NUmum of DIGITIZED MAP RECORDS (CHANCE IF NECESSARY) MP 300
100 11 7 MP 3 l9
DO 4 J- I.KR MP 320
1










DO 3	 1 n 1. It, 2 MP 360
C SK,TK i TRANSLATIO.14 COMPONENTS (CHANCE IF NECESSARY) MP 370
SKn l 1.03 MP 300
TK" 0.92 MI' 390
X( 1) "X( 0 —SK MP 400
X( 1+1) n X( 1+1)-TK' MP 410
C CONVERT TO V I KTrJAL UN VINI FROM CENTIMETERS MP 420CALL UNITS (X( I) , X( 1+ 1) , UX, DY) MI► 430
C "PEN UP" FOR FIRST POINT OF FIRST RECORD Mil 440
1F( 1.EQ. 1. AND, J.EQ. 1)	 GO TO 2 Ml' 450C DRAW TO COORD I NXrf DX, DY MI► 460CALL DRAWA (D;K, DY) Ml' 470GO TO 3 MP 480
C MOVETO COORDFNATK DX«DY NP 4902 CALL MDVEA (DX. DY) MI► 5003 com,rINUE MP 510
4 CONTINUE: MP 520
NI 5530
C KAD DIGITIZED STATION COORDINATES MP 540C DKAW 'ruk STATION NUM11019 IN ALPHANUMERIC MODE MI ► 530DO 12 J * I . NSSTAT MP 560READ (4,5)	 (X(K),K"1,2) MP 5705 FORMAT (OX, 216.3) MI► 500X( 1) a X( 1) —SK MP 598X(2) it
	
—TK MP 600XX(J) • X( 1) MP 618VY( J) : X( 2) MP 620CALL UN ITS (X(1) , X(2) ,1)X. DY) NI' 630
C DMW A POINT AT STATION LOCATION MP 640
CALL POINTA (DX,DY) MP 650C POSI T ION HTXI'ION NUMBEI1S ON MAP (CHANCE IF NECESSARY) Mil 660
98
I F (J . E6I. 8)	 DYO DY-00 . MP 670
1 F (J . E4.4) DY* DY Ill . MI' 680
I Ft J . EA. 5 ► 	 DY• DY-23 . MP 699
IF(J.EA.I.OR,J.EQ.2.OR.J.9Q.4) DXRDX-0111. MP 700
I l)'(J . EQX" :DX• DX+ I3. 14P 710
1 F(J . m. C	 ma ox-se. Ml, 720
1 F(J . E4.6 i DXn DX+40. MI' 700
CALL MOVE:A (DX. DY) HP 740CALL 8VSTAT (AItAY) MP 700(;Au- ANHODE Ml' 760
IV(J.E4.1)	 WRITE(6,6) MI' 770
IF(J.E4.2)	 WRITE(6,7) MP 700
IF(J.F.6l.t1)	 WRITE (6 1 10) Pp' 790
IF(J,EQ.4) WRITE (6,8) MP 000
IF(J.mi) WRITE (6,9) MP 8110
IF(J. IPA. 6)
	
WRITE (6,11) MP 1120
6 FORMAT ('	 WII') MP Goo
7 FORMAT t ' OV') MP #11`60
8 FORMAT (' GO') MP 630
9 FORMAT t ' FU') MN 060
1• FORMAT < ' 4U' ) PIP #)TO
It FORMAT ('	 ItM') MP 11110
CALL. REe3TAT (ARAY) Ml' 090
12 CONTINITZ M1, 900
C MP 910
C DRAW STATION SYMBOL MENU MM' 920
C OPTION TO CNOOEIF FROM 0 OTATiION AIYMBDLY MI' 930
C 1. RECTANGLE HP 940
C 2. TRIANGLE PIP 930C 9. CIRCLE PIP 960
CALL MOVABS (K1CM( It11. S) , VCM(4. 4)) MP 970
CALL SVSTAT (ARAY) Ml' 900
CALL ANMODE MI' 990
WRITE (6,13) MI' 1000
18 FORMAT t' SYMBOL SELECTION') MP 1()10
CALL RESTAT (ARAY) MP 1020
C DEFINE NEW WII+UOWS FOR SYM11OL DRAWING PIP 10:10CALL BWI NI!() (KCM( t2.0) , KCM(7.0) , KCM(2.8) , KCM(2.0)) MI' 10.60CALL UNITS (7.0,2.0,8,T) MP 103()
CALL VWINDO (0.0,S.0.0,T) PIP 1040
CALL FRAMIE: (KCM( 12.0),KCK(7,0),KCM(2.8).KCM(2.0)) MI' 1070
C DRAW IECTANGLE: Ma' 1011(1
CALL 1tE:CT ( 1. 0, 1. 0, 1.0) MP 1090
C DRAW FAU 1 LATKI AL TK 1 ANGLE MI' 1100
CALL FIQUVnt (U.2, 1. 0, 1.0) MI' 1110
C DRAW CIRCLE MP 1120








PURROUTI NV 8111.11 f IN. MAP, NO TAT, 14e00R) NO 141
www ^K ►kM^k+ w^kwwwwwwNta * wMM^wwwwwwsRwMAwwwwwwwM^M ►kw^tww^kw w*> w* 1kw**wok*ww^k 18 uo
► * M* I114 410
*	 t41"LECT AND MAP RA11l:L I Nl A w+r RA 40
^w ww US 06INPUT	 s MAY	 MAN DRAwINI; OPTI ON INDMX *w 1111 60
xv► 	 ICODr	 INITIAL. PROGRAM RUN INDEX Dpi TO
f w	 NSTAT	 NUM MI OF STATIONS UN FILM ** Us 00f ** Rq 90
OUTPUT : IN	 NUMI3RR OIL BTAT oms CUOBEN * DS 1 00
w x 11'N13
	 NUM11R31 or 13"91. 1 Nil CHOSEN ** Its 1140
IR,38	 NEI .1?CTrD RA1tMINF;R INDEX *^ 118 120
w w	 I ST	 SELECTED STATION INDEX w w us l UO
^*	 NEX	 EXPE1t11'I AT NUMIIEIt ►t* Its 1411
* ** DR 160
*	 OPTIONS : STATION SYMOL SELEC T ION ** Its 160
+* ** RR 170
** ** no 100
w	 CALLS SUBROUTINES UNl'1S,1I1:C '1',E6lUl'1'1t,CIIt(:L.1G ** us 1411
* ** OR 200
** *r
	
ae ►^^r ►^spw ►^ac^c s^xcw*:^w*^cw*w**w sew*wwwww ►►w* ►k*wwww*w*was**ww****+^wN^*w US 210
Its 224)
NOTF'. s	 IF 1;HANC I NC, STAT I ONR MOD 1 I' Y FORMATS 142 08 230
Its 2401N'1'L:CISlt 11'N13 Its 230
h I MPNS11 ON ISM,  .ISM, IRTf I) R8 260
COMMON /DRAW! / XX(I) 3 DIIAw2/YY(I) /DIIAWO/ARAY( 1) /DEXI/ It3/DEY.2/JS/DEX US 2701:1/ IST DEX4/NEX/Ili+/'1'Nlt, JUST BR 2410
P I • t3. 14 p0 290
Its .100
i, INT AVAILABL E V1,01 PTAT I ONS RR :310
CALL, HOMA: us ;ISOCALL ANNOPE Its 3:111
MOTETE (f► .t) HR 040
CHANGE STATION NAIIES IF NECESSARY us 000FO1MA'1' ('	 SI'A't10N l+t;Ll:C'l'1t)N' 3 '	 I.	 WF11'I'F'(IR1 ) • 3 '	 2.	 OWENS VAI, 11:+ 360
ILLY , 3 '	 3.	 CItF;F;NRAMK'/'	 4. COLDSTONE'/' 	 FT,	 DAVIS'/' DR 0370
2	 t► .	 RICHMOND') us 300
RR :391►
STATION AND BASELINE SELECTION 09 400WII I'1'3:	 (6 ,	 !) HS 410
CIIANCm. Nl1mma fir STATIONS AND RASELINER IV NECESSARY RR 420
F'OIUTAT ( '	 ENTER #PTATIONS, #BSLNS' /' STATION 1 2 a 4 s G /' I1 1i'1' 0 1 US 430
IF NOT OUSEItVIN(r' •/' MAXIMUM w BSLNS * 6') Its 4441UI) 3	 1 . 1 . NsTAT RR 460IST(I) =0 08 460
READ ( 3,*)
	
1 N ,'1'NA, (1!s '1't 1) , L m l , NSTAl') Its 470UO 6	 1.1 n
 I. TNR DS 400
CALL IIESTAT ( ARAY) US 490
CALL MOVAIIS ( 1, MM(0.9)) RR 600
CALL NVSTAT ( ARAY) Its 610
CALL ANMOPE Its 520hitl'1'l;	 (6.4)	 1.1 RR 630
FORDIAT (' CHOOSE BASELINE #1 ,13/ 1
 ENTER I J OF BASELINE') US 6401IL;.All (6 1 *)	 IS( 1i)	 is( 1J) Its 350
BS 6fi0
MP DISPLAY IS SKIPPED IF MAP DRAB OPTION NOT SET us 670IF i M V . L(1.0)	 GO 7'0 b Its 3114)CA1.1. RrSTAT (AIIAY) DS 690
CALL MOVABS (1,KCM(7.2)) us 6U0
CALL SVS TAT ( ARAY) Rh f► 10
CALL A HOOF; us 620
11` 6.N ►
t~`i'tiai ►1.	 ^I;I.ISI. C1 i) N BS 640
WI3 C "iro
	
^ 6.6)	 1.1 us 660
FORUM' (' SELECT SYMOLS +f ',11,' L3SL1flE'/'

















CALL SW I NW (KCM( 13.0) , ICCMt 7.0) .liI4M(2.8) • IOOM( Ia.0)1
CALL UNITS (7.,2.,S,T)
CALL VWINDO (O.,S,O..T)
FIND CURSOR LOCATION IN VIRTUAL WINDOW
CALL, VCUHS'R (11,X1,Y1)
SELECT SYMBOL ACCORDING TO CURSOR LOCATION
1 F(X1. (,T. FLOAT'( KV,M(0. S)) . AND. XI . LT. FLOAT( KCMG . a))) IBYM* 1
IF(XI . CT. FLOAT( KCM(2. S)) . AND. XI . LT. FLOAT( KCK(3. S))) IOYM*2






1F( INYM. EQ. 1) CALL RECT (XX( IS( IJ) a , YY( IS( IJ)) , 1.0)
IF( ISYM.EQ.2) CALL EQUITR (XX( 1S( IJ)) •YY( IS( IJ)), 1.A)
IF( ISYM. EQ. 3) CALL CIRCLE ( XX( IS( IJ)) , YY( IS( IJ)) , .6)
IF( ISYM. EQ. 1) CALL RECT ( XX(.1S( IJ)) , YY(JS( IJ)) , 1.01
1F( ISYM. EQ.2) CALL EQUITR ( XX(JS( IJ)) , YY(JS( /J)) , 1.0)
IF(ISYM . EQ,3) CALL CIRCLE ( XX(JS(TJ)),YY(JS ( IJ)),.5)
DRAW LASELINE
CALL UNITS (XX( IS( IJ)),YY( IS( IJ)),DX,DY)
CALL MOVEA ( DX. PY)
CALL UNITS' (n(JtS( IJ)),YY(JS( IJ)),DX,DY)
CALL DRAWA (DX.DY)








FORMAT (' ENTER EX1"ERVMNT +^')
READ ( 8,*) NEX
T.F(MikP. EQ.0) GO TO 0
CALL RESTAT (ARAY)
CALL UNtTS ( 9.0,16 . 5, DX,DY)
CALL PIOVEA ( DX, DY)
GO TO 9
CALL MOVABS ( 1,KCM(2.3), DX, DY)
CALL SVSTAT :ARAY)
CALL. ANMODE
WRITE ( 6, 10) NRX
E'ORMAT ( ' EXPERIMENT #', 1X, 13)
SKIP TO NEW PAGE: ON LINE PRIN'T'ER
IF( ICODE. GT . 0) WRI'T'E (7, 11)
FORMAT ( 1 H 1)
WRITE ( 7,12) REX
FORMAT ( IOX,'EXPERIMENT +*', 13)
CALL MOVABS ( KCM(6. 3 ) , KCM( 3. 4) , DX, DY)
CALL ANNODE:
W1111% (6, 13)
13 FOIUYIAT ( ' PRESS I THEN RETURN' )
































































































SUBROUTINE SIDTM (THO,PI,77) TM 10
* * ** k*>^^c*******>tr**^c**** 4****+ ***OSk^c^M*skis^cs^**>«0***#*^t*^k***** 	Tyl 20c sK l
C **	 TIME HANDLER* TM 40
C
TH 30
*	 INPUT	 s PI 'CM 60
000C **	 READ	 s 1 YEAR ... INITIAL EPOCH OF OHBERVATIONS ( UT) Tit
C **	 JYEAR... FINAL EPOCH OF OBSERVATIONS 	 ( UT) ** TM 90
C ** ** TM t00
C **	 WRITE	 '1110	 COT AT INITIAL EPOCH ** TM 110
C ** ** TM 110
C **	 OUTPUT s THO ** TM t30
C **	 TF	 'DOTAL INTERVAL OR OBSERVATIONS ** TM 140C * * TH 160





IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H,L—Z) TM 200
rJMMON /TIME/ IMO,IDAY,IYEAR TM 210
C TM 220
C READ INITIAL EPOCH IN UNIVERSAL TIME 174 230
1 WRITE (6,2) 174 240
2 FORMAT c ' ENTER INITIAL EPOCH IN UN I VER9 i ;;;- TIME' /' FORKATs YEAR, HO TM 250
t NTH, DAY, HOUR, M I N, SEC' /' PRESS RETURN Ti	
ENTER FINAL
NAL EPOCH in six  'I'M 260
2 I LAIt MANNE11' //'
	
IF 1 N 1 T I ALSF I NAL, EPOCH IN DIFFERENT MONTHS OR YEAR 'I'M 270
';S' /' EXPRESS FINAL  EPOCH IN SAME MONTH OR YEAR AS INITIAL  EPOCII' /' TN 200
4 K. C,	 1F 1NITIAL EPOCH DEC 30,	 1979 FINAL EPOCH JAN 1,1980'/' ENTE TM 290
Sit FINAL  EPOCH AS DEC 32,1979'/ /* PN'I'ER FOR INITIAL  EPOCH 0 HOURS U TM 300
6T OF INITIAL DAY') TM $t0
READ (d,*)	 C YEAR. IMO,I DAY, I HOUR, IMIN,SEC TM 320
READ ( 6,*)	 JYEAIt, .)MO, JDAY, .IHOUR , JMIN , SECJ TM (too
WRITE (6,3) r _ :140
Wit rm. (7,3) T;.lt 10
3 FORMAT (//,13X.'INITIAL EPOCH ,2X,,(UT)') 1114 :AGO
WRITE (6,4) TM 370
WRITE: (7,4) TM 180
4 FORMA'I'(/1OX,'YEAR', IX, 'MONTH', IX, 'DAY', IX, 'HOUR',2X,'NIN',2X,'SEC TM 390
I , ,/) TM 400
WRITE; (6.6)	 IYEAR,IMO,IDAY,IIIOUR,IMIN,SEC TM 413
Wit ITF: ( 7,3)	 NEAR, IMO, IDAY, IHOUR, IMIN , SEC TM 420
6 FORMAT (t OX, 14 , 416 , F 6 , 1) TM 430
WRITE (6,6) TM 440
WRITE (7.6) TM 460
6 FORM T (/, I6X, 'FINAL EP(N:H' , 2X, ' (UT) ' /) TM 460
WRITE ( 6,5) .IYEAIt, JNO, JDAY, JIIOUII, JMIN, SECJ TM 4 0
WRI'T'E ( 7,3)	 JYE.AIt,,IMO , JDAY, .IIIOUR,JMIN , SECJ TM 480
C
TM 490
IF(JYEAR. NE . IVXAII. OR, JMO, NE. IMO) CO TO 9 TM 608
C TM 810
C '1'F s TOTAL INTERVAL OF OBSERVAT IONS TM 320
TF%DFLOAT(JDAY- I DAY) *24. DO+ DFLOAT(JIIOUR- I IIOUR) +DFLOAT( JMIR- IMIN) /6 7'M 630
tH. Dl)+( SF:CJ hF:C) i'3600. U0 `!'M 340
C TM 3110
C CALCULATE GREENWICH S I DEMAL T IME AT EPOCH T8 TM 360
("ALL GREG 10 ( I YEAR, I MO, I DAY, I HOUIt, I MI N, SEC, THO) 1% 370
I'l l-la 2.. DO*P ( TM 3130
C CHECK FOR NEGATIVE VALUE OF CST TM 390
1 F('I110. GT. -P 12. AND. THO. LT . 0. DO) TRO # 1110+P 12 TM 600
THOTx THOr 16.1)0 TM G t0
CALL DEEMS (THOT",P1.1 DEC. IMIN,SEC) 'CM 620
WRITE (6,7)	 l0b", IMIN,SEC TM 630
WRITE ( 7 0 7)	 IDEG, IMIN SPEC TM 640
7 FORMAT c rr 10%,-GItEENWICH SIDEREAL TIM AT INITIAL EPOCH =1 ,214,2X, TM 660
I F6.3) '1'M 660
102
WRITE (6, 8) TH 670
B FORMAT (///,' PRESS I — THEN RETURN') TM 680
READ ( 5,*) NOM TM 690
GO TO it TM 700
C TM 710
9 WRITE (6,10) TH 720
10 FORMAT (//' WRONG INITIAL AND FINAL DATA — RE — ENTZR.') TH 731)
WRITE (6 9 8) TH 740
READ ( 5 ,*) MUM 'rM 754
CALL ERASE TH 760
CALL. HOME TN 770
CALL ANNODE TH 700
GO 1111	 1 TM 790
C TH 800
11 RETURN TM 810
END TM 820
SUBROUTINE GRESID ( IYEAR , IMO,IDAY , IHOUR , IMIN , SEC,TRO) GR 10
G GR 20
c ** ** GR 30
C **	 CALCULATES THE GREENWICH SIDEREAL TIME :^* Olt 40
C **	 AT INITIAL EPOCH OF OBSERVATIONS ** OR 50
C ** ** Gil 60
C **	 INPUT	 s	 (YEAR...	 INITIAL EPOCH OF OBSERVATIONS ** Gil 70
C ** ** GR 80
C **	 OUTPUT s T110	 GOT AT 1NITIA;p EPOCH ** OR 90
C ** ** OR 100
C **	 CALLS SUBROUTINE JULIA ** OR 110
C ** ** OR 120
C Gil 130
C
IMPLICIT RE4\L*8 ( A— II,L— Z) OR 150
P I=4. DO*DA'rAN( 1. DO) OR 160
C Gil 170
CALL JULIA (IYEAR,IMO,IDAY,IHOUR,IMIN,SEC,MJD) OR 100
T= (MJ D-24 l5O2O . DO) /36525 . D0 oft 190
'r2z 'r*T (,R 200
A'rffi 6.6460656611)0 (.11 210
0Tv (6640l04. 621SDO 33600. DO) *T GR 220
B'rn DM(1D( B'1', 124. DO) Gil 230
arm (0,09291)(0/3600. DO) *T2 GR 240
T11O = AT+B'r+CT Gil 250
D'r=DFLOAT( IIIOUR) +DFLOAT( I MIN) /60. DO+SEC/3600. DO OR 260
'rHO='rHO+ DT OR 270
I F ( '1'110 . GE . 24 . D0)	 T110='17110-24 . DO Gil 280




aU1IROUTINe JULIA ( IYEAR, IM, IDAY, 1111111, IMMM , S,MJD) JL t0
C Jl, 20
C 1 * ** ill :30
C 9:*	 CONVEIVIIS UNIVERSAL TIME TO JULIAN DATE ** JL 40C ** *sk J1, 50
C 1:*	 INPUT	 s	 1 YEAR...	 i N 1'r I AL EPOCH OF OBSERVATIONS ** .11, 60C :I: * k J1. 70
C **	 OUTPUT s M.ID	 JULIAN DA'Z'E OF INITIAL EPOCH ** JL 80
C :k* ** JL 90
r JL 100
C JL 114
IMPLICIT REA1 ,*[3(A— R,L—Z) JL 120
DIMENSION 	 1 MO.i'l91( 1 2) if., 130
DATA IDIONTII/4, :31,59,90, 120, 151, 1131,212,243,27:3,304 , 334/ JL 140C ill 150
11- DIe LOA'v quill) ,II. 164)
M= DID LOXh i MMN) J1. 170
1(',OD,-O ill 1110
I01S=s IY1:AR-11197)/4 ill 190
IV( IYF,,AR . GT . l900) 	 IDIS=IDIS- 1 JI. 200
103
lClln 4*( IYEAWO
IF( IY Mt.EQ. ICH.AND. IN.GT.2) ICODxl
IF( [YEAR. RQ. 1900) ICOD+O
NJDn 2415020+(IYRAR--1900)*065.D0+IDIB+lMNTB(IM)+ICOD-b.SDO+IDAY+N/












SUBROUTINE STATNS (X, Y, Z, ICI', YT, ZT, DIST, P 1. ICODE, NSTAT)
*******ekltcak7l^^lt^: * ok^c*^Ic>1t^k^Ksk^lcokkc^lc^cslt * ok^ic`!**^k^k7K**^k7K^lcolt^lt^ls^k7k^lt^lt** Ik^lukak^h^k^k^ink>rt^k^tslclR*Mt
*>k STATION HANDLER **
* INPUT	 s LI,L2 , Lfl STATION NAME
** IDIP41... LATITUDE OF STATION **
** IDE02... LONGITUDE OF STATION **
** it HEIGHT OF STATION ABOVE ELLIPSOID ^*
** IS,is STATION INDICES **
** IST BASELINE INDEX *x^
** NEX EXPERIMENT NUMBER **
'TOTAL NUMBER OF BASELINES **
:	 ** HS'TAT NUMBER CF STATIONS ON FILE **
1	 ** ICODE INITIAL PROGRAM RUN INDEX **
** A,F1 ELLIPSOIDAL PA%MTERS *
:	 ** WRI'T'E	 s	 X.Y,Z CARTESIAN STATION COORDINATES	 ( APPROX) **
** XC,YC,ZO COORDINATE DIFFERENCES **
** DIST BASELINE DISTANCES **
** IDEGI... **
'	 ** IDE02... **
** If >^*
tc* L1,L2,L3 **
a	 ** IS,JS **
OU'T'PUT	 ICIT , YTP BASELINE UNIT VECTOR COMPONENTS **
** ZIT **
** X(:, YC, ZC *sr
* DIST 's




D I MIENS ION )m 1	 Y'I'( 1) , ZTI I) , X( i ) , Y( 1) , Z( 1) , )cTP( 1) , YTP( 1) , Z
fill,( 5, XC(1), YC(1). ZC(1). DIST(1). IS(1), J;:(1), IS'T(1)
COMMON /CIWI/ )Cl'1'/CIW2./YTP/CIU)3/'L7'P/CRD4/XC./CIU)3/YC/CRD6/7C/DEYI/i
IS/DL W/JS/DF:)M/ IS'T/DEX4/N> X/BS/`1'NB, JUST
	




	1 	 FORMAT (//, 10X, PARAME 'T'ERS OF REFERENCE ELLIPSOID')
WRITE (7,2) A.F'I
	2 	 FOIUTAT (/ , 9 X, ' EQ1JA 'I'OR 1 AL RADIUS m ' , F 11.2 , 3X, ' METERS' , /9 X, ' I N'ffME
1 FLATTEN INl, a ' , F7.2/)
	C 	 COPF UTE HLL I PSO I D FLATTENING AND ECCENTRICITY








C	 READ CHOSEN STATION COORDINATES FROM FILE 3
WRITE (613)
WRITE (7,3)
	3 	 F ORMYVr (/ , 13X, ' AI'PROX I MA'TF, STATION COORDINATES')
WRITE, (6,4)





































































































4 FORMAT (/,315X, I	 LATITUDE	 ' SIX,'LOIIGITtME	 ' AX,'^ICRT",//,27 ST 670
IX,
	 DC • I X,	 MIN , IX,'SEC', 6X, DEI^ , 1X,	 M I N , 1X, sl	 ,9X.. MM71.M ) ST 600
INDX• 0 S7' 690
DO t0 I a i.NSTAT ST 700
5
READ (3,5)	 IDUM Ll,L2,L3,IDEGI,MINI,SECI	 IDEG2,MIN2,SEC2,11
F()RPIAT ( 12, BA4. 13, 13, F6 . 3, 14, 12, F6.3, SX, i lO. 2) STST 710720
IF( IST(T) . NE. 1)	 GO TO 7 ST 700
INDXa INDX+ t ST 740
WRITE ( 6 9 6)	 IDIIM , Ll,L2 , L9,IDECI,MINI,SEC1 , IDEG2 , M1112 , SEC2 , 11 ST 750
WRITE ( 7,6)	 IDUM , LI,L2 , L3,1DEGI , MINI,SECI , IDEG2 , MIN2,SEC2 , 8 ST 760
6 FOIIMAT ( 6X,12,2X , 0A4,4X , 18, IX, 12,1X,F6 . 9,4X,13, IX, 12 , lX,F6 . 9,8X,F1 ST 770
10.2) ST 700
C CONVERT LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE 70 RADIANS ST 790
7 CALL HAD (	 l)ECI . MINI,SECI , PHI,PI) ST 000
CALL MD ( IDEG2, MIN2,SEC2, ALONG, PI) ST 810
C COMPUTE. RADIUS IN PRIME VER'T'ICAL ST 020
ANa A/I)sQRT( 1.1)0-EE*DS I N(PIII) **2) ST 030
C COMPUTE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF STATIONS ST 840
C HASF.LINE UNIT VECTOR ST 050
X'r( 1) a DCOS( I'll I , *DCOS( ALONG) ST 060
YT( I) u DCOS ( P11I) *DS 1 N( ALONG) ST 070
ZTk I) % DSIN(P111) ST 000
X( t) : (AN+IU *xr( I) ST 090
Y( 1) : (AN+IU *Yl'( 1) ST 900
Z( 1) a (AN*( 1. DO-EE) +11) *ZT( I) ST 910
C STORE CHOSEN BASELINE UNIT VECTORS ST 920
IF( I81 1 1). NE. 1)	 GO TO	 10 ST 930
XTP( I NDX) a XT( 1) ST 940
YTP( IN DX) a YT( 1) ST 9550
ZTP( INDX) =ZT( 1) ST 960
WRITE (6,11)	 X( 1),Y( 1),Z( 1) 81' 970
8 FOIUTAT (IOX, ' X a '.F14. a ,2K.'Y a ',F14.3 , 2X, I Z ul ,F14 . 3,2X) ST 900
WRITE c r,9)	 X( 1),Y( 1),7.( 1) S'r 990
9 FORMAT (/,I OX, 'X a ',F14.'It,2X. I Y p ' , F14.3,2X, ' Z n ',F14 . 3,2)0 ST 1000
10 CONTINUE ST 1010
C ST 1020
C COMPUTE COORDINATE DIFFERENCES AND BASELINE LENG'T'HS 811' 1030
WRITE ( 6,11) S'7 1040
WR1 111E	 (7, 11) ST 1050
11 FORMAT ( /e,6X, 1 BASELINE' , 6X,'DELX',IOX,'DELY' , IOX,'DF.LZ',8X, ' DISTA ST 1060
1 NCE' . 2X. ' (M) ' /) S'r 1070
DO 13 Ka 1,'7411 ST 1080
XC(K)=X(JS(K)) W X( ISM)) ST 1090
YC(K) =Y(JS(K)) --Y( IS(K)) ST 1100
7.C(K) a `L(JS(K)) -7.( IS(K)) ST 1110 
DISI'(K) = D,.4QICr( XC(K) **2+YC( K) **2+ZC ( K) **2) ST 1120




12 FORMAT ( 7X. 12.2X, 12.4F I4.:3) ST 1 150
13 CONTINUE ST 1160
C ST 1170
WRITE (6 , 14) VEX ST 1 100
14 roam r (///, ' TuESE; AIIE 'rHE STATION COORDINATES FOR EXPERIMENT •' , 81' 1190
112/ 1 PRESS i THEY RETURN') ST 1200
HEIND (5 1 *) MOM ST 1210
C ST 1220
RE TURN ST 1230
END ST 1240
106
SUBROUTINE QUASAR ( X0,014CR RAR,KIgE2,Z9 , OM(i,P1, IQUAS,I=P, INDEX. IC Q0
IODE:. 1M, IPE'IX.NQUAS , TINI,TF, 1N)	 Qs
IO
20C Qu 30C * ** as 40
C QUASAR IIANDLKR (O; 50
C us 60C *	 INPUT
	 =	 xTP1 Y'I`P ZTP	 BASEL INE
 UN IT VECTOR * (18 70
C *	 IMO, IDW IYEA.R SATE Or START Or OBSERVATIONS ON cat)
C *	 NQUAS= 	 NUMBER OR QUASARS ON P 1I.R ** (IN 90
C *	 IGODE
	 INI T IAL PR(N.ItA11 RUN INDEX > us too
C **	 THO,TE'	 (`.eiv, INTERVAL tar onsia.RVATIONS * us 110
C *	 ^:	 'IY)T'At	 NUMRIcat or STATIONS ** QS 120c **	 P 1 r OMG	 PROCHAM CONS3TAN'I'S ** US ISOC ** ** QS 144)
C IWAD	 s	 IM	 NUMBER OF QUASARS OIIS3ER I#ZD us 1:5(1
C **	 IQUAS	 CHOSEN QUASAR NUMBERS CIS 160
C *	 ZNTMAx	 MAXIMUM ZENITH DISTANCE ^^ as li tC *	 1 I'E' i X	 ItLF E RENCE. R. A. QUASAR ** (Ire 1 00C ** * 08 1941
c *	 01ITZ	 :	 INDEX
	
VISIBILITY MATRIX us UuN
C I	 QUASAR NUMBER us -11110 
C *	 1.111.2, L3	 QUASAR NAME: (IS 111-10
C I DE.0 i ...
	 QUASAR Ricirr A53cE.Ns m (.1: 2 10
C IDE.ctl...	 UUAS2AR DECLINATION ** ON :240
c **	 KE.E.N	 VISIBILITY MATRIX HEADING ON 234)
US 200
C **	 OUTPUT =	 RA.D	 CHOS=EN QUASAR COOIUIINATES ** 08 27(1C E i , End 1 0	 QUAS=AR UNIT' VEC'1'011 COMPONENTS taw 2130
c 1k:k ae^k ON 290
C OPTIONS= s	 Mtrl'UAL VISIBILITY OU'I'L1NER Us tttttt
c us .1110
C **	 CALLS SUBROUTINE DEGMSi, RAD (18 :320
C ** ►: 08 3.111
1. QS 340
C US: 315(1
IMPLICIT ItE.AL*II( A— H1 O— Z) (S :loo
INTEGER*'-' INDEX (I11 1137'
DIMENSION %rCY( I),	 1"1'P( i).
	 ZTP( I).	 DKcm I),	 RAIIt 1).	 E:1( I),	 E.2( I), E, U'S .f
13(t),	 IIA( I'l ,	 D( 1) .	 I QUAS?( 1) , 	 KE.Kh 1) ,	 ! NDEX(6 , 24) (18 11,00
COMMON /CRD 1 % xrl'%ciu)2/ YTP/CRD3/ZT'11 /T I ME./ I MO, I DAY, I YKAIVSOU I/1tA/S0 08 4110
1U21 /D ON 4 10
CALL ANMODI: US 420
C (IN 4-:30
c iv PItOCItAM RE-RUN D() NOT LIST QUASAR FILE 08 4.101E'( ICODE.. FAA. 2. (lit. ICODE. E.Q.3)	 GO TO O US 43()WRITE. (6, 1) (l,; 'et1()
I F OItMVI' (' QUASAR SELECT ION*) ON 470 
WRITE,	 (t,,w) 0.14 4110
WRITE.
	
(7,'w) (IS .}90FORMAT ( 11111 ICS:Y, "APPROXIMATE SOURCE. COOR)INATESi`/) US loo
WIt rmt	 (6.3) 64^ 514) 
Wit 1'1'1 •:	 (7, 3) US k')L,0
3 F01tMAT (2bx,`R 1GIIT
 
ASCENS ION '.3X,'DKCLINATiON',//,7X, 1 #',2X,'NAME' (18 3 ; I o1,1,3x.'1111	 ' ' 'MIN	 ','sti1:C',uX,'DE.0	 `.'MIN	 '.'S3EC'r) Ol 1.14)C Qti 5110C READ QU&SAR COORDINATES US ,"rti(t
C KM - PAGE. COUNTE.it US 3-o
C KN - NUMBL:R OIL
 QUAINARS DISPLAYED PER PAGE. OF SCREEN DISPLAY as nim
KN2 1 (Ike 1590KN=26 Q8 0()()DO ;	 I r I, NOVAS ON t1 1O(t}.AD 	(3.4)	 11)1^P111.1,La,L3 R lDKG1/MIN1,i+E1,1, 1DE.(.^.M1N/2i57L.c2 Q.'+ t1 20
4 1'(1iewr
	 ( 12.:3A+4, 13.1:2,):6.3. 1 14, 1:2,E'6.3) ON (1:30
I E'( I. NE. KN) 00 TO 0 US 6.40
Vim KM+ 1 ON 630
KIqu KN*KM (AS 1160
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WI11TE ( 6,42) an 670
HP'AD (5,w)	 Nl)M as 600
CALL MASE W 690CALL ROME as 700
CALL ANNODE as 710
D W11111% (6,6) 	 1,LI,L21,LIi, IDE4I,MIM1 NEW IMC2,MII12,13EC2 US 7240
WRITE	 (7,C► )	 t,I.1,1.^1 . 1..'i.rDr^nI . MINI«AFCI . IDP;n3.M1111d,14FC^ as 7110
6 FORMAT (,oX, I2, 2X, BA4, 4X, 1t), IX, I2 ► 1X, F6. S, 4X, l5, 1X, i 2 o iX, F6.0, 23X. F1 US 40
10. 2) OF 7114
C. CONVtrRT RA AND DF.0 TO RAD1ANH all 760
CALL MD ( IDECI , MINi,8ECI,lM(1),PI) 4N 770
IM4 1) =1t	 U 1) *IS.  DO (01 700
C:AI.I. HAD ( I OEM, MIN2,SE02 , DECR( 1),P1) as 790
CD=DCON ( DECll( 1) ) Us 000
I9 U= DI+ I N (D1:CR( l ) ) as 810
CA*DCOA(HAH(I)) QS :120
NAm DN 1 N ( IlAll( 1)) (8 630
C COMPUTF COMPONENTS OF 01/ASAR UNIT VECTOR QS 846
E l (r) x CD*CA Qty 850
U, 2M = UD*NA (M N1,0
FC4l 1) M SD QS 870
7 CONTINUE us uuu
C as 890
WRITE ( 6,42) QS 900
HEAD (3, *) MOM 4113 910
a C ALL EIIASE, OS 920
CALL TIONF. as 930
CALL ANMOVE ON 9441
C QS 950
DO 9 J=1.12 US 960
AM J) = U. DO OF 970
I)(.1)a0.00 as 900
9 CONTINUE as 990
C OR 1000
10 VRITF (6.11) as 1010
C CHANGE FOItMAT IF MAXIMUM •( 12) OF QUASAHN INCRrWA ED ON 1020
11 11 01tMAT (//, ' HOW MANY 011ANARS 00 YOU WISH TO OBSERVE', /. ' MAXTRUM OR 10110
iNIJPMFR IS	 12 ' ) US 1040
ItI.AU (0,*)	 1 M ltw 1050
C CHANCE IF MAXIMUM #( 12) OF QUASARS INCHZIASED as 1060
1F( IM. GT . 12) GO TO 10 as 1070
C OR 10110
C OPTION TO CHOOSE QUASARS WITHOUT VISIBILITY ( ►!,f"CLMER O,S 1090
C IF IFY=O SKIP VISIBILITY OUTLINEII QS 1100
1lp Y=0 CIS 1110
WRITE (6,12) QS 1120
12 VOIlMAT (SX, ' DO YOU WIND TO CHOOSE QUANAl1N BEFORM VISIBILITY OUTLIN O.'+ 1130ll:lt 7') ON 1 140
MAD (5,13) CC as 1150
18 MI MI'I' (M) 014 l I4i41
lr(C(:.FQ.XO) CO TO t8 QB 1'70
14 WRITE (6,10) us Iil1U
13 FORHAT ( /5X, ' EM 'Mll CHOSEN QUANAIlS' /5X, ' E. C.	 1 3 5 7') 0S 11940
READ (5. *) ( IQUASM , Kx 1, IN) 019 1200
UO 16 K= 1, IM as 1210
C CHANGle, IF NUMDEM OF OVAS+AIIS (47) IN FILE CHANCED 0.9 1220
l ll (I QIIAS(K) . GT. 47) 00 TO 14 as 1230
16 CUIV'1'1NUi: 418 1240
c QS 1250
C INUX s CHOSEN QUASARS INDEX US 1260
I N DM O (48 1274)
1 FYa 1 QN 1200
m= O ON 1290
17 "a KL+ 1 0R 1:100
tND= I011MM,) as 1310




18 CALL F.1tA!•E as 13110
CALL HOME, OUS 1060
CALL ANMODE 1s 11170
C as 1380
C MUTUAL VISIBILITY OVM I TIER QS 1090
C DRAW 'IT'LL FOR VISIBILITY OUTLINER ON 1400
WIt I TF (4. 19) QS 1410
19 FORMAT (' MUTUAL VISIBILITY OUTLi11ER'//,' INPUT MIA 	 MIR WITH 010 US 1420
ITAN(:t:') ON 1430
141 I TF: (7,20) as 1440
20 FORMAT (1111, IOX,'MUTUAL VISIBILITY 0UTL1NEIt'/) ON 1400
W11,11% (7,20) 
	
I MN), [DAY, [YEAR OR 1460
C INPUT MAXIMUM OBSERVABLE ZENITH DISTAKE ON 141141
READ (11 , *) ZNTMAX QA 1490
WRITE ( 7,21) ZNTMAX as 1000
21 FOI1MA'1' (/^, 0X, ' fIA1t1 MUM ZENITH D1STA.110E x' , F6.2/) ON 1010
r. QS 1820
C COM PUTT VISIBILITY MATR 1 X QUASAR BY QUASAR us 1000
DO 22 I J = I .24 OR 1 544)
22 KI .r.P( 1.1) n 1.1- 1 QH 1680
'1'0 x 0. DO US 1061►
IND :1 0 08 1870
INDxx o us Woo
DO 04	 1 3: 1. NQUAS ON 10941
1NII=IND1. 1 QA 1600
DO 24 Kx
 1 , 24 Ut+ 1610
Tz"I'Q+ ( K- 1) ON 1620
C TRANSFORN OIIARAR UNIT VF.CMR TO EARTH FRIED MTEM AT EPOCH T QS 1630
ANGLE- OMOW ('1'-T0) +110 QS 1640
CA=D('OS(ANCI,F,) Oil 1630
SA x DRIN ( ANOLF) QS 1660
Ut=CA*EI(1)+SA*E2( I) 408 1670
t!.? = -hAMP;It Il+I:A*r ( 1) OR 14180
(NI N E;,( 1) OS 1690
C CALCULAY'L ZENITH DISTANCE ON 1700
00 23	 .1 I n I. IN as 1710
ARGt1 x XTP ( J) *QI+YTP ( J) *02+ ZTP(J) *QO QC 1720
!I (Alt(;U,L'1',-1.1111) 	 AI1(',U x -1.110 ON 17110
1 F( ARG1J, (;T. I . D0) 	 ARCUx I . D0 as 1740
zN'r= DAIICOJ ( AIIGU) US 17040
7.14'1'= DAIt;S( ZNT) * 1110 . 00/1' 1 OR 1760
C I r zN'r. rr. ZNTMAX CAUSP TWO STARS TO BE PLACED 08 1770
C IN Atl i' R01 1 1tIA'1 '1: LOCA'1'100 OF VISIBILITY MA'1'1tlX ON 171111
I r(7.N'T. CT, ZN'I'MIAX!	 ZN'I'x 1000.110 QR 1790
C rILL VISIBILITY MIATRIX US 1000
I NDEW J . K) a Z14 'r as 11110
33 CONTIN11F Ott 1820
24 CONTINUE US IfloO
C DRAW '1' I TLF, FOIL VISIBILITY  MA'1111 X 08 1040
V" I TI? ( 6 ,23)	 I r10, 1 DAY, I YEAR as 1860
28 FORMAT (/// 1X,	 IX,'ZENIW DISTANCES t** ULN()Ti r11 140 ON 111641
INVItSIDII.ITY)') 08 1870
t+7tl'1'r 	(6,26)	 (KF.KP(I1J,ILx 1,24) as tooO
WtITE (7,20)	 (KEEI'(1L),IL=1,24) ON 1890
26 1 , 01VIAT (//,2X. -08 ST' .24( IX, 12)) OR 1900
DO 26 I Kx
 1, IN QS 1914)
WRITE (6,27)
	
IND, 1K,( INDEX( IK,KI),KI x 1, 24) ON 19:241
W1tiTF: (7.27)	 1ND.IK,( IN9rX( IK,KI),KI.1,24) as 193()
27 FORMAT (1 X, 13,1X,12,24(1X, I2)1 US 1940
21.1 CONTINUE OR 1930
WRITE (7,29) us 1960
29 roRpwr ( /) its 1974►
C ('IIOO+I; OVASAIt II I APPROPRIN IT, OR 1900
WRITE (6 1 30) Qa 1990
30 rU1timr ( /' DO You N ISU '1 'U OB:dlalm '1'1118 uvAsAR' /' ANBWLit YIW On Ito ' Ols 2000
I/) OR 2010
READ (3,13) GO 08 2:020
109
1 F'((7C. EQ. XO) GO TO 33 as "00
C ADD CHOSEN QUAWAR US :2040
at 1 NI)Xn I NDX+ l QA 20110
RA( 1 NOX) = RAR( I ND) QW 2060
D( INIW a DECK( IND) OR 2070
100ARC INOX1 n IND 08 2000
1F( I FY. EQ. 1) 00 TO 17 us 2090
Wltt'1"M	 (6 1 32)	 I NOX, IM as 3100
33 FORMAT ( ' YOU HAVE CHOSEN .12, 	 QUASAIW	 OUT OF • ,12,' QUASAW of 3110
WRITE. (6,43) us 21241
IU,AII (II . *)	 MOM QR 2130
IF( INDX. EQ. IM) GO TO 33 Q)3 2140
33 CALL ERASE (W 2130
CALL IIOMr. QB 3160
CALL ANMODE QS :2170
34 CONTINUE as 3160
C QA 2190
33 CALL ERASE W :2200
CALL 1100, OR 3310
CALL. ANMODE 423 3330
C 08 224,140
C LIST (310SEN QUASARS OR 2240
WRITE (6.36) US 2200
wit I'l'l	 (7, 0G) OR 25260
36 FORMAT ( 1111.	 20X, ' T	 SF. ARE THE SOURCER CIMO14EN • /, 23X, ' RIGFIT ASCE OR 3370
INS ION',3X,' DECLINATION ', //,20X,'x	 ',4X,'IM ','MIN	 0,9b;ECo,7X,'DL+',(,' US 2200
.2	 '00 
.111 N I • l . I flax QS 2300
IkOr- RA( 1) i 13. DO us 21,110
CALL 1 ,nrls (11(1.,1' 1 , 1 IIEC 1, MINI, SK, 1) 08 2,120
CALL Df:OW (D(1) , L• I , IDEG2, fflN2, SEC2) QA :233N
WHITE (6,07)	 1, IOUAL4(1), IDL(:I,P1lN1,SECl, 1DI=,MIN2,SFA,2 4112 2040
Wltl'IT, (7.117)	 1, 10UAS( 1) , I IIEC 1, MIN 1. SEC 1, 1 MP02, MIN2, SEC2 as 2350
ST FOIVIAT (13X,12,'.	 ',1293X,2(I3,1X,I3,iX,F7.3,4X)) us 2360
;tit CONTINUE OS :2370
r QS 2300
39 1+111TE (6,40) us 2290
40 P'OlUtAT (/, 19X, , 101%It THE ItFFF.IUrNCR SOUR(:F,' /, 19X,' 1JRF: AF;Q11F.NTIAL RU 08 2400
I PMEII (LEFT- P(ORT COLUMN ABOVE) ') QS 2410
READ (5 1 *)	 111 E I X OS :2420
C CHANCE' IF MAXIMUM W( 12) OF QUASARS INCREASED 08 2430
IF( IPFIX.C.7'. 12)	 GO TO 39 "Q 2440
WHITE (7,41)	 IP	 IX OX :2460
41 FOIDIA'I` (/21X. ' 1,tNJIU:P;' , 14.' 	 IS WE REFERENCE, SOURCE*) OR 2460





SUBROUTINE S I NVLT ( WIM, XILZ, XES, ZRXD, PMX, PMT, PMZ, OM13, TF, T1W * IF I LE ON, 10
l! i61'Cl',bi'IWZ, I CODE, CONV) 0" a*
C ^kak* xsk*ak	 rk *>k^c*	 ^c*asssKskak*kcNc>k^KSlcsksk **sk>kMc ckcrkkr*	 *^ksksK*»s**>K>Ir*>K*>^t1c*	 sic** sk	 fc*skgrMs an 00
* AM 5A* * I(CDF.DULP, A I MULATOR
C *>n ►k>M oM 60
G ^k*	 INPUT s	 OMIT	 EARTH ROTATION RATE ON 7N
C >R* PRAD	 MFAN P;ARTII RADIUS ss,>* Am AO
C THO, TF	 cs i'O, I NTERVAL of oUsRRVATIoNII ** on 90
C ** WOOL	 INITIAL PROGRAM RUN INDEX ** HN 101►
C TNR	 TOTAL NUMBER OF RA1 KL I NF.8 ON Ito
C * 1 STT	 NUMBER OF EARTII ORIENTATION STEPS b1M 120
C * b1'I'b1'L	 I:ND or ST91 18 KPOCII * RM 130
C * XC . YC.ZC	 RWLINE COORDINATE DIFFERENCES * rk SM 140
C ** RA,D
	
QUASAR COORDINATES WN too
C ** CONV	 coNVF1iP UNIVP,RSAI, IV SIDEREAL TIME SK 160
C>K SM 170
C **	 READ s	 PMX, I'MY, PKA	 APPROX, W.Uk:B EAIVI'U ORIENTA'T'ION ** tsM 111411
C * n 11'1'	 TIME 1 N'rFRVAI. 11F,MM.r.N ORSF..RVATIONS ** SM 190
C IFTLE	 OBSERVATION STORAGE FILE NUMDEIW ** 13M 200
C ** * NM 210
C *	 WRITE s	 PNX.PMY,PM7, ** SM 220
C **	 OUTPUT s	 SIMULATED ORSI.RVATioms ON PII.Ps lO-1ST ** NM 240
C ski 1.	 HASPLINK NUMBER ** SM 260
C * x	 QUASAII NUHI)EIt ** sh 260C s* 1110UR, IMIN	 P.110491 01' 0104F.RVA'r ioN *sn fiM 270
C *nc DS. FRNG	 OBSERVED DELAY a DELAY BATE ** SM 2110
C *:k ** I4N 294)
C k*	 OPTIONS s S 1 MI)LATF, OF.I,AY RATK ORSERVAOLPA skin SM 000
C *sn READ OBSERVATION SCHEDULE FROM FILE 9 *>k 13M 010
C h* IU.AD OUSEAVA'1'ION SCHEDULE VR OPI TERMINAL kph SPI 5120
C *r INPUT TIMES OF OBSERVATION (DT NOT CONSTANT) sk>k tart 330C * . ** SH 340(; *rkak^l >krf 'k?k 	 rk %krk**^Ic k k*sic	 ******1! * k*****irk** ^Crk* ^c k*^k** Knit* k^c* pit* k* kri rlCSk^R^lc** ^k S" 330
C SN 360
IMPLICIT REAL*U(A— II,O— Z) 13M 370
I M'I'MC);R 714 11 RM ROO
D i rfr"S I ON D( 1) ,	 RA( 1) ,	 XC( 1) ,	 YC( 1) ,	 ZC( T) ,	 PMx( I) ,	 PMY( 1) ,	 PMZ( 1) 8" 390
1,	 IFILI ( 0 , ST'SZ( 1) SN 400
COMMON /f:1U)4/ X(;/I:RD3/YC/GRIN '►/7,C/ROI) I /RA/80112/D/RPi/TNB, JUST SM 410
C SH 420
WRITE (6 1 T) SM 430
1 1"(1RNA 'I'	 ( /.' READ IN APPROX VALUES FOR EARTH ORIENTATION 1 / 1	 TIIERE AM 440
1 SHOULD BE 3*( ., STEPS) OF PARAMI;TERd' /' 	 FORMAT i TWO POLAR MO'T'ION dM 4550
2(:Urli'ONEWIV Ili	 P1I l'l:lt':'/'	 rimu R	 t11Y1	 i , toN	 IN	 F1F;1:( 1mw or TIME') S" 460
READ (ti.*) (PPIX( J ).Jx l,iSTT).(PM1'(J). Jig 1.ISTT), ( PMZ(J) , J x 1,ISTT) Sri 470
1141411'1 '4, (7,2) (PP1x(J) , J x 1, Ibt'1"I') NM 4110
2 h'ORMA'I' VALUES FOR frAWNI 0ttl FN '1'A'1'I0N' //20X,' ATFP SK 490
1 1 • , n t(, 'STEP : • , 6x. • STEP3 • , 6 X, • S'I`Er4 • / I l x, ' 141441x' . 1 X, • (ME'I •ERS) • , 41)x, 4(F 8N 300
20.3,2X)) SPI 310
WRITE (7, 13) tt'Mw.p ),.t=i,tsrm SH 5120
o FORMAT (/ I IX * ' PHY' , IX, ' (rn; I'ERS) ' , 3X, 4(F1I. 3, 2X)) SM 5530
WHITE (7 , 4) 0'r1Z(J) , J x 1, IS'IT) SM 41540
4 1^011NAT (/ I i X. ' PM7.' . 1 X. • ( SE(,'OND:+) ' . `JX.4(F(). Si. 2X)) SM 5560
C SH 5560
WHI'T'E (615) SM 370
6 FORMAT (//' ENTER TIw_ INTERVAL, BETWEEN OBSERVATIONS (IN MINUTES)' Sri 600
I/'	 INPUT O IF 'l IML II1'ii' HVALS NO .1• IWGULAR') sti 5590
kFAI ► (o , *) D'1' SM boo
D'I'= DT/60 . DO sm 610
W111 ,11.	0 1 6) SPI 620
6 F ORNAT PRESS	 i	 — TWIN ItF'1'I)RN') Sri (05)0
READ (5,*) HON SH 640
C SM 650
IF( ICWI. F(I..0) 00 TO 7 SM 660
ill
C REWIND INPUT F I LSO IF RFr RIINN I NQ I'mo AEI SM 670
REWIND 9 to" 600
7 CA1.1, KRAt(Ir ON 690
CALL ROME SM 700
C
WHITE 16,11) ON 720
C CHANCE FORMIAT IF MAXIMUM +x (6) OF IIASELINEII INCREASED WN 704►
If VOI11'W't' (i' CIIO(11E OINK FILET I'M BASELINE' /' AVAILADLE FILL; wumas ON 740
1:	 10-15	 START WITH 10 1 ) i2N 750
9 111ITR (6 1 10) WN 760
10 FORHAT (1'	 ENTE11, OU'T'PUT V I I EN" I, PH 770
RFAD (5,*) on 700
DO If J • i, TN D TIM 7+10
C CIIANCV, iIr MAXIMUM x(6) or RARM;1,tvirs 1NCMAlIIRI) SM 000
ir(tlrlLF.(J) .LT. 10.011. IFILE(J).GT. 151
	
00 T(1 9 t1M 010
11 CONTINUE 14" 11:20
C IF( ICODE.EC.0) GO TO 10 WH 01140 4!
DO	 12	 1 • I , '1'ND SM lltt(►
1411M=Ir°If 'ri 1) ON 060
REWIND NUM Sri 070
1:2 CONTINUE SM 0110
C 4OPTION TO ENTER ODSERVATIONB AT TVAtMINAL Olt FROM !T ILE 14M► U
C 1.	 1 MLAC • I	 t	 I'M)" TrRNI MAI. HM 910
C 2.	 I FLAG* 2 s FROM FILE 9 tin 920
10 WHITE (6,14) NM 900
14 FOIIMAT W	 IF VOl) WISH TO rNTrR DATA AT TERMINAL, INPUT TERM' /' IF Sri 940
IYOU HAVE STORED OBSERVATION SCIIEDULE DATA ON VILE INPUT FILE') Sri 900
READ (5,17) CG SM 960
1 F (r(;, NF . 7t1?Rr1. AND. Ct3. NE. XI I,E1 00 TO 10 Sri 970
I1 (GG. C(2. XI JVI)	 11• LAIN 1 Sri 900
I r(GC, E(1. XII,L)	 IFI.A(, : 5 SN 990
C OPTION t	 IIIASS• O SIMULATE OBSERVATIONS E MY D'1' MINUTES Sri 1010
C I t'ASS w 1 S I Mt)LATN. OIISCRVATIONS A'a UNEVEN INTERVALS SM 1020
IPASII # 0 t2M 1000
WRITE (6, 10) 14H 1040
15 FORMAT (' ARE MiS CRVAT I ONS AT UNEVEN INTERVALS OF TIME') SM 1050
READ (5, IT)	 GAG Sri 1060
0 LAs y 01 sEitVA't'ION SROULD DE CREA'IT31, TITAN TrIF IPAf4Px I PM 1070
IF(CC.EQ.XKS)	 IPASSn I SM 1000C NN 1090C OPTION t	 I FRNC=(1 - SIMULATE DELAYS ONLY SM 1 100
C IFIINGs I - SIMULATE DELAY RATES 7'00 Sri t 1 l0
IFIW(; X 0 Sri 11:20
VIINC*O. D0 Sri 1 130
WRITE (6 4 16) SK 1140
16 F0AfIXI` (/' DO YOU WISH TO SIMULATE DELAY RATES') Sri 1 130
READ (3, 17)	 F SM 1160
17 FORMAT (M) Sri 1170
14'(11 ; F:Q. M, s)	 IVIU462 1 SM 1 1110
C ri 1190
C 't'	 t	 `"1rm? c()uNTLII Sri 1204)
C I J
	
STE1' COUNTER FPM 1210
C 1. t BASELINE COUNTER Sri 1550
TZ 0.00 KM 13;10
1.1 , 0 HN 1240
L=O SN 1200
CALL. ERASE S" 1364)
CALL HONE, SM 1270
CALL ANr1ODE SH 1200
c 1+M 1290
C ITUATE FAIXTII ORIENTATION STEP Sri 1300
t0 1J* 1J+1 sM 113110
C ('11AN(3": UNITS OF F. UTH OBI ENTATION VAT.UF,S FOR THE 1.1 TA STEP SM 1:120
I'M I a PMIX( 1.1)/FRAD BM 1000
1112= t'rtV 1 J) /LRA0 Iff-I 1340
112
rr1 s PMZ( IJ) * 15.00/206265. D0 on 1000
Ii'!'<kt'1'MI'l.( 1J) MM 1860
10 I1"(T. CT. TP) Go TO 67 Sri taro
11r ( I1'A118.Eu. I-Am ii.oT. 1) 0O TO at ISM IWO
C 1 N4.Hr.ANY. DAIJKL I MP. COUNTER am 1119111
00 Ln L+ I
Sri
IF'(1..43'1'.'1'N1))	 GO '110	 U6 Sh 1410
V( 1.. (:T. 4)	 4,0 TO 02 ON 1420
IR(T. ZQ.0. DO.OK. IFL.AR.Ib41.2) 00 TO 22 WK 14UO
CALL 14KAft RM 1440
CALL HOW SM 1450
CALL ANM001r. 10M 1460
ON 1470
C BRITr PRFVIOUO OIIl1FRVATI ON ON OCRZZN Sri 1400
WRITE (6,21)	 K, 1119UR,MIN ON 1490
21 VOR^fAT ( ' '1711: NREW I OW OROZRVAT I ON WAS : "/ • AUAAAR n • • 19.2X• 1 WOUR ON 1300
1	 n '.18.2X.'	 MIN x0 ,16//) SM 1510
C S
1324)
 5500I V( 1 NA9H— rQ. 1) C0 TO 26 R22 M
IF( Ii+LAO. EQ.2) 00 TO 25 SM 1040
C NM 111110
C. CRTVR QUASAR "UMHISR SM 1560
26 14111 111E	 (6,24) wh 1270
24 WfULAT ( G X, ' CUUQWX NEXT OBSEP.4ATIOW/5X,'INPUT 04UAPAR') SAM 111170
READ ( 5,*) K SM 1590
C CHANGE It' MAXIMUM #( Iii) OV 41UAVAIItl INCIIIGII EI) Sri 160()
I lr ( K. G11'. 12)	 G0 TO 21.1 SRN 16 10
00 TO 11 SM 1620
25 READ ( 9 ,*) K ON 16514►
CO TO 31 SM 1640
C SAM H30
26 1 F ( I I' LA(.. CO.2) GO TU 29 s" 1664)
r RMTCH 011ASAR AND EPOCH or ODRFRVATtoN ON 1670
27 W711TE (6,20) ON 1611020 FOIUTA'1' 40X, I CU(H)S P, OB SKIIVAI' 110M SQW.0ULK 1 /IIX, • INPUT OQUARAR 11OUR N ON 1690
1 1MI"7 1 ) Syr[ 1700
IWAD (5,*)	 K, 111OU11, M I N 15TH 1710
C CHANCE, IF 14AXIMUM +( 12) OF WAS`SAR S INCREASED SM 1720
Ir(K.CT. 12) CO TO 27 SM 1700
GO 7'U 30
ri 1740 
29 1 r(T. (.M.. TP)	 CO TO 17 Sri 17550
READ (9.*)	 K. IIIOUR, MIN SM :760
U0 7'n I)FLOA11 1110UI0 + HIM/60 . 1)0 SM 1770
Ir(T.CT.ST) CO TO 18 SM 1700
C
ri 1790
C CALCULATE I'llIGONOrW7 'KIC MrJIBEBES OF OBSERVATIONS SM 1000
111 twon D(:OS( D(K)) SM 1010
SD=USIr((1)(li)) sm 1020
Y 1= OMC*'I'+'1'110+PM3*CONV Sri 11130
Y'2 n YI-RA(K) SM 1040
CKI'=1)008( Y2) SM 111110
S+KI► • DS 1 M (Y2) Syr! 1060
C Sri 1070
C DELAY OUSERVA,SILE W IMULKPION SM 101410,
32 1)R n - XC( 1.) *(r.D*CKP+ PM1 *SD) +YC(L) *(C p' '9KP+PM2*SD) -ZC ( L) *(80-PHt*CD*C Sr! 11)90
IKI►-rr'''rc.vq*sKI') 13M 1904)
IF( 1101MG. ME. 1)	 CO 1 110 3:1 Nm 1410
C Syr! 19uO
C DELAY HATE OBSERVABLE S IMVLA'r !ON I!SM 19510
C FRM(S IS 1430VATIVIA OF IWLAV W.R.T. TIME ( W.TERA/110Im) SM 19440
I RNGn OMG*CD*(XC(L) *SKP+YC(L) *CKP-ZC(L) *( PHI*SKI T-PM*CKP)) HM 1900
C SAM 1961*
C FT610'. S+IMULATI-1.9 OBSERVATIONS ON UNITS 10- 14 Sri 1970
as Ir ( II'As s. m.I ) 00 TO 04 Sri 19041
I IIUUI(x I u I M ri v SM 1.194)
1 1 1rlIM• T- , iIOUR SM 2000
7'M I N= TM I N*00. DO+0.0000 500 ri 2010








IF( MIN. NZ. 60) CO TO 34
tlINKMlN-60
1 HOURK I WlJR+ I
NUM=IFILE L)




IF( [PASS. EQ. 1) 00 "tU 20
Tn 'I+OT
MIMIC FOR RTF.P UPDAW






















SUBROU'1'iNE FLAGS ( JK) PC to
c NO k^It7l ** ro 20
C *m ** FG UO
1: wm EXPERIMENT FLAG HANDLER * PC 40
ro
C p >K	 RD	 s	 FLAGI = i s D1 LAY I N ONLY OBSERVABLEEAD ^^ FG 60)
C **	 mAc i x2 s OHSF,RVAuLF.B ARE. DELAY Ann 9m,4Y RATT Y: sk* PC 70
C mm	 FLAGI z S:DELAY RATE IS ONLY OBSERVABLE mm PC 00
C *sic k* PC 941
C +	 FI.AC21risMUlA II — NASEI , Ifir, CONFICURATIOPI sRSR PC 100
C *	 FLAG2n 2sESTIMATE KSI COMPONENT OF POLAR MOTION FG 110
C mm	 FLAG2wU1-I#;S'rIMA'1`L VI'A COMPONENT OF POLAR MOTION ** PC 1120
C *m m FC 130
C FLAG3 's1sCOVARIANCE ANALYSIS ONLY FG 140
C FLA63= 29COMT'LETE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION *ak PC 130
C ** PC 160
C +gym	 FLAG4= 1 s ESTIMATE* ALL r.UWIE't'EIW ** PC 170
C *	 FI.A(:4%9 2 s DELETr, CLOCK PARAMF,'1'F:RFI ** PC 160
C sI sK mm FC (90
C mm	 WR ITE	 FLAG PILSSAGES ** PC 204)
C .+ m sRsfc FG 210
C ma	 OUTPUT :	 JK — ONE BASELINE CASE INDEX FG 220
C mm *>fs PC 1230
C * ksksisXc*^k ksksk Inls***Mt**^csK*^c*sk* i ^lc*sk^c>k^cjicsK^CSksR^lak*sitknlc^c*sksKsksKSKsIcsKSksls k7l^sltslaKsk* PC 240
C FG 250
IN'T'EGER FLAG 1, FLAG'.!, FLAG3, FLAC4 PC 260
C FG 270
COMMON /FLG/ FLAGI,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4 PC 1200
C PC 290
1 W+'R I TE (612) FG 300
2 F OIVIAT (5X, ' CHOOSE EXPERIMENT FLAGS' /' FLAG1= 1 s DELAY 16 ONLY OHS FG 3141
IP,IIVA1)1 .F,' /' FLAC 1=2 : DELAY RATE OBSERVABLE. INCLUDED'/' FLAC1 n O s	 D FC 1320
2ELAY RA'T'E IS ONLY OBSERVABLE '//' FLAG2 = 1 s MULTI-BASELINE EXPERIME FG 030
;10'1"/' FLAG;~=d	 ONLY ETA COMAONENT OF POLAR MO'T'ION'/' FLA03=3 s ON PC .1140
4LY K'S t CONPONFAT OF POLAR NOTION'//' FLAG3= I : COVARIANCE ANALYSIS PC 350
5 ONLY'/' FLAG3=2 s COMPLETE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION'//' FLA(;4 a l s	 A PC :360
6LL
	
PAI METERiS' /' FLAC4 x 3 s NO CLOCK PAIMETER8 1 //' INPUT FLAC 1 PC :4741
7.FLAC2 4 FLAG3,FLAC4') FG 300
C PC 390
C M,A1) 11 110(;ILAP' FLAGS PC 404)
READ (5.m) FLAGI,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4 FG 410
IF'(F'L.:G I . G T . 3. Olt. FLAG« . G'1'. 3. Olt. FLAG3, Or. 2. Olt. FLAC4 . (;1'. 2)	 CO '11) 1 FG 424)
WILITF,	 (7,.10 PC 4130
3 FORPIAT (//, 12X, 'PROGRAM FLAGS') FG 440
WHITE (7,4) FLAG 1,F'LAV2,FLAG3,FLAG4 VC 4.10
4 FORMAT (/,9X. 'FLAG I R	 ',12/9X, , FLA02 s	 1 ,12/9X,'FLACS =	 ' , 12/9X, 'F VC 460
1LAG4 =	 1 ,12//) F'G 470
C PC 4110
C IF ONE BASELINE OMIT ONE Poi : , 1R MOTION PARAMETER ( JKs 1) FG 490
JK--O FG 5041
IF'(F'LAI,2. E(1.. 2.00.. FLAC2. EQ. 3)	 .IK= I F'C 510
C FG 520
C WRITE FLAG PIESSAGEN FY; 5110
IF(FLACI.F:(?,.1)	 WRITE,	 (7,11) FG 540
IF(FLAGI.EQ.2)	 WRITE (7,6) FG 550
1F'(F'LAG1,Lt1.3)	 WRITE (7,7) VC 560
IF(FI,AG 3. ER.. 1) 	 WRITE (7,8) FC 570
1F'(F1,AG3.EQ.2) 	 WRITE (7,9) FG 500
5 FRVAn1,')F olul.A'1' (9K, ' ANALYSI S INCLUDES ONLY T11I,; TIME DELAY OR(~	 F. FC. U90
6 Fowwr ( 9X, 'ANALYSIS INCLUDES TIME DELAYOTIME DELAY RAW) PC 600
7 F O11MA'1' ( 9X, 'ANALYSIS 1NCUDES ONLY DELAY RXIIE OBSERVABLE') FG, 610
13 FY)RMAT (/,9X,'(:10VAILIANC1`, ANAI,V:tiih ONLY') FC 620
9 FORMAT (/, 9X, ' COPIPLETE LEAST SQUARES SOLVT19N') FG 6J0
C PC 6441
wit 1'I'F;	 (6 1 10) PC 650
10 FORMAT (//' i 1 TU,'88 1 - THEN RETURK I ) FG 660







SUBROUTINE WEIGIrr ( P,PD,SI G ,Pl) wr to
C m	 1, yr 20
C *+k WT ill)




W*	 INPUT	 :	 TNB	 TOTAL NUMBER OIL
 DASELINES m+k iWI 60C sk>k	 F1	 FLAG FOR ODSERVABLES ** W 1' 70
C If. 	 READ	 a	 S I C I . Sr IC0-	 PRFC IS ION OF DELAY A DELAY RATE sk:k WT 80
C :k	 P1	 COVARIANCE PIATItIX OF OBSERVADLES +kH w11' 90C * :k* W r 10i►
C i	 WRITE	 t	 SIC	 A PRIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT WEIGHT sk>k WT 110
C +k:+a	 t'D,P	 WEIGH'+' MXI'itlX OF ODSERVADLES ** W'!' 120C *	 81(,I,SIC2 WT 1:10C sk is +is )la WT 140C >rt>r	 OUTPUT :	 11 1 131G ** 14'1' 150(% * W* WT IIiO
C k	 OPTIONS :	 DELAYS ONLY as :k WT 170C :k k
	 DELAY H.XI%S ONLY W'r iHO
C k*	 DMAY AND DELAY RATES k^ WT 190
C 'k'k +ask 1411' 2(iv
CALLS SSP UUBROU '1'IKES
 I,IN:, DS I NV Wit: Vr 0-10 
Wit WT 220
C sit:lamsk alCSia>+asksiss►a^C* ys^ssla^as^slaYasksksk +k^ssk* k ksK>itsk* sksksksk*skskYssY *+Ksksksksksk k** sk kHssksk*sk*sk*slWnksk* w'1' 21,1()
C WT 0-40
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A— H, O—Z) 114'1' 230
INTEGER '013,1e 1 WI' 2360
DINFINSION	 P( I).
	
PR( 1).	 PI( 1) WT 0-70
COMMON /F LG/ Fi t I DUPL2, I DUM3, IDUM4/BS/TND „JUST W'1' 200Y Y.
C INPUT WEICIITTNC INFORMATION Wj'3 00
C S I G l
	
IS THE PRECISION OF T I MC . DELAY ( ML;'1'EIIS) W11' 2110
C S i G is 'I.YIG 1'VEC I S I ON OF TIME DELAY 1LA'1'M (METKRS/HOUR) WT 11320
1 CALL T:It .A:31E WT 330CALL HOME W'1' 3440CALL APMODF WT 1350
IMITF ( 6 , 0-) WT 3(1102 FORDIAT (23)(,' 1N1 ' IJT WP; IGll'1'ING 1NFOItmri()N '/-/'	 s.LGI	 :	 PIWI CISION OIL Tl 111 1 1 , 111741
1 KK DELAY IN MP.'rE.Mq ' /' S TC0- . PRECISION OF TIME DELAY RATE"'' IN M I" 380
0-ETEItS/ ITOUR' , /, '	 E. G. 0 . 03 O. 106MORRESPONDS TO O. 1 N3, 0. 1 1'+S/S) ') W'1' 390READ (0,*) S I G 1, S i (r0- W'1' 404►
C WT 410
103=TNU W'1' 420
C IF 01-3,A .Y 1ME, INCLUDED DOURLE, D I MISNS I ON S
 OF WF ICH'r MATRIX VI' 430If (r' I .110.2)	 XS:: KS9;2 WT' 440
C COMPUTE & 04' I-LLrIliNTS IN MTEIt TRIANGULAR WL1GH T MA'1 1 LIX WT 430
KRT NH*(TNI1+1) , 1 0-
`I'r 460
VRITE (6.3) WT 470
3 1,O11PIA"1' (/' 	 INPUT COVARIANCE; MATRIX OF OJIS1 1,31,VATIONS'/' 	 ENTER IN UPP W'1' 4,110
IP1,11TRIANGULAR FORM COLIIMNWI: E, — DIACONAT., ELEPIENTS :SCALED TO UNITY' IM 490) W'1' 500
AEAD	 (3, 40 	 (11 1( 1), I=I,KI0 WIY 514)1I' l l' 1 . l;t^.. ?)
	 00	 TO	 7 yr 32o
IF(F1.EQ . 3) 40 TO 6 W'1' ,—PaoC WI' 340C ; ('AI,F FOR DELAY NOISE WI' 530DO 4 .IC(;= 1, Klt W't' 560
4 WT 370GO TO 11 W'1' OnoC w'r 594)
C SCALE FOR DELAY RATI. NOISE yr 6003 DO 6 Kc= 1, KR W'1' 6106 II(K(;) =1 1 1 (KG) *S 1G2**2 WT 620(:O 11,0	 11 WI' 630C WT 641)(: 10E,03,01' COVARI ANCI, PIA7'RI X FOR DELAYADCLAY RATES WT 6307 KR= M* ( K5+ 1) /2 W!' 660
116
1N) U 1* 1, KR wT 670
P(1) N O. DO WT 600
U CONTINUE W11' 690
11=0 WT 700
00 10 l x l , Tn W'r 710
I1=11+1 w'1' 720
DO 9 .1= 1, If WT 730
CAI,L LOU (J, I , IT, TNB, TNB, I) w'r 740
1cAw 2*J-1 WT 7110
Kilo 2* 1 -1 WT 760
KC=2*.I W'1' 770
K0= 2* 1 WT 760
CALL LOC (KA, KR, TU. KS, IM, 1) WT 790
CALL LOC (KC, KD, 1 V, KS, )W, 1) W1' 000
H 111) = 1 1 1( 1'1'1*t+l(;1**2 WT 610
P( IV)=PR( IT)fsSIG2**2 W'1' 020
9 CONTINUE W11' 1130
10 CONTINI1Fl WT 640
C W'1' ODO
u iNVLlt'1' COVARImcm mATRIx 'rO CET wEiCIRT Immix WI' 11(1(1
It CA1.I. DS I NV (P. M.0.000I , IF;R) Frr 070
c W'1' 000
C SIC 1S '11110, A PRIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT WF ICN 'r W'1' 690
S1G=1.Do/P(1) WT 900
c LOCALE WE I GUT MAX I' I X W11' 914►
DO 12 KC = 1, KR WT 920
12 P(KG)=P(K(;)*Sl(; VT 9a0
C w'1' 9411
c PHIN'INHIT WF;IGHT1Nc INFORMATION WT 95O
IF'(TND . LE.5) GO 110 13 WT 960
CALL ERASE V1' 974)
CAI I. HOr1R WT 900
CALL ANMOVE WT 990
13 Wit 1'I'E,	 (7, 14) WT 1000
WRi n. ( 6,14) WT 1010
14 FO1iP iVP (// 12X,' wi.;iu TING or ODb1EI1VA'1' oms , ) W11' 1020
Wltl'rl;	 (6, Ia) W'I' 1040
1411 I TF.	 ( 7,15) WT 1040
15 F010INr (//9X, , WEIG11T MATRIX — L40ALED 'IV FIRST FAYJ <•'.NT UNITY') 1411' 1050
II = 4) WI' 1060
DO 20 J=1, 0 W11' 1070
11=11+1 W1' 1060
DO	 16	 1=1.11 WT 1090
CALL LOU (J, I , IT,'1TID, TND, 1) WT 1100
Ill( 1) = P( IT) wT 1110 
16 CONTINUE W'1' 1120
IF(F1.14E.2)	 WRITE (6,17)	 ( 1'D(K),K= 1, 11) w 11' 11:10
1F(F1.E0,2)	 WRITE. (6,16)	 (PH(K).K0 1,11) WT 1140
1411ITE
	
(7,19)	 (PD(K),Ku 1,II) w11' 1150
17 100101XV (/,9X,61'7.4) W11' 1160
16 FORMAT (9X.6110.7) WT 1170
19 FORMAT (9X, 12F7. 4) W11' 1160
20 CONTINUE WT 1190
WRITE (6,21) SIG WT 1200
21 FO10A'T ( /9X,'A PRIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT NEIGIIT = ',F10.6) W11' 12101
WRITE	 (7,22):+1(11,(+1(:3,1' 1(: WT 1220
22 FOPTIAT (//. 9X, ' T IME DELi!:.Y` , 3X, F 10.6 , 5X, , ( METERS) 1 /9X, ' DELAY RATE' , WT 12a0
15X,1' l O , 5 , s;x, ' ( ME'1'EItN^uUl'll) ' /9X, ' A PRIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT wEicart , WT 1240►
25 X, F 14). 6) WT 1250
c w'R' 1 260
W1ttTE (6,23) w11' 1270
23 V0101A 'r (// • PRFISS I - TIMN RETURN') WT 1200
BEAU (5010 MOM WT 1290
C WT 113041
CALL ERASE WT 11110
CALL HOME W'1' 1320
CALL ANMOI ►P. w1' 1;130
WRITE (6,24) VT 1a40
117
a
24 FORMAT ( ♦/, ' IF YOU WISH TO REENTER WEIGUTING DATA ENTER Z - ',/.' NT lass
I I1'1HEILWIh1: RNTER ANY O'C'HER NUMBER' ► 	 WP 1360
READ (6 , *) MOM 	 W'C 1070
IF(  PIOM. EQ. 2) GO TO 1 	 yr 114100
C	 WT 1(190
RETUR14	 WT 1401
EN D	 WT 1410
118
SUDF0)UTINE FILL (A,P,VTPVI,AL,B) FL 10
C FL 20
C ** ** FL s0
C **	 NORMAL MATRIX HANDLER ** FL 40
C **	 FILL NORMAL MATRIX IN A SEQUENTIAL MANNER* FL 60
C **	 IN TRIANGULAR STORAGE ** FL 70
C **	 INPUT	 s A	 CONTRIBUTION TO NORMAL MATRIX AT GIVEN * FL 90
C **	 EPOCH OF ALL OBSERVING STATIONS ** FL 100
C **	 P	 WEIGHT' MATRIX OF OBSERVABLES ** FL 110
C **	 KK	 'TOTAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS * FL 120
C **	 F1,F2	 PROGRAM FLAGS ** FL 130
C **	 AL	 MISCLOSURE VECTOR ** FL 140
C **	 TND	 TOTAL NUMBER OF BASELINES ** FL 150
C* ** FL 160
C **	 OUTPUT : W	 CONTRIBUTION To NORMAL MATRIX ** FL 170
C U	 CONTRIBUTION TO Un ATPL VECTOR ** FL 180
C **	 VTPV	 CONTRIBUTION TO SUM OF RESIDUALS SQUARED ** FL 190
C ** ** FL 200
C **	 CALLS SUBROUTINE MATPV,LOC(SSP) Fl, 210
C ** ** FL 220
(: FL 230
C FL 240
IMPLICIT REAL*O(A-11,0—Z) FL 230
INTEGER F1, F3, TND FL 200
DIMENSION A(1) .	 W(1) ,	 U(1) ,	 P( 1) ,	 B( t) ,	 VTPV(1) ,	 AL 1(12) ,	 AL(1) FL 270
COMMON /FLG: F1,IDUM3,F3,IDUM4/N'IWW/UTIIX/U/DS/TND,KK FL 260
C FL 290
KS=TND FL 300
IF(FI.EQ.2) KS=K:S*2 FL 310
C CALCULA'T'E ATP Fl. '320
CALL MATPV (A, P, 1) o KK, KS, K9, 0, l) FL 330
11 =0 FL 340
IND=1 FL 330
DO 5 J=1,KK FL 360
II=II+I PL 370
1F(F3.EQ.1) GO TO 2 FL 380
DO I JK= 1, KS FL 390
CALL, LAC (J,JK,IY,KK,KS,0) FL 400
C ADD CON'T'RIBU'T'ION TO U=ATPL VECTOR FL 410
U(J)=U(J)—B( IY)*AL(JK) FL 420
1 CONTINUE FL 430
2 DO 4	 I=1.11 FL 440
DO 3 K= 1, KS FL 450
KZ=(K^1)*KK FL 460
C ADD CONTRIBUTION TO NORMAL MATRIX FL 470
W( 1ND) =W( INI))+B( I+KZ) *A( J+K7) Fl, 4130
3 CON'T i NUE FL 490
IND= IND+1 FI. 50()
4 CONTINUE FL 510
5 CON'i' I NUE FL 520
IF(Ffl. EQ. 1) 00 TO 6 FL 330
C FL 340
C ADD CONTRIBUTION TO SUM OF RESIDUALS SQUARED FL 560
C VrPV=L:PPL+XTU FL 560
C CALCULATE. LTPL IN THIS ROUTINE FL. 570
CALL MATPV (AL,P,AL1,1,KS,KS,0,0 FL 600
CALL, MATPV (AL.1 . AL. VTPV, 1, KS, 1, 0, 0) FL 590
V'PPV 1= V'I'PVI+V'I'PV( 1) FL 600
C FL 610





SUBROUTINE PARTDR (IP,TK,DX,DY,DZ,TQ,OMC,C,RO,D8oFRNG,COIIV,ERAD,AL PH to
IIJK,IJ , NB) PH 20
:Is****%::IC*^c lcslc*******^Ic**sk^k**1k******^Ic*:Ic*sk** 	:lcolt:lak*slaksksk* *sk*^It*sksksk* sk****sk PH so
**	 CALCULATES PARTIAL DERIVATIVES * PH GS
**	 INPUT
	
: OMG	 EARTH ROTATION RATE ** PH 70
**	 C	 SPEED OF LIGHT * PH so
**	 ERAD	 MEAN EARTH RADIUS ** Pit 90
**	 CONV	 CONVERTS UNIVERSAL TO SIDEREAL TIME ** PH 100
**	 DX,DY , DZ	 STATION COORDINATE DIFFERENCES ** PH 110
**	 RA,D	 QUASAR COORDINATES* Pit 120
ksk	 IP	 QUASAR NUMBER PH 136
**	 DS,FRNG	 OBSERVED DELAY 8 DELAY RATE ** PH 140
**	 JK	 ONE BASELINE CASE INDEX ** PH 150
*	 iJ	 S'T'EP NUMBER* PH 160
**	 NB	 BASELINE NUMBER ** PH 170
**	 F1,F2,... PROGRAM FLAGS ** PH ISO
k*	 Ill	 GST AT INITIAL EPOCH ** PH 190
**	 TK	 EPOCH OF OBSERVATION ** PH 200
Pit
**	 OUTPUT : DSO,FRNGO THEORETICAL PARTIALS ** H 220
**	 AL	 MISCL09URE VECTOR ** PH 230
**	 PART,G	 DELAY a DELAY RATE PARTIALS ** PH 240
** ** PH 230
** OPTIONS : DELAYS ONLY ** Pit 260
**	 DELAY RATES ONLY ** Pit 270
**	 DELAY AND DELAY RATES ** PH 280
** ** Pit 290
k :***** k ksk*****:k:Rak*^fc**Yc* t *** k* k*:k** k**sic**ask***sksk :k**sk*sksk**^Ic*ynlnk*** PH 300
PH 310
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H, O-Z) PH 320
INTEGER FI,F2,F3,F4 PH 330
DIMENSION F ( 1) ,	 G(1) ,	 X( I) ,	 Y(I) ,	 Z( 1) ,	 RA(1) ,	 D(I),	 AL( I) PH 340
COMMON /FLG/ FI,F2,F3,F4/PDR1/F/PDR2/G/SOU1/RA/SOU2/D Pit 350
PH 360
COMPUTE TRIGONOMETRIC MEMBERS OF PARTIAL DERIVATIVES PH 370
CD=DCOS(D(IP)) PR 380
SD=DSIN ( D( IP)) Pit 390
YI=OMG*TK+TH PH 400




IF(FI.EQ.3) GO TO 5 PH 430
PH 460
COMPUTE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES PH 470
PH 480
TAU PARTIAL DERIVATIVE PH 490
F( 1) =-CD*CKP PH 500
EPSILON PARTIAL DERIVATIVE PH 510
F(2)=CD*SKY PH 520
SIGMA PARTIAL, DERIVATIVE Pit 530
F(3)=-SD PH 540
EXP=(DX*SKP+DY*CKP)*CD PH 350
IF(IJ.EQ.1) GO TO 3 PH 560
PR 570
SKIP EARTH ORIENTATION PARAMETERS FOR FIRST STEP Pit 380
TO PTOVIDE INITIAL. ORIENTATION OF BASELINE PR 590
POLAR NOTION DIFFERENCES PARTIAL DERIVATIVES PH 600
SKIP ETA IF F2=3 PH 610
I F(F2. EN.. 3)	 GO TO 1 Pit 620
KS I COMPONENT PH 630
F(4) = -DX*SD+UZ*CD*CKP PH 640
F(4)=F(4)/ERAD Pit 650
SKIP Ib I	 IF F3=2 PH 660
120
M
IF(F2.EQ.2) 00 TO 2 PH 670
C ETA COMPONENT PH 600
1 F(5)xDY*SD+D'L*CD*SKP PH 690
F(5-JK) x F(5) /EILAD PH 700
C UTI-UTC PARTIAL DERIVATIVE PH 710
2 F(6)xC0NV*EXP PH 720
C CHANGE UNITS TO MILLISECONDS PH 730
F(6-JK) x l5 . DO* F(0) /( 1000. DO*HO) Pit 740
C PH 750
C DECLINATIONS PH 760
8 F(7)x(DX*CKP-DY*SKP)*SD-DZ*CD PH 770
F(7-JK)=F(7)/R0 PH 700
C RIGHT ASCENSION DIFFERENCES PH 790
F(0) a-EXF Pit 000
F(O-JK) x F(0)/RO PH 010
C 020
C SKIP CLOCK PARAMETERS IF F4 2 2 PR 030
► F(F4. EQ. 2) GO 7Y) 4 Pit 040
C CLOCK OFFSET PAwriAL DERIVATIVE PH 050
F(9-JK)=C PH 060
C CLOCK RA'C'E PARTIAL DERIVATIVE Pit 070
F( 10-JK) x C*'1'K PH 000
C SKIP DELAY RATES IF F1 x 1 PR 900
4 IF(F 1. EQ. 1) GO TO 9 PR 910
C Pit 920
C DELAY RA'Z'E PARTIALS PH 930
5 OMC=OMG*CD PH 940
C G( 0 l: PH 960
C EPSILON PH 970





IF( IJ. EQ. 1) Go TO 0 PH 1020
IF(F'',. EQ. 3)	 GO TO 6 PH 1030
C PH 1040
C POLAR MOTION DIFFERENCES Plt 105()
C KS I COMPONENT Pit 1060
0(4) =-OMC*DZ*SKP PH 1070
G(4) =G(4) /ERAD pit Joao
I F (Fi' . EQ. 2) GO TO 7 PH 1090
C ETA COMPONENT PH 1100
6 G(5) =OMC*DZ,*CKp PH 1110
G( 5-.)K) =G(5) /ERAD I'll 1 120
C ITP1-UTC DIFFERENCES Pit 1130
7 G(6)=CONV*EXT*OMG PH 1140
C CILME UN I'IS TO MILLISECONDS PH 1 150
G(6-JK) = G(6)/(3600.D0*I000.D9) PH 1160
C I'll 1 170
C DECLINATIONS PIt 1 100
0 G(7)=-OMGtSD*(DX*SKP+DY*CKP) PH 1190
G(7-JK) =G(7) /HO PH 1200
C RIGHT ASCENSION DIFFERENCES I'll 1210
0(0) =-EXT Pit 1220
C(0-JK) = G(0) /RO PH 1030
IF(F4.EQ.2) GO TO 9 PH 1240
C Pit 1250
C CLOCK OFFSET DIFFE"EMES PH 1260
G(9-JK) =0. DO Pit 1270
C CLOCK RATE DIFFERENCES Pit 12110
G( 10-JK) : C Pit 1290
C PH 1:309
C HF,'rVM IF COVARIANCE ANALYSIS 014LY Pit 14,110
9 IFMI . E(1. 1) GO TO 12 Pit 132()
C ►'It 1,130
C COMPUTE APPROXIMAT VALUE OF OBSERVATION PH 1340
121





IF'(F i . EQ.2) NC=2*Nh- l
AL(NC) m DSO-DD






PR 13110PR 1360PR 11170




SUBROUTINE Ann (NB, 1P,1M,ATEP,NiIs'l7CPi	 n, 1PF1X! AM 10(3 AM 30
C **	 DESIGN MATRIX CANDLER ** AM 48
C ** ** AM 50
C **	 INFUT	 s NO	 NUMBER OF BASELINE ** AM 60
C *	 THO	 TOTAL NUMBER OF BASELINES K* AM 70
C **	 IP	 QUASAR NUMBER ** AM 8(1
C *	 KK	 'I4)TAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS ** AM 90C *	 IM	 TOTAL NUMBER OF QUASARS ** AM 100
G **	 STEP	 EARTH ORIENTATION STEP NUMBER ** AM Il0
C **	 NSTEPS	 WTAL NUMBER OF STEPS * AM 120
C *	 JK	 ONE BASELINE CASE INDEX ** AM 130
C **	 IPFIX	 QUASAR OF FIXED RIGN'1` ASCENSION * AM 140
10 **	 F I. Fol.", F4	 PROGRAM FLAGS ** AM 150
C **	 FIG	 PARTIALS OF DELAY 8 DELAY RATE ** AM 160
C ** ** AM 170
C **	 OUTPUT s A	 OBSERVATION CONTRIBUTION TO A - MATRIX ** AM 180
C * AM 190
C OPTIONS s DJJ. AYIS ONLY ** AM 200
C **	 DELAY AND DELAY RAT'S ** AM 210
C AM 230
C AM 240
IMPLICIT REAL*11( A-H2O-Z) AM 250
INTEGER TNB,FI.F2,F4,STEP AM 200
DIMENSION  F( 1) .	 G( 1) .	 A( 1) AM 270
COMMON /FLG/ FI,F2,IDUM:i.E4/PDRi/F/PDR2/0/ATRX/A/BS/TAB,KK AM 200
C AM 290
C DELAYS AM 300
C TAU EPSILON SIGMA AM 310
JI=3*(NB-I)+1 AM 32()
DO 1	 1J=1,3 AM 330
A(Jl) r F( IJ) AM 340
JI=J1+1 AM 350
1 CONTINUE AM 360
J2x3*TNB AM 370
C SKIP EARTII ORIENTATION PARAMETERS FOR FIRST STEP AM 380
C TO PROVIDE REVERENCE ORIENTATION AM 390
IF( STEP. EQ. () GO TO 3 AM 400
C POLAR MOTION COMPONENT DIFFERENCES AM 410
Jt1=32+8TEP-1 Air 420
A03) n F (4) AM 430
IF(F2. E6l. 2.OR. F2. EQ. 3) GO TO 2 AM 440
A(J3+NSTEPS-I)=l(5) AM 450
2 J4=J2+(2-JK):NNs9T'E1'S+STEP-(3-JK) AM 400
C UT I D I VIPERENCE AM 470
A(J4)=F(6-JK) AM 480
C DECLINATIONS AM 490
3 J0=J2+(3-JK)*(NST'EPS -1)+IP AM 500
A(J5)=F(7 -JK) AM 510
C IF REFEW.NCE QUASAR DO NOT FILL DESIGN MATRIX AM 520
u TO PROVIDE RIGHT ASCENSION ORIGIN AM 530
1F( IP.EQ. llIFIX) GO TO 4 AM 540
J6=J5+IM AM 550
IF( IP.GT . IPFIX)	 J6=J6-1 AM 560C RI GIIT ASCENSION DIFFERENCES AM 570
A(J6) =F(8-.1K) AM 560
4 IF(F4.EQ..:) GO TO 5 AM 590
J7» 32+(3-,f K)*(NwTF.PS-I)+2*IM+2*(NB-1) AM 600
JB= J^+ ( AM 610
C CLUCK OFFSET DIFFERENCES AM 630
A(J7) = F(9-JK) AM 630
C CLOCK IWFE DIFFERENCES AM 640
A(JB) =F( I0-JK) AM 650






























DO 6 IJ n
 l 8
A(J 1+KK) n b( IJ )
JIxJI+I
CONTINUE
I VOW. EQ. 1) GO TO 8
A(JO+KK) uG(4)
IF(F2. F.R.2. OR. r2. F.Q.8) GQ TO 7
A(JU+NOTLPN- I+KK) n G(a)
A(J4+KK) n G(6-JK)
A(JD+KK) n G(7-JK)
IF(IP.IA.IPFIX) CO TO 9
A(J6+KK) sG(6-JK)








summUTINx FAffm (NB, iP, IM,Sm,NMI'19" A I PFIX) FM 18
C FM 20
C FM ae
C *	 DESIGN MATRIX W►NDLER FOR DELAY RATE PARTIALO
	 ** FM 40
C *	 * FM 30
C *	 SEE SUBROUTINC, AMATR FOR DETAILS	 * FM 60
C * FM 70
C rM UA
C IMPLICIT REAL*U ( A-11,0-Z) PM100
INITAY'M TNB, F2, F4, STEP FM Ile
DIMENSION  ((1) , 	 A(I) rm 1.20
COMMON IVL( , I DUN I, P2, I DUMB, F4/PDRI/DUM( 1) /PD82/G/ATWA/BS/TNB, KK KM 130
C SIGM.%,CLOCK OFYSET PARAMETERS NOT ESTIMABLE Fm100
C FM 160




IJ - 1.2 FM 190
A(31) 9 0( 13) FM 200
31 • J1+1 FM 210
1 CONTINUE FM 22032+c 2*TN0 FM 2:30
C EARTH ORIENTATION PARAMETERS FM 240
IF( STEP. EQ. I ) GO TO 3 PH 230
33-J2+S'r1:P_ 1 FM 260
C KS 11.O;IPONENT FM 270
A(J3) = 0(4) rM 200
Ir c F:'. EQ.2.OIe. r^:. EQ.3)	 GO TO 2 FM 240
C ETA COMPONENT FM 300
A(J3+Nt3'MPS-1) x 6(5) FM 310
2 .T4-J::+( 2-JK) *P'STEPS+STEP-- ( 3-JK) FM 320
C u'rc-U'r1 rM 330
A(J4)-G(6—JK) FM 340
3 Ir( 111 .EQ. IPFIK)	 CO TO 4 rM :150
J5-J2+(3-JK) *(NSTEPS- I) + IP rM ;160
IF( IP.GT . IPFIX)	 J5-.15-1 FM 37()
C 9%CL I NATION DIFFERENCES rM 360
A(J5) = G(7-JK) PH 390
J6 = .13 .1IM-I FM 400
C IIIGIiT ASCENSI ON DIFFERENCES FM 410
A(J6 ) = G(O-JK) rM 420
4 IFU4. F.0.2) GO TO 5 FM 430
C CLOCK RATE DIFFERENCES PM 440
J7=J2+(3-JK)*(NSI'L' I'S-1)+21-(IM-I)+1(B FM 450
A(37) = G( 10-R JK) FM 460
C FM 470




SOLVE (II102, 081tR• X19, IN,1NrMr9, DlfT, B, DN, W # VVVI # 100UNT NNL1SUBROUTINE
C *^caink******yc,k*****> ***^Wk*>kt^aluk***0***MONcMMR 	 fItNcMt* #sA^c+k^Ms^sM +M4^^inlnittK*+InkM^Ncalt SL So
OL. 06C T QUAREN ESTIMATION KANDIJA**	 LEAS	 N I
O
TAC **	 INPUT	 s )CC,YC,ZC	 BASELINE COMPONENTS
c **	 N	 COMPLvmNORMAL MATRIX ** SL 00
c **	 U	 COMPLETE ATPL VECTOR* NL 90
c **	 VTPV1	 LTPL CONTRIBUTION TO VTPV ** SL 100
C *	 NIG2	 A PRIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT WZIOffr ** NL 110
c **	 DIST	 BANELINE DISTANCES* NL 1960
c **	 KK	 TOTAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS ** SL 130
c **	 IM	 7M IAL NUMBER OF QUANARS *sx SL 140
c **	 TNB	 TOTAL NUMBER OF BANCLINES ** SL 160
c* NSTEPN	 TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS ** SL 160
PROGRAM FLAGS* SL 170
C **	 ICOUNT	 TOTAL NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS SL 100
c * *	 SI. 190
C* WRITE	 s N	 NORMAL 3 COVARIANCE MATRIX ** 8L 200
c **	 ON	 BASELINK VARIANCE A COVARIANCEN ** SL 210
C **	 COTW	 CORRELA'CiON MATRIX OF PARA1^TRli* SL 220
c **	 vTPV	 NUM OF RESIDUALS SQUARED * SL 200
C **	 SIG211	 A POSTERIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT WEIGHT ** SL 240
C **	 XX	 CORRECTION TO APPROXIMATE PARAMETERS ** SL 2110
C **	 EIG	 EIGENVALUF.S OF COVARIANCE MATRIX ** Sl. 260
c ** ** SL 270
C **	 CALLSSSP ROUTINES s DSINV,DEIGEN,LOC * SL 200
C **	 CALLS SUBROUTITIF.S STOLST ** SL 290
C ** ** SL 800
C SL 810
C SL $20
IMPLICIT REAL*0 ( A—R,L—x) SL 030
INTEGER TNB,Fl,F2,F3,F4,NSTEPS SL 340
DIMENSION XC(i), YC ( I), ZC(1), DIST(U, EM(I), DM(1), B(U, N(I), SL $30
1CORR(i) ,	 11(i) ,	 XX( I) SL 360
COMMON /FLG/ FI,F2,F3,F4/CRD4/XC/CRD3/YC/CRD6/ZC/NTRX/N/U'PWV/58/ SL 370
I'TNB, KK SL 300
C SL $90
C PRiN 'I' NUMBER OF QBS ► RVATIONS SL 400
C DOUBLE OBSERVATIONS IF DELAY RATE INCLUDED SL 410
iF(F1.F.Q.2)	 ICOUNT=ICOUNT*2 SL 420
WRITE (7,1)	 ICOUNT SL 430
1 FORMAT (//13X,'THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS $1 ,14) SL 440
8L 460C PRINTOUT NORMAL MATRIX
WRITE (7,2) SL 470
2 FORMAT ( 1I1 1, 12X, ' NORMAL MATRIX') SL 480
II=0 S'60 490
DO 6 J= 1, KK S,
1 2100
II n II+I L 610
DO 3	 I=l,ll SL 320
CALL LOC (J, 1, IT, KK, KK, 1) SL 330
CORR(T) s N( 1T) SL 340
3 CONTINUE SL 360
WRITE ( 7,4) J,(CORR( K),K=1,II) SL $60
4 FORMAT (/,3X,12,'.	 ',(T10,12F9.2)) SL 570
6 CONTINUE SL 300
C SL
600C INVERT NORMAL MATRIX SL
C ONLY UPPER TRIANGULAR PART 10 NEEDED St 610
CALL DSINV (N,KK,0.4001,IER) SL 620
C PRINTOUT VARIANCE—COVARIANCE MA'T'RIX (UNSCALED) SL 630
WRITE (7,6) SL 640
6 FORMAT (/111, 12K, 'VARIANCE—COVARIANCE MATRIX (UNSCALED)') SL 630
11=0 SL 660
126
00 9 Js t,KK	 SL 670
I Ir 11+1	 SL 6110
DO 7 1 # 01 	 SL 690
CALL LOU (J 1,(T,KK,KK,I) 	 SL 700
COAi,(	 xp( I`^`)	 SL 710
7 CONTINUE	 ML 720
8
WRITE (78) J ( CORK( ID 01, 11)	 SL
FORMAT (>,6X.12,'.    	 ' , (TIA, 12I"9.II))	 SL 700740
9 CONTINUE	 SL 760
C COMPUTE AND LIST STANDARD DEVIATIONS (A PRIORI) 	 sL 778
CALL VTDtAT (0102 ,118TWO , M, XX, 1)	 SL 780
C I1" DELAY RATE- DIRTANCE NOT ESTIMAIlLE 	 9L 000
1I	 r 1. E4. tt)	 co TO at	 91L 010
C COMPUTE D I STA .^ (C E COVAR I ANCZ MATRIX 	 SL 000
Js0*TNLI*TND	 SL 040
DO 10 I # t,J	 OL 060
EN( ► ) s 0. DO	 SL 864)
10 II(I) s 0 . D0	 HL 070
JLs 3*TAB	 WL. 0110
DO 11 Ks l , TNll	 SL 090
JK#3*(K-t)*(TNd+t)+l
	 SL 900
C COMPUTE ERROR PROPAGATION PARTIALS 	 SL 910
1)(JK) n XC(K) /D I8T(K)	 SI, 920
D(JK+1) s YC(K)/N)IST(K)	 SL 930
H(JK+2) s 7C(K)/DIST(K)	 SL 940
It CONTIN(IF,	 SL 9110
102# TNII*T1Vi1	 OL 960
DO	 12	 ► R1,1 112 	 L 970
12 DK(1) s 0. D0	 SL 980
DO 16	 I # I , TNII	 SL 990
13s (I-1)*JL	 SL 1006
DO 14 Ks I,JL	 SL tO10
12  1.1+K
	 SL 1020
DO 13 J s l.JL	 SL 1030
CALL LOC (J , K, I R. KK, KK, 1)	 SL 1040
14# 13+J	 SL 1060
EM( 12) a EM( 12) +H( 14) *If( IR)IS102 	 SL 1060
18 CONTINUE
	 SL 1070
14 CONTINUE	 SL 1060
t!I IC^ONOTINUE	
CL 1100
DO 10 I s 1,TNH	 SL 1110
13% ( I-1)*JL
	 SL 1120
DO 17 Ks I,TNB	 SL 1130
K2# (k-1)*JL	 81. 1140
V43 % K3+ t	 81. 1160
DO 16 .)s 1. JL
	 SL 1 160
Jl # IS+J	 SL 1170
J2x V.+J	 SL 1 100
DPI( K.l) # OHM) +EM(J 1) *D(J2)	 HL 1 190
16 CONTINUE	 SL 1300





CALL IIONX	 SL 1240
CALL ANMODE	 fit. 12150
MITE (7, 19)	 SL 1260
19 FoRM11l' ( 1111 , /// , t2x, ' D ISTANo z
 COVARi ANCE MATRIX,/)
	SL 1270
M 23	 I s I. Tt(B	 1;.L 1200
DO 20 Js 1.'1'411	 St. 1290
CALL LOC ( I , J , I R, TNIi,' ►'NB, 0)	 SL 1300
C (11."GE UNITS TO CENTIMETERS SQUARED 	 NL 1310COMM  # DN( I R) * 10000. D0
	 SL 11120
20 CONT INUE,	 91. 111.10
WITS, (7 , 21)	 ( 4;01111( K) , Ks 1, 7`118)	 SL 1340
127
91 FOMT (I OX, 6!' 10, 8) fL 13110
99 CONTINUE SL 1360
C PRINT HAVKLti(E STANDARD DEVIATI0Nf SL 1370
WRITE (6,23) 91, t3a0
WRITE (7,23) SL 1390
20 r0IWAT (// 13X, ' BASER.I NIE STANDARD DI,VIATIO" 	 (flM1') SL 1460
DO 23 I • i,TNB SL 1410
C
CALL LOC (1. I IR T110 TN8 0)





8VTO= DI,SQRT( DM( I R) ) * 100. DO OL 14411
WRITE (6 .94)	 I , BSTD SL 1430WRIT4 (7,94) 	 I,BSTD SL 146024 FORMAT OL 147098 CONTINUE, 411, 1400C COMPUTE BASELINE CORI(ZLATION MA4'RiX SL 1490
WRITE (6,26) 01. 1300WRITE (7,96) SL ISIS
26 VORMAT	 12X. 'BASELINE CORRELATION MATRIX') SL 1320II x 1 SL 1330DO 29 1 a 1,TNB SL 1340
DO 27 J w
 I , I I SL 1530CALL LOC (I,I,IR,TNB,TliB4O) SL 1060CALL LOC (J,J, ISIT"H,TNB 4 O) SL 1070CALL LOC (E , J, IT, 4'1111, TI(B, 0) SL 13110
COnR(JJ +DM( IT) /DSQRT( DM( IR) *DM(1f)) S1, 1390
27 COR1TINt1R OL 1600
WRITE (6,28)	 ! , (CORR( K) , K• 1, 1 I) SL 1610WR UIZ (7,20)
	
1, ( CORK( K) , Kr 1, 11) SL 162028 FORMAT (/,12X,12, 1 .	 ' ,61~0.2) SL 1653011 14 11+1 SL 164029 CONTINUE 61. 1630C SL 1670WRITE (6,30) 0
30 FORMAT ( //,6X,'PRESS 1 THEN RETURN') SL 16130REAM (3,*) MOM SL 1690C SL 101710C COMPUTE PARAMETER CORRELATION MATRIX SL31 WRITE (7,32) SL 172032 F010 T ( I H I , I O X, ' PARAMETER CORRELATION MATRIX'//) SL 17+30
lI » 1 SL 1740
DO 33 I=1, KK SL 17110
DO 3;3 J v
 1, E i SL 1760
CALL LOC(I , 1, I R, kT KK, i) SL 1770
CALL LOC (J,J,IS,KK.KK,I) SL 1780CALL LOC (1, J, IT, KK,KK,1) SL 1740
COI(R(J) r N( IT) /I)WSQHT(N( IR) *N( IS)) SL 100033 CONTINUE SL 1810WRITE (7,34) SL 18,42034 IrORMAT (/, IX, I2,'.	 ',(T6,25F3.2)) SL 1830I I x I t+ 1 SL 1640
33 CONTINUE SL 1880
C SKIP SOLUTION IF INTERESTED ONLY IN COVARIANCE ARALYBIB SL 1810
1F(F00, EQ. 1) GO '11) 41 SL 18110
C CALL ERASE SL 17 0
CALL, HOME", SL 19 10
CALL AAMUDE SL 1920
BLC COMPUTE C011RECTIONS TO APPROXIMATE PARAMETERS 1440
DO 36 I = 1, KK SL 1930DO 36 J 2% 1,KK SL 1968CALL LOC (I ..I , I R, KK, i(K, l) SL 1970
XX( 1) m X(( I) +N( I R) *U(J) SL 1900
36 CONTINUE AL 1990
C SL 2000
C CALCULATE VTPV SL 2010




DO 37 1=1 KK SL 2030
VTPV2 91 V7?V2-XX(1)*U(I) SL 3040
S7 CONTINUE SL 2050
VTPVF• VTPVI+VTPV2 SL 2060
C CALCULATE THE A POSTERIORI VARIANCE Or GNIT WEIOST HL 20800SIG2H; V'ITVF/( ICOUNT-KK) SL 2090
c CALCULATE A POSTERIORI/A PRIORI SL 2100
SIOR=SIO2H/SIG2 SL 2110
0 HL 2120
C COMPUTE 3 LIST STANDARD DEVIATIONS - A POSTERIORI 8L 2140CALL STDLST (6IC2H,NSTEPS,IM,XX,2) SL 2156C SL 2160CALL ERASE SL 2170
V} CALL HOME SL 2180CALL ANMODE SL 2190
WRITE ( 6 1 38) V`1'PVF SL 2218
` WRY'IZ (7,38) VTPVF SL 22201	 88 FORMAT (//,12X,'V7PV n ',D15.8) SL 2230
WRITE (6,39) 816211 SI, 2240
'WRITE (7,39) SIG2II SL 2250
39 FORMAT (/,12X,'A POSTERIORI VARIANCE OF UNIT 11EIGffr n • ,D15.8) SL 2260
WRITE (6,40) SICR SL 2270
WHITE (7,40) SICK SL 2280
40 FORMAT (/,12X,'A POSTERIORI /A PRIORI n ',D15.8) SL 2290
c SL 2300WRITE (6,30) SL 2310
READ (5,*) MOM SL 2320C SL 2330C COWUTE EIGENVALUES OF COVARIANCE MATRIX SL 234041 WRITE (7,42) SL 2...0'0
42 FORMAT (IHI,18X,'EICENVALUES'/) SL 9.10CALL, DEYGEN (N, R, KK, 1) SL 8370
DO 44 I=1,KK SL 2380CALL LOC (I,I,IND,KK,KK,1 ► SL 2390
EIG=N( IND) SL 2400WRITE (7 4 43) EIG SI, 2410
43 FORMAT (15X,D14.3) SL 2420
44 CONTINUE SL 2430
C S1. 2440CALL ERASE SL 2450CALL HOME SL 2460






SUBROUTINE STDLST (SIG2,NSTFPS, IM,XX, ISTD) SD to
**************************** **** ****************>R*>^**^********** SD 20
SD o0
**	 COMPUTE 8 OUTPUT ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATIONS ** SD 40
** ** SD 50
**	 INPUT	 s N	 COVARIANCE MATRIX OF PARAMETERS ** SD 60
**	 SIG2	 VARIANCE OF UNIT WEIGHT ** SD 70
**	 F1...	 PROGRAM FLAGS ** SD 80
**	 NSTEPS	 TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS ** SD 90
**	 TNB
	 TOTAL NUMBER OF BASELINES ** SD too
**	 KK	 TOTAL NUMBER OF PARAMETERS ** SD llo
**	 IM	 TOTAL NUMBER OF QUASARS ** SD 120
**	 XX	 PARAMETER CORRECTIONS VECTOR ** SD too
**	 ISTD
	 INDEX - A PRIORI OR A POSTERIORI STD'S ** SD 140
** ** SD 130
**	 WRITE	 : SIGMA	 STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PARAMETERS ** SD 160
**
SD 17
OPTIONS : OUTPUT A PRIORI OR A POSTERIORI STANDARD DEV. ** SD too
**	 OUTPUT CORRECTIONS TO APPROXIMATE PARAMETERS ** SD 190
** ** SD 2000
*********^Kt***********************************************^K******* SD 210
SD 220
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,L-Z) SD 230
INTEGER NPARM, 'PNB,Ft , F2,F3 , F4,NSTEPS,TNP SD 240
DIMENSION N (t) , 	 XX(1) SD 250
COMM".!M 3NTRX/ N/BB/TNB , KK/FLG3Fi,F2 , F3,F4 SD 260
SD 270
STANDARD DEVIATION FUNCTION SD 200S(A) = DSQRT( A*S IG2) SD 290
SD 41100
NPARM IS THE NUMBER OF PARAMETER S COUNTER SD 310NPARUN=0 SD 320
SD 330
IFLOWRO SD 340
IF(SIG2.GT.1.D-10) GO TO l SD 350
SIGMA=O.DO SD 360
IFLOW= l SD $70
SD 380
CALL ERASE SD 390
CALL. HOME SD 400
CALL ANMODE SD 410
SD 420
COMPUTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS SD 430
IF(ISTD.EQ.2) GO TO 3 SD 440WILI TE ( 6, 2) 8D 450
WRITE ( 7,2) SD 460
FORMAT ( IRS ,5X, ' STANDARD DEVIATIONS - A PRIORI') SD 470
GO TO 5 SD 480
WRITE (6,4) SD 490
WRITE ( 7,4) SD boo
FORMAT ( 1111,3X, ' STANDARD DEVIATIONS - A POSTERIi)Rl',/,5X,'+ PARAME SD 5101TER CORRECTIONS') SD 520
SD 530
IF(F1.F.Q.3) GO TO 7 SD 540
WRITE (616) SD 550
WRITE (7,6) SO $60
FORMAT (/, 7X,'TAU EPSILON SIGMA
	 (CM)') SD 570
IT xTNB*3 SD 800T'NI'=a SD 590
GO 1'0 9 SD 600
WRITE ( 6 1 0) SD 610
WRITE (7,8) SD 620
FORMAT (/ , 7X, ' TAU EPSILON
	
( CM) ') 81) 630
1'1'='1'NB*2 SD 640
"P= 2 SD 650



























DO 16 I n 1,TNB
WRITE(6, 10) 1
WRITE (7, 10) 1
10 FORMAT (9X,'BASELINL 0 ',I2)
DO 14 .Ix 1, TNP
ICx IC+ 1
WPARMN NPARM+ 1
IF(IFLOW.EQ.1) GO TO 12
CALL LOC (IC,IC,IQ,KK,KK,1)
SIGMA=S(N( IQ) )
C	 CHANGE UNITS TO CENTIMETERS
SIGMA=SIGMA*100.D0





12	 XIC=XX( IC) *100, DO








FORMAT (/,7X,'POLAR MOTION VARIATIONS (CN),)
IF(F2.EQ.2) WRITE (6,17)
IF(F2.EQ.2) WRITE (7,17)
FORMAT (/,9X,'FIRS'T COMPONENT ONLY')
IF(F2.EQ.3) WRITE (6,18)
IF(F2.EQ.3) WRITE (7,18)
FORMAT (/, 9X, SECOND COMPONENT ONLY')
IT= IT+i




IF(F2. EQ. 1. AND. I . F.Q. IT) WRITE (6919)
IF(F2.EQ.I.AND.I.EQ.IT) WRITE (7,19)
FORMAT (9X,'FIRST COMPONENT')
IF(F2. EQ. 1. AND. I . EQ. IZ) WRITE (6,20)
IF(F2. EQ. 1.. AND. I . EQ. IZ) WRITE (7,20)
FORMAT (9X,'SECOND COMPONENT')
NPARM=NPARM+1
IF( IFLOW. EQ. 1) GO TO 21
CALL LOG (I,I,IQ,KK,KK,i)
SIGMA=S(N(IQ) )
CHANGE UNITS TO CENTIMETERS
SIGMA=SIGMA*100.DO















































































FORMAT (/,7X,'UTI-UTC VARIATIONS (10**2 MICROSECS)')
IT= I TMi• 1
ITM= IT+NSTEPS°-2
DO 23 I= IT, ITM
NPAMI=NPAI M+1
IF(IFLOW.EQ.1) GO TO 24
CALL LOG (1, 1, IQ, KK,KK,1)
131
SIGMANSM IW ) 8D 1360
C CHANGE UNITS TO 10**2 MICAMECONDS SD 1360
SIGMA=SIGMA*10.D8 SD 1370
1F(ISTD.EQ.2) GO TO 24 SD 1380
WRITE (6,11) NPARM,SIGMA SD 1390
WRITE (7,11) NPARM,SIGMA SD 1400
24 XIC xr-= 1) *10.DO RD 1429
WRITE (6,13) NPARM,SIGMA,XIC SD 1430
WRITE (7,13) NPARM,SIGMA,X.1C SD 1440
26 CONTINUE SD 1460
C SD1470IF(F1,EQ.3) GO TO 27
WRITE (6,26) SD 1480
WRITE (7,26) SD 1490
26 FORMAT (/, 7X, 'DECLINATIONS	 (MILLIAAOSECS)') SD 1600
GO TO	 9 RD 11
152927 WRITE x6,28) SD
WRITE (7,28) SD 1330
28 FORMAT (/ 9 7X,'DECL. DIFFERENCES (MILLIARCSECB)') SD 1640
29 IT= ITM+I SD 1660
ITIM=IT+IM-1 SD 1360
IF(F1.EQ.3)	 ITIM=ITII-1 SD 1670
DO 31	 1=IT,ITIM SD 1680
NPARM=NPARM+1 SD 1690
IF(I FLOW, EQ. 1) GO TO 30 SD 1600
CALL LOU (1, I, IQ, KK,KK,1) SD 1610
SIGMA=S(N( IQ) ) SD 1620
C CHANGE UNITS TO MILLISECONDS SD 1630
SIGMA==SIGMA*1000.D0 SD 1640
IF(ISTD.EQ.2) GO TO 30 SD 1660
WRITE (6,11) NPARM,SIGMA SD 1660
WRITE (7,11) NPARM,SIGMA SD 1670
GO TO 31 SD 1680
30 XIC= XX( I ) * 1000 . D0 SD 1690
WRITE (6,13) NPARM,SIGMA,XIC SD 1700
WRITE (7,13) NPARM,SIGMA,XIC SD 1710
31 CONTINUE SD 1720
C WRITE (6,32) SD 1740
WRITE (7,32) SD 1760
32 FORMAT (/,7X,'R.A. DIFFERENCES (MILLIARCSECS)') SD 1760
ITM= ITIM+1 SD 1770
ITN= ITIM+ I'M- I SD 1780
DO 34 I=ITM,ITN SD 1790
NPARRV: NPARM+ 1 SD 1800
IF( I FLOW. EQ. 1) GO TO 33 SD 1810
CALL LOC (1 9 1,IQ,KK,KK,1) SD 1820
SIGMA= S(N(IQ)) SD 1830
C CHANGE UNITS TO MILLISECONDS SD 1840
SIGMA=SIGMA*1000.D0 SD 1860
IF(ISTD.EQ.2) GO TO 33 SD 1860
WRITE (6,11) NPARM,SIGMA SD 1870
WRITE (7,11) NPARM,SIGMA SD 1880
GO TO 34 SD 1890
33 XIC=XX(I)*1000.D0 SD 1900
WRITE (6,13) NPARM,SIGMA,XIC SD 1910
WRITE (7,13) NPARM,SIGMA,XIC SD 1920
34 CONTINUE SD 1930
C IF(F4.EQ.2) GO TO 46 SD 1960
IF(FI.EQ.3) GO TO 39 SD 1960
IF(NPARM.LT.42) GO TO 36 SD 1970
WRITE (6,46) SD 1980
READ (ii,*) MOM SD 1990
CALL ERASE SD 2000
CALL HOME SD 2010




86 FORMAT (/,7X, • CLOCK OFFSET (NSECS)•)
ITM=3*TNB+3* ( NSTEPS-1) +2* Ili




IF( I FLOW. EQ. 1) GO TO 37
CALL LOG (I,I,IQ,KK,KK,1)
SIGMA=S(N( IQ) )









40 FORMAT (/,7X,'CLOCK RATE (PICOSECS/SR)')





41	 )'I HI = ITN+1
ITNl=ITMI+TNB-1
JJ=1
42	 DO 44 I=ITMI,ITNI,JJ
NPARM=NPARM+1
3F(IFLOW. EQ. 1) GO TO 43
CALL LOC ( 1, 1, IQ, KK, l(`K, 1)
C	 CIlAitGE UNITS TO PICOSL^S/HRSIG1tA=S(N( IQ))*1000.D0





































































SUBROUTINE PAD (IDEC , MIW,HEC,ANG4►C,P ► )	 RD	 IS
^Icak** k**^c*^c^k^catc**^ca^**^c yc*****^h***^It**yc**^Ic^R^k^It^R^Mt*alc^lccatc*alc^t* +k****^latc^t^lt^lc** itc RD
	 20
** RD Be
**	 CONVERTS ANGLE IN DEGREES,MINUTES , SECONDS TO RAD IANS	 ** RD 40
** RD 60
******************^cvs n***^k ^c k*^c * > ********* ***********^k**** *^c*** RD 60
RD 70IMPLICIT	 RD 80
CU 0,00	 RD 90
Aa SEC/9600 . D0	 RD 109
Dr MIN/60.D0	 RD 1t0
IRi IDEG. LT. 0) C,* A+I!— IDEG	 RD 120





". 9	 RD 1p0
SUBROUTINE DEGNS ( ANGLE, P I , IDEG, M IN, SEC)	 DC	 IO
:x,***************x^**************mac*********** Dc 20
DO




********** c* k k***** k^ic***^k^c^K kak k lc*^c*******^k************************* DG60
DG 70
IMPLICIT REAL*13( A— ►I.O— 'L)	 llG
	 60ANGLC=ANGLE:* 180. U0/P I
	 DC 90
1 DEG'- I D I NT( ANGLE)
	 Di; 100
Ax l)FLOAT(IDEG)	 DG 1t0
Cr ANGLE—A	 DG120C=0*b0. D0
	 DO 1:30MIN*IUIN'C((:) 	 DG 140
D # DFLOr 'I'(MI N)	 DG 160D= C— D	 DG 160
SECK 0*60.DO
	 DG 170OSEC# SEC-60. DO	 DO 100DADSEC m DADS(DSEC)
	 DG 1401 F(DARSEC . GT. I . D-^4) CO TO 1
	 DG 2004ECk 0.D0	 DG 210
MINW MIN+I	 DG 220
CONTINUE	 DG 230IF(MIN.LT.60) GO 11) 2
	 DG 240
MIN=MIN-60	 DG 360















C **	 MATRIX MULTIPLICATION - GENERAL OR TRIANGULAR STORAGE TT 40
C **	 * MT 50
C **	 CALLS SUBROUTINE LOC(SSP)	 ** MT 60
C **	 ** MT 70
C MT no
C HT 90
C MTxO MATRIX IN GENERAL STORAGE MT 100
C MT=1 MATRIX IN TRIANGULAR STORAGE (SYMMETRIC) MT 110
IMPLICIT REAL*U(A-H2O-Z) MT 120
DIMENSION  A(1) ,	 B( 1) , C( 1) MT 130
DO 3 1=1,NRA MT 140
DO 2 K=1,NCB MT 160
CALL LOC (I,K, IT, NRA,NCB,.0) MT 160
C(IT)=0.B0 MT 170
DO 1 J=1,NCA MT 100
CALL LOC (1, J,IR,NRA,NCA,MTA) M'1' 190
CALI.. LOC (J, K, IN, NCA, NCB, MTB) MT 200
C( IT)=C( IT)+A( IR)*B( IS) MT 210
1 CONTINUE MT 220
2 CONTINUE MT 230
3 CONTINUE MT 240
RETURN M'i' 250
END MT 260
SUBROUTINE LOC ( I,J, IR,N,M,MS) LC 10
C LC 20
C **	 ** LC 30
C **	 SSII SUBROUTINE - MATRIX STORAGE MANIPULATOR 	 ** LC 40
C **	 ** LC 50
C LC 60
C IMPLICIT REAL*3(A-H2O-Z) LC 00
Ix--1 LC 90
JX=J LC 100
IF(109-1)	 1,20 LC 110
I iRX=N*(JX°-1)+IX LC 120
GO 'T() 7 LC 130
2 IF( IX-JX) 3,4,4 LC 140
3 IRX= IX+(JX*JX-JX) /2 LC 150
GO TO 7 LC 160
4 IItX=JX+( IX* IX- IX) /2 LC 170
GO TO 7 LC 100




6 1 fix= I X LC 210
7 I R= I m LC 220
wi TURN LC 230
END LC 240
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C	 FRAMES A SCREEN WINDOW RRR 3e
C FR 40
CALL MOVABS= (IX, IY) FR 30
CALL DRWABN ([X,[Y+ISY) FR 60
CALL DRWABS (IX+ISX, IY+ISIY) FR 70
CALL DRWABS ([ X+ ISX, I Y) FR 60
CALL DRWABS (IX,IY) FR 90
C RETURN pit 110
END FR 120
SUBROUTINE UNITS (A.B,DX,DY) UN 10
C UN 20
C	 CONVERTS CENTIMETERS TO VIRTUAL 00ORDIIIA7W UN A0
C IX910CM(A) UN 30
IY=Ki:rl( B) UN 60
DXa FLOAT( I X) UN 70DY= FLOAT( I Y) UN no
C UN 90
RETURN UN 100
SUBROUTINE RECT (DX,DY,D) Be 110
C RC 20
C	 DRAW A SQUARE WITH CENTER AT DX,DY RC 30
C	 CD - LENGTH OF SIDE RC 40
C RC 30
DS=KCM(D) RC 60
CALL UNITS (DX.DY,S,T) RC 70
CALL MOVEA (S,T) RC 60
S=OS/2. RC 90
CALL, MOVER (-S.-S) RC 100
CALL DRAWR (DS,O.) RC 1l0
CALL DRAWR (O.,DS) RC 120
CALL DRAWn (-DS,O.) RC 130




SUBROUTINE EQVITR (DX,DY,D) EQ 110
C 20
C	 DRAW AN EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE WITH CEIITRDID AT DX,DY EQ 30
C	 CD - LENGTH OF TRIANGLE LEG EQ 40
C EQ 50
PI=3.14 EQ 60
DS= KCM(D) EQ 70
CALL UNITS (DX.DY,S,T) EQ 60
CALL MOVEA (S,T) EQ 90
SS= . 433*DS EQ 100
CALL MOVER (0.,-SS) EQ 1L0
GALL MOVER (-DS/2.,0.) E4 120
CALL, DRAWR (DS.O.) EQ 1:10
ANGLL NI/3. EQ 140
X= CO i( ANGLE) *I)S EQ 150
Y=51N( ANGLE) *DS EQ 160
CALL DRAWR (-X, Y) E(), 170
CALL DRAWII (-X, -Y) EQ 160
C RETGHN EQ 200
END EQ 2141
SUBROUTINE CIRCLE (DX,DY,RS) CR IQ
C C'it 20
C	 01111W A CIRCLE WITH CENTER AT DX, OY (:It 11I0




PI n D. 14 CR 40
111, KCM( RS) CR 70
CALL UN III (DX, DY, S , T) CR 60
CALL PgVEA (St, T) CR 90
CALL MOVER (0. , R) CR 100
C n 2.*PI*R+1 CR 110
J a c CR 120
AA• i./R CR 130
DO I	 I = 1,J CR 140
An I*AA CR 150
X0 R*SIN(A) CR 1G0
Y=R*(:OS(A) C11 170
CALL DR.AWA (S+X, T-Y) CR 1130
I	 CONTINUE CR 190







A VIP sample run is presented in section B.2 to familiarize the
user with the interactive mode of operation and to illustrate some of
VIP's capabilities. This two-experiment session is listed screen by
screen (some are combined on one page to conserve paper) as viewed by
the user and reproduced by the Tektronix hard copy unit. The entire
session is presented from LOCON to LOCOFF. Section B.3 includes addi-
tional output obtained by the user from the line printer (or VERSATEC)
at the end of the session to serve as a record of that particular run.
Experiments 1 and 2 address the question of observation corre-
lations as discussed in section 3.2.6 and 4.3. As mentioned there, in
an N-station configuration there are (N)(N-1)/2 baselines (and thus the
same number of possible delay observations) but of those only N-1 inde-
pendent ones. In Experiment 1, a covariance analysis is performed on a
4-station network for the parameters described in section 3.2.3. Obser-
vations from 3 independent baselines are considered, their correlations
determined according to the model of section 3.2.6. In Experiment 2,
the same observation schedule is followed but all 6 possible baselines
are included. In thLs case, though, a diagonal observation covariance
matrix is introduced (recall that applying the correlations between all
six simultaneous observations would result in a singular observation
138
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covariance matrix since the observations are linearly dependent). A
comparison of the corresponding standard deviations of both experiments
indicates a decrease in those of Experiment 2 ranging from 20-30X. The
largest differences involve the earth orientation parameters since all
baselines contribute to their estimation, in the global sense. It is
apparent that as the number of stations increases and thus, the dis-
crepancy between the total number of baselines and the number of inde-
pendent baselines, the standard deviations become more optimistic when
the correlations between simultaneous observations are neglected.
To illustrate the effects of errors in the initial orientation
of the baseline on the baseline components as explained in Section
3.2.3, perfect observations are simulated in each experiment. As can be
seen in B.2, errors of 10 cm are introduced into the initial orientation
of the pole and 1 ms of time in earth rotation over the first step.
Those errors cause subsequent corrections to the approximate baseline
"components" of up to 29 cm in accordance with eqs. (3.2-24).
The observation schedule and the simulated observations are
given in B.3. The analysis considers a combination of delay and delay
rate observations. The option of storing the observation schedule on
file 9 (see Table A.1) prior to the session was chosen. The schedule
was guided by two considerations:
(1) that a source be observable simultaneously (maximum zenith distance
of 80°) from all stations at a chosen epoch of observation,
(2^ that the final source schedule, over the 24-hour period of the
simulations, be evenly distributed in right ascensions and declina-
tions to achieve a strong geometry, especially to provide good
139
recovery for low and high source declination-dependent parameters
[dock, 19801.
In addition, the schedule includes consideration of antenna slew time,
cable wrap and tape constraints and was developed using a scheduling
program written by Nancy Vandenberg at GSFC. The sources were selected
from the source list obtained from the GSFC V ILBI group and can be found
in the sample run of B.2.
At the and of Experiment 2 0 a typical visibility matrix is dis-
played fot the first five sources as viewed from the four participating
stations.
140
B.2 A Typical Interactive $ausion
The fallowing is a screen-by-screen display of Uperimonts 1
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The following information is output (on file 7) by the line
printer (or Versatec) as a record of a particular session. It can be
collected by the user after the termination of the session. It con-
tains all the output given in B.2 and in addition includes for each
experiment:
1. observation schedule (,and optionally simulated observations)
2. the normal. matrix
3. the variance-covariance matrix (unscaled)
4. the parameter correlation matrix
S. the normal matrix eigenvalues in descending  order.
The observation schedule and simulated observations of Experi-
ment 2 are presented on the following pages. The corresponding informa-
tion for Experiment 1 is identical with those of baselines 1, 4 and 6
of Experiment 2 at each epoch of observation.
The parameter correlation matrix and normal matrix eigenvalues
of Experiment 1 are also included. * Notice that the correlations are
generally small indicating good separability of the parameters. The
larg-it correlations (0.8- 0.9) occur between the low-declination
sources (also between each other) and the T(AX) component of the pri-
marily east-west baseline. This follows from an examination of (3.3-4)
(in this case the AY component of the Westford-Owens Valley baseline is
relatively small).
*Tile numbering of the parameters correspond to those of the standard
deviations list given in B.2
173
The ratio of maximum/minimum normal, matrix eigenvalues is
approximately 10 5 which is typical of multi-station configurations
which are well-conditioned.
Items 2 and 3 above are not presented here.
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